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CITY OF SUNFISH LAKE COMPREHENSIVE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (CSWMP) for the City of Sunfish Lake (City) has
been developed to meet local watershed management planning requirements of the Metropolitan Surface
Water Management Act and Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR) Rules Chapter 8410. It has also
been developed to be in conformance with the requirements of the Lower Mississippi River Watershed
Management Organization (LMRWMO), Metropolitan Council requirements, and applicable state and
federal laws. This document and its referenced literature is intended to provide a comprehensive
inventory of pertinent water resource related information that affects the City and management of those
resources.
Section 2 of this plan provides an introduction and purpose. This section also lists the personnel contacts
involved in the assistance and implementation of this plan.
Section 3 of this plan provides an inventory of land and water resources within the City. This section of
the plan includes a general summary of data related to precipitation, geology, topography, water quality,
shoreline ordinances, groundwater, soils, land use, fish and wildlife habitat, and pollutant source locations
within the City.
Section 4 of this plan outlines the water resource management related goals and policies of the City,
which address the needs of the City and county, as well as regional, state, and federal agencies. Goals
and policies have been developed for the City concerning water quantity, water quality, recreation, fish
and wildlife management, enhancement of public participation, information and education, groundwater,
wetlands, and erosion.
Section 5 of this plan provides an assessment of the existing and potential water resource related
concerns within the City. These concerns were identified based on an analysis of the land and resource
data collected as part of this plan preparation. Corrective actions have been identified in response to
concerns and typically include studies, capital improvements, or programs which may resolve these
identified problems.
Section 6 outlines implementation priorities and develops an implementation program. This section
contains a prioritized listing of the studies, programs, and capital improvements that have been identified
as necessary to respond to the water resource needs within the City, and is presented in a tabular format.
The implementation period identified within this report for the programs, studies and capital improvements
is from the year 2018 through 2027.
Section 7 discusses the financial considerations of implementing the proposed regulatory controls,
programs, and improvements, which have been identified in this plan and their financial impact on the
City. The plan indicates that the majority of funding for the policies and corrective actions will be from the
City's General Fund. Other possible funding sources for the implementation of this plan includes the City
Capital Improvement Program, general fund taxes, special assessments, and grant monies, which may
be secured from various local, regional, county, state, or federal agencies.
Section 8 discusses the procedures to be followed in the event this CSWMP is amended. Once this plan
is approved, no significant changes to this plan can be facilitated without the approval of the proposed
revisions by the LMRWMO within the City that is affected by the change. Significant changes to the plan
shall be made known to the Mayor, City Council, City staff, the Metropolitan Council, and the LMRWMO.
This CSWMP will be in effect until significant changes are deemed necessary or the City is required to
update the Plan per a Watershed Management Organization Plan update.
Section 9 lists references and/or supplemental documents that were used in the development of this
Plan.
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2. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
2.1. General
This CSWMP has been developed to provide the City of Sunfish Lake with direction concerning
the administration and implementation of water resource activities within the City. This plan is
intended to meet the requirements for a local watershed management plan as required by the
Metropolitan Surface Water Management Act, be in conformance with BWSR Rules Chapter
8410, and consistent with the County Groundwater Plan.
In addition to being in conformance with the above state law, this plan has also been developed
to meet the needs, requirements, and direction outlined by the following list:
1. LMRWMO Watershed Management Plan (2011/Amended 2015)
2. State Laws and Rules concerning wetland management as outlined in the Wetland
Conservation Act (WCA) of 1991 and amendments
3. State and Federal laws regarding the need to secure a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit
This plan incorporates the approaches and direction provided in the programs and documents
listed above into a comprehensive plan that can be consistently applied across the City. This plan
and its policies will be in effect upon adoption of the plan by the Sunfish Lake City Council.

2.2. Personnel Contacts
To implement this plan, a coordinated water resource management approach must be used. This
approach utilizes the services of staff personnel within the City and surrounding communities, as
well as staff personnel associated with the LMRWMO. The City is entirely within the LMRWMO.
The primary implementation responsibility will lie with the appropriate staff members at the City.
Assistance from the surrounding municipalities and the LMRWMO will also be anticipated.
Outlined below are the names, addresses, and telephone numbers for personnel having
responsibilities for overseeing or implementing various aspects of the CSWMP.
City of Sunfish Lake
City Engineer – Jeff Sandberg, P.E.
WSB & Associates, Inc.
701 Xenia Avenue – Suite 300
Minneapolis, MN 55416
(763) 541-4800
Lower Mississippi River Watershed Management Organization
Administrator – Joe Barten
Dakota County Soil and Water Conservation District
4100 220th St. West, Suite 102
Farmington, MN 55024
(651) 480-7784

2.3. Water Resource Related Agreements
The City has entered into water resource-related agreements that govern in part how the City
must manage its water resources. These agreements include the joint powers agreement
between the City and LMRWMO, agreements between the City and adjoining communities, or
agreements it may have with other governmental units or private parties. Listed below is a
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description of the water resource related agreements into which the City has entered. Copies of
these agreements or appropriate portions thereof are included in Appendix B.


Cities of Inver Grove Heights, Lilydale, Mendota Heights, St. Paul, Sunfish Lake, Sunfish
Lake, and West Saint Paul
o Revised and Restated Joint Powers Agreement establishing a Watershed
Management Organization for the Lower Mississippi River Watershed, 2001, and
amendments.



City of Sunfish Lake and City of Mendota Heights
o The City has a 12-inch outlet at Sunfish Lake that discharges water to Mendota
Heights. The City of Sunfish Lake and the City of Mendota Heights have entered
into an agreement that governs the outlet elevation, maintenance of the outlet
structure and valve, and operation of the outlet. The invert of the outlet pipe is
one inch (1”) above the ordinary high water level (OHWL) of 937. The invert of
the pipe is the control for the elevation of the lake. Water is then discharged
through the pipe to a manhole with a valve that can open and close. The valve
structure is operated manually and is open most of the time. Water is then
discharged through a series of ditches to Mendota Heights. The City of Mendota
Heights maintains and operates the outlet structure. The City of Sunfish Lake will
reimburse Mendota Heights for these operational costs. Additionally, the City of
Sunfish Lake cannot divert more water to Mendota Heights.
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3. LAND AND WATER RESOURCE INVENTORY
As required in Minnesota Rules Section 8410.0060, this section of the plan provides a general description
and summary of the climate, geology, topography, surface and groundwater resource data, soils, land
use, fish and wildlife habitat, and pollutant sources. This section also identifies where detailed information
can be obtained for many of these areas of concern.

3.1. Climate and Precipitation
3.1.1. Climate
The climate within the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area is described as a humid
continental climate with moderate precipitation, wide daily temperature variations, warm
humid summers, and cold winters. The total average annual precipitation is
approximately 31 inches, of which approximately one-third occurs in the months of June,
July and August. The annual snowfall average is about 54 inches and is equivalent to
approximately 5.4 inches of water. Average monthly temperature, precipitation, and
snowfall are shown in Table 3.1. Additional climatological information for the area can be
obtained from the Minnesota State Climatology Office website.
3.1.2. Precipitation
A rainfall event having a 99% chance of occurrence in any given year (1-year storm
event) within a 24-hour period is approximately 2.5 inches. A rainfall event having a 1%
chance of occurrence (100-year storm event) in a 24-hour period is approximately 7.4
inches. This rainfall data was obtained from the Atlas 14 website produced by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), taken at a central point within
the City. The 1%, 10-day runoff (snowmelt) is 7.2 inches. Because snowmelt data was
not updated with Atlas 14, this data was obtained from the U.S. Weather Bureau
Technical Paper 40. Additional precipitation information for the area can be obtained from
the NOAA website.
Table 3.1: Average Monthly Temperature, Precipitation, and Snowfall Data for Minneapolis/St. Paul
Metropolitan Area
Month
Average Temp (F°)
Precipitation (Inches)
Snowfall (Inches)
January
15.6
0.90
12.2
February
20.8
0.77
7.7
March
32.8
1.89
10.3
April
47.5
2.66
2.4
May
59.1
3.36
0
June
68.8
4.25
0
July
73.8
4.04
0
August
71.2
4.30
0
September
62.0
3.08
0
October
48.9
2.43
0.6
November
33.7
1.77
9.3
December
19.7
1.61
11.9
Annual Average: 46.2
Total: 30.61
Total: 54.4
Source: State Climatology Office for the Minneapolis/St. Paul Airport

3.2. Geology and Topographic Information
3.2.1. Geology
The City of Sunfish Lake is located in northern Dakota County (Figure 1, Appendix A),
five miles south of the City of St. Paul. The City of West St. Paul lies to the north,
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Mendota Heights to the west, Eagan to the southwest, and Inver Grove Heights to the
east and south. Total area within the corporate limits is approximately 1.7 square miles.
The geomorphology of the City is comprised of Superior Lobe deposits. The composition
of the Superior Lobe deposits located in the City consists of glacial lake sand consisting
of reddish-brown sand, grading downward into silt deposits laid down periodically on the
bottoms of glacial lakes, clay, very fine sand, and till consisting of a reddish-brown sandy
loam with cobbles and boulders common throughout. The areas of till found within
northern Dakota County are frequently found in complexes intermixed with ice-contact
stratified deposits of gravel and sand.
The bedrock formations include the Platteville and Glenwood Formations, the St. Peter
Sandstone, the Decorah Shale, the Jordan Sandstone and the St. Lawrence shale. Depth
to the bedrock varies from approximately 150 feet to 250 feet below the surface.
Five major bedrock aquifers are accessible for water supply for the City of Sunfish Lake:
Prairie Du Chien-Jordan, St. Peter, Mount Simon-Hinckley, Ironton-Galesville, and
Platteville Aquifers. City residents utilize the Prairie du Chien-Jordan aquifer most often
for private water supply because of its high yield, very good water quality, and relatively
easy accessibility.
Additional geologic information for areas within the City can be found in the Geologic
Atlas of Dakota County on the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
website.
3.2.2. Topography
The topography of the City can be described as moraine (accumulation of soil and stone
deposited by glacier activity) topography with many slopes and wetlands. Stormwater
runoff from the City of Sunfish Lake is generally directed to the water bodies within the
City or the surrounding communities.
There are several lakes within the City including Sunfish Lake, Hornbeam Lake, and
Horseshoe Lake. Sunfish Lake is the largest lake with a total surface area of 45 acres
and a maximum depth of 32 feet.
The specific drainage patterns, which depict topography for areas within the City, are
shown on Figure 2, Appendix A.

3.3. Surface Water Resource Data
3.3.1. Wetland Inventory
A wetland inventory has been completed by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as published
on the National Wetland Inventory Maps, and by the DNR as published in their Public
Waters and Wetlands Inventory. These wetland inventories will be utilized to assist in
determining if a wetland is present on a given parcel of property within the City. The
National Wetland Inventory and the DNR Public Waters/Wetlands maps are shown on
Figure 3, Appendix A.
The City of Sunfish Lake has adopted a Wetlands Overlay District Ordinance and
incorporates by reference the WCA of 1991, as amended, to protect and conserve
wetland resources within the City. This ordinance can be found in Appendix C.
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3.3.2. Major Bodies of Water
There are several water bodies that convey and store water within and through the City
as shown on Figure 3, Appendix A. These water bodies are as follows:
• Sunfish Lake
• Hornbeam Lake (LMRWMO intercommunity water body)
• Horseshoe Lake
• Wood Duck Pond
• Pagoda Pond
• Several wetlands and small ponds
Some of the wetlands and ponds in the City are landlocked, as shown on Figure 3,
Appendix A. Water will only flow out of these waterbodies during extreme rainfall or
runoff events that occur during extended wet climatic cycles. When climate conditions are
normal, water exits these basins through evaporation and/or seepage to the groundwater.
The City’s major waterbodies are within private residential areas. No public access is
provided within the City limits.
3.3.3. Hydrologic Modeling (Water Quantity)
The City’s hydrologic/hydraulic system consists of Sunfish Lake, Hornbeam Lake,
Horseshoe Lake as well as other ponds, wetlands, ditches, and storm sewer pipe
systems. A watershed description and drainage analysis was completed for the City in
1991. The subwatersheds are illustrated on Figure 2, Appendix A. The summary of the
hydrologic analysis including the 100-year flow rates are shown in Appendix D. This plan
assumed fully developed conditions within the City and considered the minimal effects of
tributary runoff into the City of Sunfish Lake from the cities of West St. Paul and Inver
Grove Heights. Most stormwater from the City is discharged to surrounding communities.
Some minor updates to the model have been made since 1991. These changes were the
result of analyzing small drainage areas due to regrading on private property that
received permits from the City. The table in Appendix D reflects these changes.
The City of Sunfish Lake has remained a low density residential housing community. The
City maintains an ordinance that requires a minimum of 2.5 acres (excluding wetlands)
for all residential lots. Most lots in the City are larger than the required 2.5 acres. In
recent years, the City of Sunfish Lake has experienced very little development. While
land uses have not changed dramatically, the City desires to update its hydrologic model
to include updated Atlas 14 rainfall data and any land changes that have occurred since
the last Plan. For areas where problem drainage areas exist, updated modeling will be
completed to address the issue. Based on any future updated modeling, if changes to
intercommunity flows occur, they will be forwarded to the LMRWMO.

3.4. Water Resource Problem Areas
Some water resource problem areas and potential problem areas were identified as part of the
development of this Plan.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Sunfish Lake outlet is frequently blocked by debris and requires maintenance.
The roadside ditch adjacent to Charlton Road does not drain effectively
Residents within the City are generally concerned about lake water quality.
Multiple culverts within the City are in need of cleaning and/or repair.

Figure 4, Appendix A shows the location of the water resource problem areas. More detailed
information about these areas is available in Section 5 of this Plan.
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3.5. Water Quality Data
3.5.1. Overview
Water quality data for the City has been obtained from several water quality monitoring
studies for Sunfish Lake, Horseshoe Lake, and Hornbeam Lake. Figure 5, Appendix A
shows the location of the City water quality monitoring sites. Based on the classification
systems of the MPCA and LMRWMO, the water bodies within the City have been
classified as shown in Table 3.2.

Classification

Deep Lakes

Shallow Lakes

Table 3.2: Water Body Classifications
Water Body
Minnesota Water
Quality
Standards**
Sunfish Lake
Secchi Disc: 1.4 m
TP: 40 ug/L
Chl a: 14 ug/L
Horseshoe Lake
Hornbeam Lake*

Secchi Disc: 1.0 m
TP: 60 ug/L
Chl a: 20 ug/L

*Intercommunity water body
**Standards defined by Minnesota Rules 7050 for Class 2B waters in the North
Central Hardwood Forest Ecoregion
The City will continue to monitor Sunfish Lake, Hornbeam Lake, and Horseshoe Lake by
taking part in the Citizen Assisted Lake Monitoring Program (CAMP). The City’s water
quality analysis can be found on the Lake Info Sheets in Appendix E.
3.5.2. Impaired Waters
The MPCA lists Sunfish Lake and the Mississippi River as being impaired, meaning that
the water bodies are too polluted or otherwise degraded to meet the water quality
standards set by governing bodies.
Sunfish Lake was added to the Impaired Waters List in 2010 for impairment to aquatic
recreation due to nutrient/eutrophication biological indicators. A Total Maximum Daily
Load (TMDL) report for the LMRWMO was completed in 2014 and can be found on the
MPCA’s website. The TMDL did not assign a load reduction to the City, as the primary
source of nutrients is the lake’s internal loading. As noted in Issue 5.1.1, an alum
treatment was applied to the lake in 2017 as recommended in the TMDL to address the
internal loading.
Currently, the portion of the Mississippi River to the west, north, and east of the City (ID
07010206-814) is impaired for mercury and perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) in fish
tissue and the water column, PCB in fish tissue, nutrients, total suspended solids, and
fecal coliform. While no portion of the City discharges directly to the Mississippi River,
stormwater from the City ultimately discharges there. As noted in Issue 5.1.3, the City will
work with LMRWMO as feasible to improve water quality upstream of the Mississippi
River.
For more information on impaired waters and TMDL Plans visit the MPCA's Impaired
Waters List.
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3.6. Shoreland, Floodplain and Wetland Management
Regulations
The City of Sunfish Lake has developed Shoreland Overlay Zoning Regulations. These
regulations are designed to protect and preserve the health of the three main recreational lakes –
Sunfish Lake, Hornbeam Lake, and Horseshoe Lake. These lakes have been designated in the
ordinance as Recreational Development. These regulations are in Appendix C and are generally
consistent with the DNR Shoreland Ordinance.
The City of Sunfish Lake does not participate in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) Flood Insurance Program as there are no FEMA designated 100-year floodplains within
the City. However, the City has identified flood inundation areas for its water bodies. Regulation
associated with flood inundation areas and 100-year flood elevations are outlined in the
Shoreland and Storm Water Ordinances as well as in Section 4 of this Plan. The 100-year high
water level (HWL) information is shown on the tables in Appendix D.
The City has adopted Wetland Overlay District regulations in their zoning code. These regulations
adopt the WCA and are contained in Appendix C.

3.7. Groundwater Appropriations
The DNR Division of Waters regulates water use (appropriation) for all users withdrawing more
than 10,000 gallons of water per day or 1 million gallons per year and requires all users who meet
the above criteria for water usage to obtain a permit. The City of Sunfish Lake and residents are
not required to obtain this permit based on the DNR Waters exemption for residential uses
serving less than 25 people and/or withdrawal of less than 10,000 gallons per day. Some
residents along Charlton Road and close to the City of Mendota Heights’ boundary receive sewer
and water services from the City of Mendota Heights through a Joint Powers agreement between
the Cities of Sunfish Lake and Mendota Heights.

3.8. Groundwater Resource Data
Groundwater resource data for areas within the City are available by reviewing the contents of
three reports. A brief description of the content in these documents is provided below. These
documents may be obtained from Dakota County.
•

The Dakota County Geologic Atlas (1990) contains information on aquifers, general
depth to groundwater table, and areas sensitive to groundwater pollution. This
information indicates that in general, the City has low to medium low sensitivity to
groundwater pollution. The Dakota County Geologic Atlas is currently being updated. The
City will update its groundwater resource data as necessary upon the release of the
update.

•

Dakota County 2020 Environment and Natural Resource Management Policy Plan,
(2005) contains information about groundwater within the County.

•

The Dakota County Comprehensive Plan (DC2030) contains information on the County’s
natural systems and land use and is currently the guiding document for groundwater
protection in the County. The County’s Comprehensive Plan is currently being updated
(DC2040). Upon its adoption, anticipated in February 2019, DC2040 will become the
guiding document on groundwater protection.

The northeast portion of the City is within the Drinking Water Supply Management Area
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(DWSMA) and Wellhead Protection Area (WHPA) for the City of South St. Paul, as shown in
Figure 6, Appendix A.

3.9. Soils Information
The soils in most of the City are sandy, gravelly material deposited by glaciers. The hydrologic
soil classification map is shown in Figure 7, Appendix A. This soil data is approximate; sitespecific conditions should be evaluated to determine soil infiltration capacity for proposed
projects. The four soil classifications are defined as follows and the infiltration rates are consistent
with the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency’s (MPCA) Stormwater Manual:
Group A – Soils have high infiltration rates even when thoroughly wetted. The infiltration
rates range from 0.8 to 1.6 inches per hour. These soils consist chiefly of deep, well
drained to excessively drained sands and gravel. Group A soils have a high rate of water
transmission, resulting in a low runoff potential.
Group A/D – Soils hydrology is a mixture of Group A and Group D. Group A/D soils
contain the features and characteristics of both Group A and Group D soils depending on
whether the soils are drained or undrained.
Group B – Soils have moderate infiltration rates ranging from 0.3 to 0.45 inches per hour
when thoroughly wetted. Group B soils consist of deep moderately well to well drained
soils with moderately fine to moderately coarse textures.
Group B/D – Soils hydrology is a mixture of Group B and Group D. Group B/D soils
contain the features and characteristics of both Group B and Group D soils depending on
whether the soils are drained or undrained.
Group C – Soils have slow infiltration rates around 0.2 inches per hour when thoroughly
wetted. Group C soils have moderately fine to fine texture.
Group C/D – Soils hydrology is a mixture of Group C and Group D. Group C/D soils
contain the features and characteristics of both Group C and Group D soils depending on
whether the soils are drained or undrained.
Group D – Soils have very slow infiltration rates ranging from 0 to 0.06 inches per hour
when thoroughly wetted. Group D soils are typically clay soils with high swelling potential,
soils with high permanent water table, soils with a clay layer at or near the surface, or
shallow soils over nearly impervious material.
The soils in the City are classified as part of the Kingsley-Mahtomedi series. This series consists
of gently sloping to very steep, well drained and excessively drained soils formed in loamy and
sandy glacial till and sandy glacial outwash on uplands and pitted outwash plains.
Additional information on the geology and soil for the City is available in the Soil Survey of Dakota
County on the Natural Resource Conservation Service’s website.

3.10. Land Use, Land Cover, and Public Utilities Services
The City of Sunfish Lake’s land use is low density residential with the exception of four churches
and open space. Figure 8, Appendix A shows the City’s land use map. There are no proposed
changes to these land uses.
The Minnesota Land Cover Classification System, or MLCCS, categorizes urban and built up
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areas in terms of land cover rather than land use. MLCCS serves as a tool for City staff to
integrate natural area preservation into land planning, land use, and zoning decisions. The City is
comprised of mostly developed area with additional zones of herbaceous area, forest, and
wetland/water as shown in Figure 9, Appendix A.
Water and sewer services are mainly provided by individual wells and septic systems. The City is
dependent on groundwater for its water supplies. The City has adopted the standards and
regulations in Dakota County Ordinance No. 114 to be followed for the construction,
reconstruction, maintenance, operation, repair, registered and reclaimed use, and abandonment
of all wells and water supplies.
The City has adopted the MPCA Water Quality Division Individual Sewage Treatment Systems
(ISTS) Standards, Minnesota Rules Chapter 7080, as the individual sewage disposal code for the
City of Sunfish Lake.

3.11. Fish and Wildlife Habitat
The City of Sunfish Lake provides habitat for a variety of small mammals, reptiles, birds,
amphibians, and insects. Maintenance of habitat for wildlife species is important in maintaining
ecological stability in the City’s natural areas. The City currently employs a professional Forester
to assist in providing public information and guidance towards best management practices
(BMPs) and habitat preservation for wooded areas. The City has a Comprehensive Tree
Preservation program in addition to its Shoreland and Wetlands Overlay Districts regulations to
preserve its natural resources and protect fish and wildlife habitat.
The City received a gift of 22 acres of parkland that will remain under the Minnesota Land Trust
Conservation Easement Program in perpetuity. This area is located just south of Salem Church
Road.
Dakota County completed the “Dakota County Farmland and Natural Areas Protection Plan” in
2002. This plan shows the City as an urban area and no greenways were designated for the City
as part of this planning effort.

3.12. Pollutant Source Locations
The MPCA lists the following potential sources of soil and groundwater contamination as shown
in Figure 10, Appendix A:
•
•
•
•

One solid waste site on Windy Hill Road
Several construction stormwater sites throughout the City
Two underground tanks along the border with the City of Mendota Heights
Three petroleum remediation leak sites in the northwestern corner of the City

ISTSs throughout the City are potential sources of contamination. Other sources of groundwater
and soil contamination include possible spills on Interstate 494 and other transportation corridors
within the City limits. To address this concern, the Minnesota Department of Transportation has
assumed responsibility for cleanup and relocation of oil and other contaminants should they occur
within these corridors.

3.13. NPDES Phase II
The MPCA implemented the NPDES Phase II Stormwater Program in March 2003. Phase II
requires municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) in urban areas with populations over
10,000 and under 100,000 to obtain an NPDES permit. The City has completed a Stormwater
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Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) in conformance with the MPCA. The City’s SWPPP is
contained in Appendix F. Permits for construction sites greater than 1 acre are also required as
part of Phase II.
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4. ESTABLISHMENT OF GOALS AND POLICIES
The City of Sunfish Lake has developed a number of goals and policies that conform to the overall
purpose that is specified in Minnesota Statutes Section 103B.201. These goals and policies have been
developed to be in conformance with the policies required by the LMRWMO (see Appendix H for the
regulatory framework of water resources within the City of Sunfish Lake). The City of Sunfish Lake will
work with the LMRWMO on intercommunity issues.
These goals and policies have also been developed to preserve and use natural water storage and
retention systems to:
A.

Limit public capital expenditures to control volumes and rates of runoff.

B.

Improve water quality.

C.

Prevent erosion of soil into surface water systems.

D.

Promote groundwater recharge.

E.

Protect and enhance fish and wildlife habitat and water recreational facilities.

F.

Secure the other benefits associated with the proper management of surface water.

The goals and policies the City has developed address issues related to water quantity, water quality,
recreation, fish and wildlife, enhancement of public participation, information and education, public ditch
system management, ground water management, wetland management, and soil erosion management.
Outlined below are the goals and policies that have been developed for each of the above areas of
concern.
Note: After each policy, it is noted if the policy originated from the LMRWMO. If no note, the policy
originated with the City.

4.1. Water Quantity
Goal:
Limit public capital expenditures to control runoff volumes, rates, and downstream impacts from
development.
Policies:
For additional policies, see the City’s Engineering Design Standards for Stormwater Management
in Appendix I.
1. Low Impact Design will be used to the greatest extent reasonable for development and
redevelopment to reduce the amount of impervious surface in the City. (LMRWMO)
2. For development or redevelopment that increases impervious surface area by one acre or
more, abstraction of 1.0 inches of runoff from the net new impervious surface will be required.
3. Infiltration will not be allowed in areas where the soils are not suitable for infiltration, within a
DWSMA or WHPA, or where there is less than three feet (3’) of separation between the
bottom of the infiltration system and the groundwater or bedrock. The City requires in-situ
field tests to verify the on-site soil infiltration rate prior to the construction of infiltration BMPs.
(LMRWMO)
4. The level of flood protection to be provided along trunk conveyance systems, streams,
channels, wetlands, ponds, detention basins, and lakes shall be based on the critical-duration
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5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

100-year event, which is defined as the 100-year 24-hour rainfall or the 100-year, 10-day
runoff event, whichever is greater. (LMRWMO)
Trunk stormwater systems shall be designed to provide discharge capacity for the criticalduration runoff event that is not less than a 10-year frequency event. For open channel
conveyance systems, the design criteria shall be for the critical 100-year event. Variances to
this standard may apply in areas where in-place storm sewers are designed for a 5-year
frequency event. (LMRWMO)
Emergency overflow structures (e.g., swales, spillways) are to be incorporated, where
feasible, into pond outlet structure designs to prevent undesired flooding resulting from
storms larger than the 100-year event or from plugged outlet conditions. (LMRWMO)
All minor drainage systems (non-trunk) and local stormwater collection systems analyses and
design will be based on a 10-year event.
The peak rate of runoff from the developed subwatershed of a site will not exceed the
existing peak discharge rate for the 2-, 10-, and 100-year critical storm event (LMRWMO).
Drainage calculations for the 2-, 10-, and 100-year critical events must be submitted and
approved as part of any development or redevelopment applications of one acre in size or
greater prior to the issuance of any building or grading permit.
The design storm events shall be as follows:
Event Frequency

Event Duration

1 – Year
2 – Year
5 – Year
10 – Year
100 – Year
100 – Year

24 – Hour
24 – Hour
24 – Hour
24 – Hour
24 – Hour
10 – Day Runoff
(snowmelt)

Probability of
Occurrence in
Any Given Year
99%
50%
20%
10%
1%
1%

Rainfall
Amount
(inches)
2.5
2.8
3.5
4.2
7.4
7.2 (inches of
runoff)

11. The City prefers to provide rate control through site-by-site stormwater detention/retention
systems.
12. Detention facility design will include access for maintenance of the outlet structure and to the
facility in general. (LMRWMO)
13. Easements over floodplains, detention areas, wetlands, ditches, and all other parts of the
stormwater system as areas develop or redevelop is required. (LMRWMO)
14. Outlets for landlocked basins will be provided based on the following conditions:
a. Only the existing tributary area may discharge to a landlocked basin, unless provision
has been made for an outlet from the basin or hydrologic analysis has been completed
showing additional discharge to basin is acceptable. (LMRWMO)
b. The form of outlet may range from temporary pumps to gravity storm sewers. The outlet
is to be in place before increased water levels are likely to affect vegetation, slope
stability, and property values. (LMRWMO)
c. The City will encourage the reduction of impervious area coverage and increased
infiltration opportunities in watersheds tributary to landlocked basins.
d. In establishing high water elevations and whether outlets are needed for landlocked
basins, the long duration events—such as multiple-year wet cycles, high runoff volume
events, and/or back-to-back 100-year events—will be considered (e.g., snowmelt events
that last for many weeks). (LMRWMO)
e. Emergency overflows or outlets to drainage systems will be provided to any landlocked
area if the available stormwater storage capacity is inadequate to prevent flooding of
residences and if the available downstream conveyance system capacity is adequate to
accept additional flow.
f. Outflow rates should allow for as much infiltration as possible. Drawdown time to within
one foot of the normal water level (NWL) should not exceed 48 hours. (LMRWMO)
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15. The City’s natural ponding areas, such as wetlands and lakes, currently provide and will
continue to provide for the impoundment and treatment of surface water runoff as appropriate
and according to local, state, and federal regulations.
16. The City intends to use both designated and non-designated areas to store stormwater
runoff. Non-designated areas include general depressions, areas lacking easements, low
points, and streets where structures and/or property is not damaged and any inundation that
occurs will only be temporary in nature.
17. The City will encourage the development of enhanced infiltration practices wherever practical.
The City will require that a maintenance plan that includes procedures for maintenance and
funding be submitted prior to approval of private infiltration basins. The City will not maintain
private infiltration areas. The Minnesota Stormwater Manual contains information on
infiltration design guidelines.
18. Uses or activities within the 100-year flood inundation areas that include structures, fill, and
obstruction of flood flows or that cause increased flood elevations are prohibited.
19. The City will ensure that development projects undertaken by the City will not overtax the
existing downstream stormwater drainage system. (LMRWMO)
20. The basement floor will be four feet (4’) above the currently observed groundwater elevations
in the area and two feet (2’) above the elevation of any known or historic high groundwater
elevations for the area. Information on historic high groundwater elevation can be derived
from any reasonable sources including piezometer data, soil boring data, etc.
21. The minimum floor elevation, which includes the basement, for new development or
redevelopment will be at least one foot (1’) above the critical 100-year HWL. (LMRWMO)
22. Any new development or redevelopment within the City will maintain a minimum building
opening of three feet (3’) above the anticipated 100-year HWL or three feet (3’) above the
OHWL, whichever is higher, as a standard practice. However, if this freeboard requirement is
considered a hardship, the standard could be lowered to two feet (2’) if the following can be
demonstrated:
a. That, within the two-foot (2’) freeboard area, stormwater storage is available which is
equal to or exceeds 50% of the stormwater storage currently available in the basin below
the 100-year HWL.
b. That a 25% obstruction of the basin outlet over a 24-hour period would not result in more
than one-foot (1’) of additional bounce in the basin.
c. An adequate overflow route from the basin is available to provide assurance that one-foot
(1’) of freeboard will be maintained for the proposed low building opening. (LMRWMO)
23. The City will abide by the intercommunity design flows and coordinate with downstream cities
if flows exceed what is outlined in modeling information in Appendix D or any updated,
approved modeling.

4.2. Water Quality
Goal:
Maintain or improve the quality of water in lakes, streams or rivers within or immediately
downstream of the City.
Policies:
For additional policies, see the City’s Engineering Design Standards for Stormwater Management
in Appendix I.
1. All stormwater detention facilities will be designed to have a forebay to remove coarse
sediment prior to discharge.
2. The City prefers to provide water quality improvement using site-by-site stormwater treatment
systems.
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3. For development or redevelopment that increases impervious surface area by one acre or
more where abstraction is not feasible, a stormwater treatment to NURP standards can be
constructed to meet water quality standards. The design for these ponds shall be as follows:
a. A permanent pool ("dead storage") volume below the principal spillway (normal outlet)
shall be greater than or equal to the runoff from a 2.5-inch, 24-hour rainfall over the entire
contributing drainage area assuming full development.
b. A permanent pool average depth (basin volume/basin area) shall be > 4 feet, with a
maximum depth of < 10 feet.
c. An emergency overflow (emergency outlet) adequate to control the 100-year critical
duration event.
d. Basin side slopes above the NWL should be no steeper than 4:1, and preferably flatter. A
basin shelf with a minimum width of ten feet (10’) and depth of one foot (1’) below the
NWL is recommended to enhance wildlife habitat, reduce potential safety hazards, and
improve access for long-term maintenance.
e. To prevent short-circuiting, the distance between major inlets and the normal outlet shall
be maximized.
f. A flood pool ("live storage") volume above the NWL shall be adequate so that the peak
discharge rates from 2-, 10-, and 100-year, 24-hour events are no greater than predevelopment basin watershed conditions.
g. No orifice smaller than four inches (4”) is allowed in the construction of ponds or outlets
within the City.
h. Retardance of peak discharges for the more frequent storms can be achieved through a
principal spillway design which may include a perforated vertical riser, small orifice
retention outlet, or compound weir.
4. For development or redevelopment that disturbs one acre or more, the City will require 50%
total phosphorus removal. For this policy, mill and overlay and pavement rehabilitation
projects will not be considered land disturbance. This water quality requirement will be
considered satisfied if the volume control requirement (Section 4.1, Policy 2) is met. For
areas that discharge directly to a water body for which a TMDL has been completed, the
TMDL requirements may replace this policy. (LMRWMO)
5. For new stormwater discharge points/outfalls, the City will provide pretreatment (at least grit
and floatable removal) of stormwater prior to its discharge to wetlands and other water
resources. The City will require pretreatment prior to discharge into any new infiltration
system. (LMRWMO)
6. A 16.5-foot buffer of natural vegetation above the NWL or wetland boundary is required
around ponds, lakes, and wetlands upon development or redevelopment. These buffers will
be promoted and encouraged for all existing properties adjacent to lakes, streams, and
wetlands.
7. Classification of City waterbodies are consistent with the MPCA and LMRWMO as given in
Table 3.2. (LMRWMO)
7. The City will continue to implement its water quality monitoring program through CAMP.
8. The City will require implementation of BMPs during development and redevelopment to
achieve the goal of reducing nonpoint source pollution, with emphasis placed on the
watersheds that drain (or will drain) to the Mississippi River. (LMRWMO)
9. The City will encourage the reduction in the amount of impervious surface upon development
or redevelopment. (LMRWMO)
10. The City will consider both the water quality and flooding impacts of proposed outlets from
landlocked basins on downstream water resources. (LMRWMO)
11. The City will continue to implement its SWPPP in conformance with the MPCA’s NPDES
Phase II Rule. The SWPPP is incorporated by reference and information is contained in
Appendix F.
12. The City will sweep all the City streets at least once in the spring.
13. The City will require skimmers in the construction of new pond outlets and will add skimmers
to existing systems whenever feasible and practical.
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14. The City will continue to work cooperatively with Dakota County to implement the household
hazardous waste disposal program and educate residents on the proper disposal of
household hazardous waste.
15. The City will work with neighboring municipalities to require rate control and treatment prior to
the discharge of stormwater across municipal boundaries.
16. The City will share water quality data and trends with the LMRWMO and surrounding cities.
(LMRWMO)
17. The City will update its Illicit Discharge Ordinance in conformance with the NPDES Phase II
Permit.
18. The use of pesticides, herbicides, or other products for vegetation or algae control within any
water bodies within the City is prohibited unless a permit is obtained from the City and the
DNR. The DNR requires a permit for the application of such products on any Public Waters.
19. The use of phosphorus fertilizer is prohibited within the City per Minnesota Statute.
Phosphorus fertilizer is not allowed to be used unless it is used for establishment of new lawn
or a soil test indicates that phosphorus is needed.
20. The City will inspect all storm sewer outfalls and sediment ponds once every five years in
conformance with the City’s NPDES Permit. Information about these inspections will be
collected and included in the annual SWPPP report.

4.3. Recreation, Fish and Wildlife
Goal:
Protect and enhance recreational facilities and fish and wildlife habitat.
Policies:
For additional policies, see the City’s Engineering Design Standards for Stormwater Management
in Appendix I.
1. The City will cooperate with the DNR, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and other appropriate agencies in
promoting public enjoyment and protecting fish, wildlife, and recreational resources in the
City.
2. The City will encourage land owners to maintain wetlands and open space areas for the
benefit of wildlife.
3. The City requires a 16.5-foot buffer above the NWL or wetland boundary around storm
ponds, lakes, and wetlands upon new development or redevelopment. These buffers will be
promoted and encouraged for all existing properties adjacent to lakes, streams, and
wetlands.
4. The City may incorporate into proposed projects alternative landscape designs that increase
beneficial habitat, wildlife, and recreational uses; promote infiltration and vegetative water
use; and decrease detrimental wildlife uses (such as beaver dams and goose
overabundance) that damage water control facilities, shoreline vegetation, water quality, or
recreational facilities. (LMRWMO)
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4.4. Enhancement of Public Participation, Information, and
Education
Goal:
Educate and inform the public on pertinent water resource management issues and increase
public participation in water management activities.
Policies:
1. The City will coordinate its education efforts with Dakota County and the LMRWMO.
(LMRWMO)
2. The City will disseminate information to the public regarding its water resources, stormwater
management, groundwater protection, etc. The City will make this information available to
active community groups upon request. (LMRWMO)
3. The City will continue to implement an education program per its NPDES Phase II SWPPP
which may use the following: city newsletters, community access cable TV, individual
mailings, and the City website. The City’s quarterly newsletter can be viewed online at the
City’s website.
4. The City will hold an annual public meeting to review stormwater and water resource related
items in conformance with the City’s NPDES Permit.

4.5. Groundwater
Goal:
To coordinate activities and/or manage surface water runoff to the degree necessary to meet
requirements for groundwater protection or management as required by Dakota County, the
MPCA, the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH), and the DNR.
Policies:
1. The City will encourage groundwater recharge and protect recharge areas from potential
sources of contamination. (LMRWMO)
2. The City will use grassed waterways to maximize infiltration where feasible and not
detrimental to groundwater supplies. Infiltration design recommendations are provided in the
Minnesota Stormwater Manual. (LMRWMO)
3. The City has adopted Minnesota Rule 7080 related to ISTSs. In addition to the requirements
contained within MPCA Rule 7080, all new, rebuilt, or otherwise modified ISTSs located in
the City shall be designed by a person licensed as a site evaluator by Dakota County. The
installation of an ISTS shall occur only at the location approved by the City's building official.
Installation of the ISTS at any other location shall require submission to and approval of
revised design and location plans by the City's building official. The ISTS shall only be
installed by a person or company licensed by Dakota County as qualified to install such a
system.
4. The City will support the policies in the Dakota County Comprehensive Plan related to
groundwater and adopts this Plan by reference. (LMRWMO)
5. The City will cooperate with state and regional agencies including the LMRWMO and Dakota
County on groundwater monitoring, inventorying, or permitting programs.
6. The City will cooperate with the MDH and Dakota County Environmental Management to
ensure that all unsealed or improperly abandoned wells within the City are properly sealed.
Technical requirements for the abandonment of these wells will be in conformance with the
local and state regulations.
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4.6. Wetlands
Goals:
The City will protect wetlands in conformance with the requirements of the WCA.
Policies:
For additional policies, see the City’s Engineering Design Standards for Stormwater Management
in Appendix I.
1. The City is the local governmental unit (LGU) responsible for administering the WCA.
(LMRWMO)
2. The City does not anticipate any significant growth or development. Therefore, the City will
inventory, classify, and determine the functions and values of wetlands on a case-by-case
basis as-needed using the most recent version of Minnesota Routine Assessment Method for
Evaluating Wetland Functions (MnRAM) or its equivalent. (LMRWMO)
3. The City will encourage public and private landowners to maintain wetlands and open space
areas for the benefit of wildlife. (LMRWMO)
4. Prior to issuance of any City grading or building permits, all development and redevelopment
activities must comply with the WCA.
5. This City requires a 16.5-foot buffer above the NWL or wetland boundary around storm
ponds, lakes, wetlands, and streams upon new development or redevelopment. These
buffers will be promoted and encouraged for all existing properties adjacent to lakes,
streams, and wetlands.

4.7. Erosion and Sedimentation
Goals:
To prevent soil erosion and sedimentation.
Policies:
For additional policies, see the City’s Engineering Design Standards for Stormwater Management
in Appendix I.
1. The City will require erosion and sediment control plans for land development and
construction work that will disturb one or more acres of land in conformance with NPDES
Phase II Construction requirements.
2. The City will require any development or redevelopment to comply with the erosion control
and steep slope standards in the City’s Storm Water Management Ordinance (Appendix C).
3. The City requires the submission and approval of erosion control and grading plans prior to
the issuance of any grading or building permits.
4. The City will update its erosion and sediment control ordinances as per the NPDES SWPPP.
5. Point discharges of stormwater to open channels or detention basins shall be constructed in
a manner that minimizes added erosion. (LMRWMO)
6. Effective energy dissipation devices should be provided at all conveyance system discharges
to prevent bank, channel, or shoreline erosion. (LMRWMO)
7. Design of stream bank stabilization and streambed control measures should consider unique
or special site conditions, energy dissipation potential, adverse effects, preservation of
natural processes and habitat, and aesthetics in addition to standard engineering and
economic criteria. (LMRWMO)
8. Soil erosion shall be prevented through the installation of erosion control practices in
accordance with MPCA’s Protecting Water Quality in Urban Areas Manual.
9. It shall be the responsibility of the developer/contractor to keep streets and property adjacent
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to construction areas free from sediment carried by construction traffic at site entrances and
access points as well as from site runoff and blowing dust.
10. Acceptable erosion in drainageways is limited to that which causes no net degradation of the
watercourse or destruction of properties adjacent to the watercourse. (LMRWMO)
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5. ASSESSMENT OF PROBLEMS AND CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS
Outlined below is an assessment of the existing and potential water resource related problems that are
known at this time. These problems have been identified based on an analysis of the land and water
resource data collected as part of this local plan preparation.

5.1. Water Quality
Issue 5.1.1: Sunfish Lake was placed on the MPCA’s impaired waters list in 2010 for
nutrient/eutrophication biological indicators.
Corrective Action: A TMDL was completed in 2014 for the LMRWMO, including Sunfish
Lake. In 2017, an alum treatment was applied to the lake as recommended in the TMDL.
The City will apply an herbicide treatment for curlyleaf pondweed, if needed, as
recommended in the TMDL. The City will continue to enforce the policies of this Plan and
its Storm Water Management Ordinance to protect receiving water bodies from increased
nutrient and sediment transport.
Issue 5.1.2: Water quality of Hornbeam Lake has been noted as a problem.
Corrective Action: The City will continue to implement its water quality monitoring
program and will use this data to review if other studies or projects are needed.
In cooperation with the LMRWMO, the City will encourage the installation of BMPs as the
area around Hornbeam Lake develops or redevelops.
The City will continue to educate residents on how to protect the water quality of the
water bodies within and adjacent to their properties.
Issue 5.1.3: Portions of Mississippi River to the west, north, and east of the City are on the
MPCA’s impaired waters list for issues relating to aquatic consumption, aquatic life, and aquatic
recreation. See Section 3.5.2 for a complete list of these impairments.
Corrective Action: While none of the City discharges directly to the Mississippi River,
stormwater from the City ultimately discharges there. Improvements in water quality in
the City can therefore improve the water quality of the Mississippi River. The City will
work with LMRWMO, as feasible, to improve water quality upstream of the Mississippi
River.

5.2. Flooding and Stormwater Rate Control
Issue 5.2.1: The drainage swale along Charlton Road is a drainage problem due to poor grades.
Corrective Action: The City will improve the drainage in this area as part of upgrading
Charlton Road from gravel to bituminous, which is planned for 2019.
Issue 5.2.2: The outlet for Sunfish Lake is frequently blocked by debris.
Corrective Action: The outlet will be replaced as part of a planned maintenance project
in 2019. Operation and maintenance of the outlet will continue as defined in the
agreement between the City and Mendota Heights.
Issue 5.2.3: Multiple culverts within the City are plugged or in need of repair.
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Corrective Action: Culvert inspections were completed in June 2018. The culvert
inspection report can be found in Appendix G. The City will perform maintenance and
repair, starting with the culverts in Poor or Very Poor condition or those that have the
most impact on residents.

5.3. Impacts of Stormwater Management on Recreational
Opportunities
Issue 5.3.1: Recent algal blooms noted in Sunfish Lake may prohibit recreational opportunities
on the lake.
Corrective Action: The City will continue to implement its water quality monitoring
program for Sunfish Lake and use this data to review if other studies or projects are
needed.
The City will continue to educate residents on how to protect the water quality of the
water bodies within and adjacent to their properties.

5.4. Soil Erosion and Sedimentation
Issue 5.4.1: During significant rainfall events, soil erosion has carried sediment to water bodies
within the City. Sediment deposits reduce the depth of water and degrade the quality of water
within a basin.
Corrective Action: The City will continue to enforce their Storm Water Management
Ordinance and implement the NPDES Phase II Program.
Issue 5.4.2: Erosion occurs in several ravines in the northeastern quadrant of the City.
Corrective Action: As development or redevelopment occur in this area, the City will
ensure flows are not increased to the ravines and, as feasible, will work with developers
to decrease the erosive potential within the ravines.

5.5. Adequacy of Capital Improvement Program to Address
Problems Related to Water Resources
Issue 5.5.1: The capital improvement projects outlined within this plan and the general operating
procedures of the City are sufficient to address water resource related concerns. However, the
City’s funds may not be an adequate to allow for the aggressive implementation of the capital
improvement projects.
Corrective Action: The City will review the needs for stormwater capital improvements
on a regular basis and will actively seek outside grant funding and assistance to help in
the implementation of these projects.
The City will consider establishing a Stormwater Utility to fund stormwater capital
improvement projects and will conduct a rate study to determine its feasibility.
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5.6. Identification of Potential Problems in the Next 20 Years
Issue 5.6.1: The City anticipates that there will be an increased demand to improve water quality
within the City. Additional funding sources will need to be sought to address this demand.
Corrective Action: The City will continue to implement its water quality monitoring
program and review the results biennially.
The City will actively seek outside grant funding and assistance, when available and
practical, to improve the water quality within the City.
Issue 5.6.2: Climate models suggest that precipitation amounts and intensities will continue to
increase in the future. This may mean that the City’s existing stormwater infrastructure will be
undersized for future precipitation events.
Corrective Action: The City will review the needs for stormwater infrastructure
improvements due to increased precipitation on a regular basis and will actively seek
outside grant funding and assistance to help in the implementation of these projects. If
available resources are not adequate, the City will consider establishing a Stormwater
Utility to fund stormwater capital improvement projects.

5.7. Adequacy of Existing Technical Information to Manage
Local Water Resources
Issue 5.7.1: The City acknowledges that additional technical and background information is
required to efficiently and effectively manage water resources.
Corrective Action: The City will update its hydrologic/hydraulic model for Atlas 14, as
land use change occurs in the City, and/or as rate control problems are identified.
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6. IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES/PROGRAM
Based on the information developed in Sections 3 through 5, the City has developed a CSWMP that
reflects the needs and concerns of the City Council, City staff, citizens, and the funding capabilities of the
City. A prioritized listing of the studies, programs and capital improvements that have been identified as
necessary to respond to the water resource needs within the City is outlined in Table 6.1. The City
anticipates implementing at least to some extent the regulatory programs, studies, or improvements
identified within this plan within the next ten years.
Table 6.1 contains the projected costs for Stormwater Capital Improvement Projects (CIP), MS4 Permit
and Maintenance Activities, and Stormwater Management Studies/Modeling. The costs associated with
these items reflect 2018 costs and do not take into account inflation. This table is for planning and
budgeting purposes and costs are considered rough estimates. It is anticipated that these cost estimates
will be reviewed annually and updated as needed.
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TABLE 6.1
COMPREHENSIVE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Proposed Cost By Year1
Possible
10 Year Total
Cost Estimate Funding Sources
No.

Priority

Project Description

1,3

2

$25,000

General Fund

$16,000

General Fund &
LMRWMO

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

Comments

Capital Improvement Plan
1

2

High

Culvert Repair - Culverts identified to be in poor or very poor
condition in the 2018 culvert inspections will be repaired.

Medium

Curlyleaf Pondweed Treatment - An herbicide treatment will
be applied to Sunfish Lake, if needed, to target curlyleaf
pondweed, as recommended in the LMRWMO WRAPS and
TMDL report.

$7,500

$5,000

$5,000

Issue 5.2.3

$7,500

Issue 5.1.1
$16,000

MS4 Permit and Additional Maintenance Activities
Issues 5.1.2, 5.3.1

3

Education Activity Implementation Plan and Program - The City will
provide stormwater education and outreach programs for residents
within the City. The City will complete an outline of the education
program and implementation schedule for the upcoming permit
cycle. The Education Program should include:
-City Newsletter (min. 2 stormwater-related articles each year)
-Coordination with LMRWMO
-Public Service Announcements (min. 1 stormwater-related
announcement on public access television each year)
-Identification of 6 high-priority topics

$1,800

General Fund

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

4

Annual Meeting - Hold annual public meeting combined with City
Council Meeting or other public participation/involvement event to
solicit public input on the SWPPP, discuss its effectiveness, or
amendments. Provide public notice of the meeting.
City staff will respond to all public comments and statements
received from the public meeting, and document any proposed
changes to the SWPPP for final approval by the City Engineer (if
applicable). All written and oral input will be documented into the
record of decision and submitted in conjunction with the annual
report to the MPCA.

$4,500

General Fund

$500

$500

$500

$500

$500

$500

$500

$500

$500

5

Online Availability of Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program
Document - Provide an electronic version of the SWPPP document
to allow easier access.

$500

General Fund

$250

$250

6

Storm Sewer System Mapping - Update storm sewer map to meet
the requirements of Part II.D.4. of the MS4 General Permit. Identify
outfalls, including unique identification (ID) number assigned by the
permittee, and an associated geographic coordinate. Update pond
inventory and submit to MPCA.

$1,000

General Fund

$500

$500

Surface Water Management Plan
City of Sunfish Lake
WSB Project No. 11531-000
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Proposed Cost By Year1
10 Year Total
Possible
Cost Estimate Funding Sources
1,3

2

7

Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) Program - Review
ordinance annually to ensure that ordinance continues to meet the
needs of the City and legal requirements.
Document information as defined in the City SWPPP. Include
procedures to meet permit requirements for the following items:
-Inform Public about illicit discharges
-Employee Training Program
-IDDE Inspections
-IDDE Investigations and elimination

$1,800

8

Illicit Discharge Inspections and Mapping - The City will integrate
high priority-outfalls and high-risk establishments for IDDE into its
annual MS4 inspection activities. City will keep Inspection Map
updated.

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

General Fund

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$1,800

General Fund

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

9

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) - Update SOPs for IDDE,
including emergency response, and Post Construction Stormwater
Management within 12 months of the date of MS4 permit coverage.
Complete an annual review of SOPs for site inspections and site
plan reviews by evaluating checklists and existing guidelines to
ensure they are up-to-date to reflect MPCA's current construction
general permit requirements.

$2,400

General Fund

$500

$200

$200

$200

$200

$500

$200

$200

$200

10

Construction Site Inspections - Continue to inspect construction
sites for compliance with erosion control plans and construction site
waste management. Document inspections and enforcement
actions (public and private) and keep on file at City.

$2,250

Developers

$250

$250

$250

$250

$250

$250

$250

$250

$250

11

Stockpiles, Storage, and Material Handling Area Inspections Conduct quarterly written inspections of all stockpile, storage, and
material handling areas.

$1,800

General Fund

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

12

Develop Enforcement Response Procedures (ERPs) - Update
Enforcement Response Procedures for Construction Site Activities.

$500

General Fund

$250

13

Storm Sewer Inspection Program - Conduct one inspection of all
City-owned ponds and outfalls prior to expiration date of the MS4
General Permit.
Annually inspect of 100% of structural pollution control devices.

$2,250

General Fund

$250

$250

$250

$250

14

Employee Training - Public Works staff (a minimum of one staff
member) will maintain valid certification in NPDES Construction
Stormwater Permit related training per NPDES-CSW training
requirements.

$1,200

General Fund

No.

Priority

Project Description

Surface Water Management Plan
City of Sunfish Lake
WSB Project No. 11531-000

2018

Comments

$250

$250

$300

$250

$250

$300

$250

$250

$300

$300

TABLE 6.1

SECTION 6
Proposed Cost By Year1
10 Year Total
Possible
Cost Estimate Funding Sources
1,3

2

15

Site Plan Review - The City will review permanent BMP designs
and criteria for post-construction stormwater management
associated with new development and redevelopment projects of
one acre or more. The City will actively look for non-structural
opportunities where prudent and feasible. The City will require
every applicant for a building permit meet the requirements for
erosion and sediment control.

$45,000

Developers

16

Update Ordinance to Meet New Permit Requirements - Complete
Ordinance updates for post-construction runoff from new
development and redevelopment within 12 months of extension of
permit coverage.

$1,000

General Fund

17

Structural Stormwater BMP Maintenance Program - Develop written
program to utilize results from storm sewer inspection findings to
determine if repair, replacement, or maintenance measures are
necessary to ensure structures function properly and treat
effectively. Document annually number of structures repaired or
scheduled for maintenance.
Inspect 20% of known public outfalls, sediment basins and ponds
each year on a rotating basis. Inspect 100% of structural pollution
control devices each year. Retain records of inspection,
maintenance, and corrective actions for 3 years past the expiration
of the MS4 permit.

$2,400

General Fund

18

Spill Prevention & Control Plans for Municipal Facilities - Ensure
that plans describing spill prevention and control procedures are
consistent among all departments. Conduct annual spill prevention
and response training sessions with all municipal employees.
Distribute education materials to each municipal facility by the end
of year 2. Update facilities inventory to include potential pollutants
at each site. Update the map of all identified facilities.

$500

General Fund

$250

$6,700

General Fund &
LMRWMO

$1,100

No.

Priority

Project Description

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

Comments

$1,000

$1,200

$1,200

$250

Stormwater Management Programs
19

High

Water Quality Monitoring Program - Continue to monitor water
quality on Sunfish Lake, Horseshoe Lake, and Hornbeam Lake.
Continue to utilize CAMP.

20

High

LGU Role - Perform necessary measures as LGU for WCA in the
City.

$13,500

General Fund

$1,500

$1,500

$1,500

$1,500

$1,500

$1,500

$1,500

$1,500

$1,500

21

High

Street Sweeping - Sweep City maintained streets 1 time per year.

$9,000

General Fund

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

22

High

Aquatic Plant Management Program - Issue permits for vegetation
and algal control on waterbodies.

$1,800

General Fund

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

Surface Water Management Plan
City of Sunfish Lake
WSB Project No. 11531-000

$1,300

$1,300

$1,500

$1,500

Issues 5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.3.1,
5.6.1

Issues 5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.1.3
Issue 5.1.1, 5.3.1

TABLE 6.1

SECTION 6
Proposed Cost By Year1
10 Year Total
Possible
Cost Estimate Funding Sources
No.

Priority

1,3

Project Description

2

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

Comments

Stormwater Management Studies/Modeling
23

Medium

Stormwater Utility Rate Study - The City will conduct a study
to determine the feasibility of implementing a Stormwater
Utility.

24

High

Hydrologic/hydraulic Model Update - The City will update its
hydrologic/hydraulic model for Atlas 14 precipitation data.
TOTAL

Issues 5.5.1, 5.6.2
$5,000

General Fund

$25,000

General Fund,
Grant Funding

$172,700

$5,000
Issue 5.7.1

$25,000
$12,350

$42,500

$12,200

$31,000

$16,000

$17,550

$11,200

$18,700

$11,200

1

Cost estimates are preliminary and subject to review and revision as engineer's reports are completed and more information becomes available. Table reflects 2018 costs and does not account for inflation. Costs generally include labor, equipment, materials, and all other costs necessary to complete each
activity. Some of the costs outlined above may be included in other operational costs budgeted by the City.
2
Funding for stormwater program activities projected to come from following sources - Stormwater Utility Fund, Developers Agreements, Grant Funds, General Operating Fund, or Special Assessments.
3
Staff time is not included in the cost shown.

Surface Water Management Plan
City of Sunfish Lake
WSB Project No. 11531-000
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7. FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Implementation of the proposed improvements, programs, and studies identified in this plan will have a
financial impact on the City. To establish how significant this impact will be, a review of the means and
ability of the City to fund these improvements, programs, and studies is necessary. Outlined below is a
listing of various sources of revenue available to the City to implement the water resource management
efforts outlined in this plan.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNDING SOURCE
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Revenue generated by City's General Fund
Special assessments for local improvements
made under the authority granted by Minnesota
Statutes Chapter 429 and 444.
Revenue generated by Watershed Management
Special Tax Districts provided for under
Minnesota Statutes Chapter 473.882
Capital improvement projects being completed
by or in cooperation with the LMRWMO are
required to be in conformance with the Revised
and restated LMRWMO Joint Powers
Agreement.
Grant monies that may be secured from various
local, regional, County, State, or Federal
agencies. This would include MnDOT, MPCA,
Metropolitan Council, the DNR and others
Other Sources: These may be other sources of
funding for stormwater activities such as tax
increment financing, state aid, etc. The City will
continue to explore additional revenue sources
as they become available.
Tax abatement

REVENUE GENERATED
Variable depending on need
for studies, projects, or
programs
Variable depending on
activities undertaken
Variable depending on
activities undertaken

Variable depending on
activities undertaken

Variable depending on
activities undertaken

Variable depending on
activities undertaken
Variable

SECTION 7
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8. AMENDMENT PROCEDURES
It is the intention of the City to have this CSWMP reviewed and approved by the LMRWMO. Once
approved, no significant changes to this plan can be facilitated without the approval of the proposed
revisions by the Watershed Management Organization. Significant changes to the local plan shall be
made known to the following parties:
1. City Engineer
2. City Council
3. Lower Mississippi River Watershed Management Organization
4. Metropolitan Council
5. Public within the City through a public hearing process
6. Dakota County
Following notification of the above parties, they shall have 60 days to comment on the proposed
revisions. Failure to respond within 60 days constitutes approval. Upon receipt of approvals from the
Watershed Management Organization, any proposed amendments will be considered approved.
Minor changes to the Plan shall be defined as changes that do not modify the goals, policies, or
commitments expressly defined in this plan by the City. Adjustment to subwatershed boundaries will be
considered minor changes provided that the change will have no significant impact on the rate or quality
in which stormwater runoff is discharged from the City boundaries. Minor changes to this plan can be
made by the staff at the City without outside review. It is the intention of the City that this Plan be updated
when significant changes to the plan are deemed necessary or an update is required by a Watershed
Management Organization Plan update.
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Appendix A – Figures
Figure 1: Location Map
Figure 2: Subwatersheds Map
Figure 3: Wetland and Public Waters Inventory Map
Figure 4: Water Resource Problem Areas Map
Figure 5: Water Quality Monitoring Map
Figure 6: DWSMA and WHPA Map
Figure 7: Soil Groups Map
Figure 8: Land Use Map
Figure 9: Minnesota Land Cover Classification System (MLCCS) Map
Figure 10: Pollutant Source Locations Map
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Appendix B – Water Resource Related Agreements
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Appendix C – City Ordinances

APPENDIX

City Ordinances related to Stormwater Management
Subdivision Ordinance
The City’s Subdivision Ordinance provides regulations for the subdivision of land with the purpose of
guiding development, establishing standards for design and construction, maintaining access to public
land and water, and protecting the health, safety, and welfare of residents. The ordinance can be found
on the City’s website.
Zoning Ordinance
The City’s Zoning Ordinance promotes and protects public health, safety, and general welfare by
regulating the building of structures, size of open spaces, density of population, and the use of land and
structures. The ordinance can be found on the City’s website.
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Appendix D – Hydrologic Modeling and Subwatershed Data

APPENDIX

SUNFISH LAKE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
MENDOTA HEIGHTS A

Subwatershed

Normal

Natural

Water

Overflow

Area (ac) Level

Elevation

Peak
High Water Level
10 Yr

100 Yr

100-Year

Discharge (cfs)
10 Yr

100 Yr

Flood Storage
(ac ft)

Downstream
Outlet

Subwatershed

Comments

MHa-1

23.9

921.6

934.7

927.8

930.7

7.9

9.2

3.6

12" CMP

MHa-2

1.4

934.1

937.2

935.7

936.6

2.2

2.9

0.1

10" CMP

MHa-1

MHa-3

3

936

937.2

937.4

937.7

7.8

16

0.1

10" CMP

MHa-1

MHa-4

1

984.3

987

987

987

*

0.2

0.5

Natural Overflow

MHa-1

MHa-5

0.7

985.5

986.1

986.2

986.3

1.2

3.3

0.1

Natural Overflow

MHa-4

Overflows driveway in 10-year event.

MHa-6

5

963.2

965.2

964.6

965.4

5

12

0.4

18" CMP

MHa-1

Overflows Charlton Rd. in 100-year event

MHa-7

4.3

967.8

970.8

968.6

969.5

1.7

3.5

1.3

12" CMP

MHa-7 (Ditch)

Assumes regrading of Mulrooney Property

MHa-7 (Ditch)

1.2

965

967.5

966

966.7

2.1

3.5

0.1

12" CMP

MHa-6

Assumes regrading of Mulrooney Property

MHa-8

1.3

980.8

982

981.6

982.1

2.2

6.4

0.1

15" CMP

MHa-7 (Ditch)

MHa-9

1

991

993.5

993.5

993.5

0.1

0.5

0.2

Natural Overflow

MHa-8

MHa-10

1

992.2

994.2

994.2

994.2

0.1

0.3

0.2

Natural Overflow

MHa-7

MHa-11

2

971

972.4

973.3

3.3

9.1

0.2

12" CMP

MHa-7

Assumes regrading of Mulrooney Property

MHa-12

2.4

983.5

984.8

985.1

1.7

10

0.1

10" CMP

MHa-11

Overflows driveway in 100-year event

984.9

Mendota Heights

MHa-13

1.2

969.5

971.5

970.4

971.1

3.3

6.1

0.1

18" CMP

MHa-1

MHa-14

12.9

982.6

983.2

983.2

983.3

1.4

4.8

2.3

Natural Overflow

MHa-6A

MHa-15

2

993

995

995.1

995.6

5.3

14

0.1

12" CMP

MHa-14

MHa-16
MHa-17

1.6
1.6

980
980.4

982
982

981.1
981.4

982.1
982.1

3.4
1.4

7.6
4.9

0.1
0.1

15" CMP
10" CMP

MHa-7
MHa-7

* The pond in this watershed is landlocked, and there is no discharge to the downstream watershed for this event.
Data is from the storm water model prepared by Barr as part of the 1991 Water Resource Management Plan

Overflows driveway in 10-year event.

Overflows driveway in 100-year event

Overflows driveway in 10-year event.

SUNFISH LAKE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
MENDOTA HEIGHTS B
Normal

Natural

Water

Overflow

Subwatershed Area (ac) Level

Elevation

Peak
High Water Level
10 Yr

100 Yr

100-Year

Discharge (cfs)
10 Yr

100 Yr

Flood Storage
(ac ft)

Downstream
Outlet

Subwatershed

MH-b-1

11.6

911

919.8

915.2

917.6

33

62

0.4

36" CMP

Mendota Heights

MHb-2
MHb-3

8.5
8.3

920.2
926.2

923
926.4

922.5
927

923.9
927.4

20
6.8

48
24

0.2
0.4

2-18" CMPs
Natural Overflow

MHb-1
MHb-2

Data is from the storm water model prepared by Barr as part of the 1991 Water Resource Management Plan

Comments
Overflows Delaware Ave. in 100-year event
with existing 24" CMP outlet
Overflows Charlton Road in 10-year event
with existing 12" CMP outlet

SUNFISH LAKE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
MENDOTA HEIGHTS C
Normal

Natural

Water

Overflow

Subwatershed Area (ac) Level

Elevation

Peak
High Water Level
10 Yr

100 Yr

100-Year

Discharge (cfs)
10 Yr

100 Yr

Flood Storage

Downstream

(ac ft)

Outlet

Subwatershed

Comments

MHc-1

28.2

854.4

866.9

859

862.7

9.5

14

13.5

15" CMP

MHc-2

3.2

910.2

912.3

911.9

912.5

6.8

17

0.1

18" CMP

MHc-1

MHc-3

7.2

929.8

934.3

934.3

934.3

0.1

0.7

2.6

Natural Overflow

MHc-2

MHc-4

2.5

933.2

936.9

3.7

6.3

0.1

22" Arch

MHc-3

7.5

870.3

875.5

934.2
870.9 b

934.6

MHc-5

872.8

1.5

5.9

2.3

12" RCP

MHc-1

MHc-6

2.5

869.5

873.3

872.5

873.4

1.7

9.9

2.4

Natural Overflow

MHc-5

MHc-7

2.8

882
876 a

882.4

7.6

16

0.1

Natural Overflow

MHc-6

30.9

880.6
874 a

882.2

MHc-8

878.4

879.3

***

***

20.5

Natural Overflow

MHc-9

MHc-9

3.9

872.1

879.2

878.4

879.3

*

10.3

4.2

Natural Overflow

MHc-6

MHc-10

25.9

877.8

882.7

882.8

882.8

3.5

6.1

7.3

Natural Overflow

MHC-8

MHc-11

3.7

935

936.5

936.7

937

1.8

17

0.9

Natural Overflow

MHc-10

MHc-12

6.6

942.7

944.3

944.3

944.6

17

35

0.1

3-18" CMPs

MHc-11

MHc-13

2.2

949

953.1

953.1

953.2

1.2

6.1

1

Natural Overflow

MHc-12

MHc-14

2.7

951

955.6

954.3

955.8

5.3

30

0.5

12" CMP

MHc-13

Overflows road in 100-year event

MHc-15

6.7

967.6

968.4

968.6

968.9

15

32

0.1

12" CMP

MHc-14

Overflows road in 10-year event

MHc-17
MHc-18

47
7.6

874.7
895.6

880.3
902.3

880.3
898.2

880.4
899.4

0.4
*

3.8
*

15
3.8

Natural Overflow
Natural Overflow

MHc-8
MHc-17

* The pond in this watershed is landlocked, and there is no discharge to the downstream watershed for this event.
*** The pond in this watershed overflows and acts as one with the next downstream pond.
a. Elevation updated from 1991 model based on regrading completed for Lot 2, Block 1 Grieve Glen (2005)
b. Typo corrected from 1991 model
Data is from the storm water model prepared by Barr as part of the 1991 Water Resource Management Plan

Mendota Heights
Overflows Salem Church Rd in 100-yr event

Overflows Salem Church Rd in 10-yr event
with existing 2-18" CMP outlet

SUNFISH LAKE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
HORNBEAM LAKE

Subwatershed

Normal

Natural

Water

Overflow

Area (ac) Level

Elevation

Peak
High Water Level
10 Yr

100 Yr

100-Year

Discharge (cfs)
10 Yr

100 Yr

Flood Storage
(ac ft)

Downstream
Outlet

Subwatershed
MHc-1

HB-1

49.8

870.6

879.1

872.1

872.8

5.2

7.3

49.7

15" RCP

HB-2

28.6

877.1

--

879.3

880.8

13

20

11.6

24" CMP

HB-1

HB-3

4.2

879.8

896.8

881

882

4.3

9

0.3

18" RCP

HB-2

HB-4

5.6

872

881

874.5

875.6

*

*

2.8

Natural Overflow

HB-1

HB-5

5.8

876

885

882.2

883.6

*

*

2.9

Natural Overflow

HB-4

HB-6

11.1

889.7

902.5

891.2

892.3

*

*

6.8

Natural Overflow

HB-4

HB-7

5.1

882.2

887.5

886.2

887.5

*

0.4

3.2

Natural Overflow

HB-1

HB-8

5.4

889.3

891.3

891.3

891.3

0.1

0.6

1.6

Natural Overflow

HB-7

HB-9

1.3

934

940.5

934.8

935.5

3.1

5.9

0.1

18" CMP

InverGroveHeights

HB-10

29.4

--

**

--

--

28

49

--

Natural Overflow

InverGroveHeights

0

6.5

--

Natural Overflow

PR-1

0

2

--

Natural Overflow

HB-2

HB-11

14.3

939

959.1

944.5

948.2

9.2

12

3.3

12" RCP

HB-10

HB-12

26.9

953.2

957

955.7

957.1

15

63

2.1

24" CMP

HB-11

HB-13

3.5

1007.4

1011.2

1008.7

1009.6

7.8

15

0.1

24" CMP

HB-12

HB-14

2.4

967.8

970.6

969.7

970.6

***

***

15" CMP

HB-15

HB-15

2.4

964.2

970.6

969.7

970.6

*

0.1

2.1

12" CMP

HB-11

HB-16

6.3

978.8

984

981.6

982.6

*

*

3.2

Natural Overflow

HB-11

PR-1

22.4

876.2

904.8

881.1

882.8

*

*

11.4

Natural Overflow

HB-2

PR-2

5.6

886.2

892.1

889.7

892.1

*

*

4

Natural Overflow

PR-1

PR-3

1.3

908

911

909

910

3.8

7.9

0.1

18" CMP

PR-2

InverGroveHeights

75.1

881

883.8

882.7

884

15

28

23.9

36" RCP

HB-2

* The pond in this watershed is landlocked, and there is no discharge to the downstream watershed for this event.
** The pond in this watershed has an outlet to the downstream watershed as noted. The pond overflows to a different watershed, as noted on the next line(s).
*** The pond in this watershed overflows and acts as one with the next downstream pond.
Data is from the storm water model prepared by Barr as part of the 1991 Water Resource Management Plan

Comments

Inflow enters from Inver Grove Heights

Overflows road in 100-yr event

Overflow to Eagan along I-494

SUNFISH LAKE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
HORSESHOE LAKE

Subwatershed

Normal

Natural

Water

Overflow

Area (ac) Level

Elevation

Peak
High Water Level
10 Yr

100 Yr

100-Year

Discharge (cfs)
10 Yr

100 Yr

Flood Storage

Downstream

(ac ft)

Outlet

Subwatershed

HS-1

29.7

925.5

927

926

926.4

1.4

3.3

23

18" Arch

HS-2

7.7

961.1

967

962.9

963.9

9.2

17

0.6

24" CMP

HS-1

HS-3

7.5

962.5

985.5

963.1

964.2

5.4

12

0.9

30" RCP

HS-2

HS-4

11.4

962

968.8

963.1

964.2

***

***

1

24" CMP

HS-3

HS-5
HS-6

2.4
4.4

932.1
923.4

932.7
935.2

932.9
927.5

933.1
930

2.8
*

9.1
*

0.1
4.3

12" CMP
Natural Overflow

HS-6
HS-1

* The pond in this watershed is landlocked, and there is no discharge to the downstream watershed for this event.
*** The pond in this watershed overflows and acts as one with the next downstream pond.
Data is from the storm water model prepared by Barr as part of the 1991 Water Resource Management Plan

InverGroveHeights

Comments

SUNFISH LAKE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
DICKMAN LAKE

Subwatershed

Normal

Natural

Water

Overflow

Area (ac) Level

Elevation

Peak
High Water Level
10 Yr

100 Yr

100-Year

Discharge (cfs)
10 Yr

100 Yr

Flood Storage
(ac ft)

Downstream
Outlet

Subwatershed

Comments

DL-1

7.4

915

925

918.3

921.4

12

18

1.3

18" CMP

DL-2

3.3

954.9

956.5

956.4

956.8

6

35

0.4

12" RCP

DL-1

Overflows road in 100-yr event

DL-3

0.9

954.9

956.5

***

***

***

***

***

15" RCP

DL-1

Overflows road in 100-yr event

DL-4

11.9

955

**

958.1

958.6

22

23

0.3

24" CMP

InverGroveHeights

2.5

33

DL-5

5.3

977

984.9

978.5

979.6

12

25

0.1

36" CMP

DL-4

DL-6

3.3

985.6

987.9

988

988.1

5.8

14

0.1

Natural Overflow

DL-5

DL-7

3.9

986

**
988

987.7

988.4

9.5
*

14
5.9

0.1

21" RCP

DL-4
DL-5

958

InverGroveHeights

DL-3

* The pond in this watershed is landlocked, and there is no discharge to the downstream watershed for this event.
** The pond in this watershed has an outlet to the downstream watershed as noted. The pond overflows to a different watershed,
as noted on the next line.
*** Discharge, water level and storage values are included in values for subwatershed DL-2. Ponding in DL-2 and DL-3 are assumed to equalize
Data is from the storm water model prepared by Barr as part of the 1991 Water Resource Management Plan

SUNFISH LAKE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
SCHMITT LAKE
100-Year

Subwatershed

Normal

Natural

Peak

Water

Overflow

High Water Level

Discharge (cfs)

Storage

Area (ac) Level

Elevation

10 Yr

10 Yr

(ac ft)

100 Yr

Flood

100 Yr

Downstream
Outlet

Subwatershed

Comments

SL-1

6.2

942.3

948.2

943.6

944.6

21

46

1.5

2-36" RCPs

InverGroveHeights

SL-2

12

961.1

965.5

964

965.9

24

46

0.2

30" CMP

SL-1

SL-3

4.2

944

949.4

944.2

944.7

1.2

2.2

0.5

18" RCP

SL-1

SL-4

5.9

946.6

949.4

948.2

953

9.2

19

0.6

24" RCP

SL-6

Overflows freeway ramp in 100-yr event

SL-6

52.3

947

947.2

950.5

953

17

20

77.2

21" RCP

SL-1

Inflow enters from West St. Paul and Inver

SL-7

6.5

972

976.8

976.3

976.8

*

*

3

Natural Overflow

SL-6

Grove Heights
SL-8

15.4

966

970.3

966.8

967.8

7.2

17

1.8

36" CMP

SL-6

SL-11

41.4

980

984.3

980.8

981.9

7.7

18

4

36" CMP

SL-8

SL-13

8

968

973.2

971

972.3

33

51

3.7

36" CMP

SL-6

SL-14

2.9

956.8

963.5

957.9

958.5

7

13

0.4

24" RCP

SL-4

SL-15

25

956.5

961

960.1

961.8

46

68

1.5

36" RCP

InverGroveHeights

SL-16

4.3

1002

**

1003.8

1004.3

11

22

0.1

24" CMP

SL-15

0

6.8

Natural Overflow

SL-2
InverGroveHeights

1004
SL-17

9.9

996

1004.2

999.1

1001

54

110

0.2

54" RCP

SL-18

2.9

957.5

961.3

958.4

959.1

8.4

15

0.1

18" CMP

SL-1

SL-19

26.4

1006.4

1008.8

1008.3

1009.1

7

27

2.1

18" CMP

SL-20

SL-20

21.3

--

1003.7

--

--

36

73

0

Natural Overflow

SL-17

SL-23

6.2

1009

**

1011.6

1012.3

9.2

21

0.1

18 CMP

SL-17

0

6.8

Natural Overflow

SL-16

323

495

2-54" CSP

SL-6

132

1-24" RCP
36" RCP

SL-13

1012
West St. Paul &
InverGroveHeights
InverGroveHeights

278.1
25.3

87

* The pond in this watershed is landlocked, and there is no discharge to the downstream watershed for this event.
** The pond in this watershed has an outlet to the downstream watershed as noted. The pond overflows to a
different watershed, as noted on the next line.

Data is from the storm water model prepared by Barr as part of the 1991 Water Resource Management Plan

Inflow enters from Inver Grove Heights

Overflows Windy Hill Rd in 100-yr event

SUNFISH LAKE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
WEST ST. PAUL
100-Year

Subwatershed

Normal

Natural

Peak

Water

Overflow

High Water Level

Area (ac) Level

Elevation

10 Yr

100 Yr

Flood

Discharge (cfs)
10 Yr

100 Yr

Storage
(ac ft)

Downstream
Outlet

Subwatershed

WSP-1

19.2

928

933.7

930.1

931.4

22

44

1.2

36" RCP

WSP-2

3.5

975.8

977.8

976.4

977.2

5.9

11

0.1

18" CMP

WSP-1

WSP-3

0.5

974.4

975.5

974.8

975.2

1.1

2.1

0.1

15" RCP

WSP-1

WSP-4

2.9

974

979

975.4

976.6

14

30

0.1

36" RCP

West. St. Paul

WSP-5

14

975.8

978.1

976.2

976.6

1

1.9

1.8

5-10" Control

WSP-4

WSP-6

3.9

998.7

1001.2

1000.6

1001.6

11

22

0.2

24" CMP

WSP-4

WSP-7

4.6

932

934

932.8

933.4

3.1

5.5

0.6

18" CMP

West St. Paul

WSP-8
West St. Paul

0.3
3.1

1006.8

1008.3

1008

1008

0.5
3.9

1.2
7.9

0

18" CMP
18" CMP

WSP-6
WSP-6

Data is from the storm water model prepared by Barr as part of the 1991 Water Resource Management Plan

Comments

West St. Paul

Overflows Sunfish Lane in 100-yr event.
Inflow enters from West St. Paul.

SUNFISH LAKE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
SUNFISH LAKE

Subwatershed

Normal

Natural

Water

Overflow

Area (ac) Level

Elevation

Peak
High Water Level
10 Yr

100 Yr

100-Year

Discharge (cfs)

Flood Storage
(ac ft)

Downstream

10 Yr

100 Yr

Outlet

Subwatershed Comments

124.1

12" Pipe

MHb-1

0.2

0.6

Natural Overflow

SFL-1

SFL-1

147.1

937.1

939.7

938.3

939.9

SFL-2

1.7

950.2

952.5

952.4

952.5

*

SFL-3

13.4

936.6

938.5

939.3

939.9

2.7

***

15.6

12" CMP

SFL-1

SFL-4

38.5

937.4

938.5

939.2

939.9

47

***

2.1

12" CMP

SFL-3

SFL-5

2.8

947.2

949.7

949.7

949.7

0.1

0.3

0.9

Natural Overflow

SFL-4

SFL-8

2.5

950.1

953.7

952.3

953.4

*

*

1.6

Natural Overflow

SFL-1

SFL-10

2.2

952.5

956.3

955.3

956

*

*

1.1

Natural Overflow

SFL-8

SFL-11

18

960.6

961.3

961.6

962.2

7.8

36

1.4

Natural Overflow

SFL-1

SFL-12
SFL-13

4
3.6

967.1
980.5

970.1
981.6

968.8
981.4

970.2
981.5

3.1
10

6.5
22

0.3
0.1

12" CMP
2 Catch Basins

SFL-3
SFL-1

* The pond in this watershed is landlocked, and there is no discharge to the downstream watershed for this event.
*** The pond in this watershed overflows and acts as one with the next downstream pond.
a. Elevation updated from 1991 model based on construction of outlet structure at Sunfish Lake
Data is from the storm water model prepared by Barr as part of the 1991 Water Resource Management Plan

See agreement for outlet function

Overflows driveway in 10-yr event

Overflows driveway in 100-yr event

CITY OF SUNFISH LAKE COMPREHENSIVE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix E – Lake Info Sheets

APPENDIX

City of
Sunfish Lake

Sunfish Lake
Sunfish Lake is in the central portion of the City of Sunfish Lake,
within the Lower Mississippi River Watershed Management
Organization (LMRWMO). The land surrounding the lake is
residential. Residents can access the lake for boating and fishing
from their properties, however no public access is available.

Sunfish Lake Stats
Size: 45.1 acres
Max depth: 32 feet
Watershed size: 232 acres
Major watershed: Mississippi
River - Twin Cities
MPCA lake classification: Deep
Impairment listing: Aquatic
Recreation
Trophic status: Eutrophic

Sunfish Lake
Watershed Land Use

98+2
Road/
ROW

2%

Residential

98%

The shaded area represents
Sunfish Lake’s drainage area

Sunfish Lake Water Quality
The City of Sunfish Lake participates in the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency’s (MPCA’s) Citizen Assisted Lake Monitoring
Program for water quality monitoring of Sunfish Lake. Since monitoring began in 1994, Sunfish Lake has not consistently met
the MPCA standards for water quality as measured by Total Phosphorus and Chlorophyll a. Beginning in 2006, Secchi disk
depth has been monitored as an additional measure of water quality. Since that time, Sunfish Lake has consistently met the
MPCA standard for Secchi depth, except in 2006.

Summary Table

MPCA Standard

min

max

avg

Chlorophyll a (ug/L)

14

10

99

24

Total Phosphorus (ug/L)

40

3.0

378

44

Secchi depth (m)

1.4

0.4

6.0

2.2

Water Quality Charts

Chlorophyll a Concentration (ug/L)

90.0

The shaded areas represent
values between the seasonal
minimum and maximum readings.
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The shaded areas represent
values between the seasonal
minimum and maximum readings.
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0
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Chlorophyll a

Phosphorus

Chlorophyll a is the pigment that gives plants their green
color. High levels of Chlorophyll a indicate excessive algae
resulting in disproportionate nutrient levels in the lake. Low
Chlorophyll a levels indicate good water quality.

Phosphorus is a nutrient that plants require for growth. High
phosphorus levels can lead to algae blooms, turning lake
water green and soupy. Low phosphorus levels indicate
good water quality.

0.0

Secchi Disk

Bad Water Quality
Good Water Quality

2.0

Secchi Disk Depth (m)

A secchi disk is used to measure water
clarity. The black and white disk is lowered
into the water until it is no longer visible.
High secchi disk depths indicate good
water quality.

4.0

6.0

The shaded areas represent values
between the seasonal minimum
and maximum readings.
8.0
2006
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2009
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2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

What can you do to keep Sunfish Lake clean?
Rainwater runoff is the leading cause of poor water quality and is the water that flows from paved or hard surfaces into the
storm sewer or directly into the lake. There are several ways to limit runoff and to keep it clean:
Limit lawn watering

Limit your use of fertilizer

Pick up after your pets

Maintain a natural vegetative
buffer around water’s edge

Use salt sparingly in winter

Use a rain barrel to collect
and reuse water

Sweep up leaves, grass
clippings, and debris

Upcoming Projects
Water Quality Monitoring - The City of Sunfish Lake will continue to implement the water quality monitoring program for Sunfish
Lake in partnership with the MPCA.

Additional Information
LMRWMO Watershed Management Plan
This plan outlines the ways that LMRWMO will enact their vision to manage “water resources and related ecosystems…to sustain
their long-term health and integrity.”
http://www.dakotaswcd.org/watersheds/lowermisswmo/pdfs/2011%20Lower_Mississippi_River_WMO_adopted_plan_2015amend.pdf
DNR Lake Finder
The DNR provides a variety of data about MN lakes.
www.dnr.state.mn.us/lakefind/lake.html?id=19004700

Contact
Jeff Sandberg | City Engineer | City of Sunfish Lake | 651-286-8474 | jsandberg@wsbeng.com

City of
Sunfish Lake

City of
Sunfish Lake

Hornbeam Lake
Hornbeam Lake is an intercommunity waterbody on the
southwest edge of the City of Sunfish Lake along the border
with Inver Grove Heights, in the Lower Mississippi River
Watershed Management Organization (LMRWMO). The land
immediately surrounding the lake is residential. Residents can
access the lake for boating and fishing from their properties,
however no public access is available.

Hornbeam Lake Stats
Size: 22.1 acres
Watershed size: 199 acres
Major watershed: Mississippi
River - Twin Cities
MPCA lake classification: Shallow
Impairment listing: None
Trophic status: Eutrophic

The shaded area
represents Hornbeam
Lake’s drainage area

62+30+8
Hornbeam Lake
Watershed Land Use
Open
Space

30%
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8%

Highway/
Road

Residential

62%

Hornbeam Lake Water Quality

The City of Sunfish Lake participates in the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency’s (MPCA’s) Citizen Assisted Lake Monitoring Program
for water quality monitoring of Hornbeam Lake. Between 1997 (when water quality monitoring began) and 2010, Hornbeam Lake met
the MPCA’s standards for water quality as measured by Total Phosphorus, Chlorophyll a, and Secchi depth with a few exceptions.
However, between 2014 and 2017, Hornbeam Lake has not met MPCA standards with as much consistency.

Summary Table

MPCA Standard

min

max

avg

Chlorophyll a (ug/L)

20

1.4

84

18

Total Phosphorus (ug/L)

60

19

164

48

Secchi depth (m)

1.0

0.1

10

2.7

Water Quality Charts
The shaded areas represent
values between the seasonal
minimum and maximum readings.
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Chlorophyll a is the pigment that gives plants their green
color. High levels of Chlorophyll a indicate excessive algae
resulting in disproportionate nutrient levels in the lake. Low
Chlorophyll a levels indicate good water quality.

Phosphorus is a nutrient that plants require for growth. High
phosphorus levels can lead to algae blooms, turning lake
water green and soupy. Low phosphorus levels indicate
good water quality.
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What can you do to keep Hornbeam Lake clean?
Rainwater runoff is the leading cause of poor water quality and is the water that flows from paved or hard surfaces into the
storm sewer or directly into the lake. There are several ways to limit runoff and to keep it clean:
Limit lawn watering

Limit your use of fertilizer

Pick up after your pets

Maintain a natural vegetative
buffer around water’s edge

Use salt sparingly in winter

Use a rain barrel to collect
and reuse water

Sweep up leaves, grass
clippings, and debris

Upcoming Projects
Water Quality Monitoring - The City of Sunfish Lake will continue to implement the water quality monitoring program for Hornbeam
in partnership with the MPCA.

Additional Information
LMRWMO Watershed Management Plan
This plan outlines the ways that LMRWMO will enact their vision to manage “water resources and related ecosystems…to sustain
their long-term health and integrity.”
http://www.dakotaswcd.org/watersheds/lowermisswmo/pdfs/2011%20Lower_Mississippi_River_WMO_adopted_plan_2015amend.pdf
DNR Lake Finder
The DNR provides a variety of data about MN lakes.
www.dnr.state.mn.us/lakefind/lake.html?id=19004700

Contact
Jeff Sandberg | City Engineer | City of Sunfish Lake | 651-286-8474 | jsandberg@wsbeng.com

City of
Sunfish Lake

City of
Sunfish Lake

Horseshoe Lake
Horseshoe Lake is in the southeast corner of the City of Sunfish
Lake along the border with Inver Grove Heights, in the Lower
Mississippi River Watershed Management Organization
(LMRWMO). The land immediately surrounding the lake is
residential. Residents can access the lake for boating and fishing
from their properties, however no public access is available.

Horseshoe Lake Stats
Size: 15.3 acres
Watershed size: 63 acres
Major watershed: Mississippi
River – Lake Pepin
MPCA lake classification:
Shallow
Impairment listing: None
Trophic status: Mesotrophic

The shaded areas
represent Horseshoe
Lake’s drainage area

Horseshoe Lake
Watershed Land Use

77+23
Highway/
Road

23%

Residential

77%

Horseshoe Lake Water Quality

The City of Sunfish Lake participates in the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency’s (MPCA’s) Citizen Assisted Lake Monitoring Program
for water quality monitoring of Horseshoe Lake. Since monitoring began in1997, the average annual water quality readings for
Horseshoe Lake have consistently met MPCA standards as measured by Total Phosphorus, Chlorophyll a, and Secchi depth.

Summary Table

MPCA Standard

min

max

avg

Chlorophyll a (ug/L)

20

1.0

41

6.9

Total Phosphorus (ug/L)

60

10

144

31

Secchi depth (m)

1.0

1.0

10

3.0

Water Quality Charts
The shaded areas represent
values between the seasonal
minimum and maximum readings.
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color. High levels of Chlorophyll a indicate excessive algae
resulting in disproportionate nutrient levels in the lake. Low
Chlorophyll a levels indicate good water quality.

Phosphorus is a nutrient that plants require for growth. High
phosphorus levels can lead to algae blooms, turning lake
water green and soupy. Low phosphorus levels indicate
good water quality.
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What can you do to keep Horseshoe Lake clean?
Rainwater runoff is the leading cause of poor water quality and is the water that flows from paved or hard surfaces into the
storm sewer or directly into the lake. There are several ways to limit runoff and to keep it clean:
Limit lawn watering

Limit your use of fertilizer

Pick up after your pets

Maintain a natural vegetative
buffer around water’s edge

Use salt sparingly in winter

Use a rain barrel to collect
and reuse water

Sweep up leaves, grass
clippings, and debris

Upcoming Projects
Water Quality Monitoring - The City of Sunfish Lake will continue to implement the water quality monitoring program for Horseshoe
Lake in partnership with the MPCA.

Additional Information
LMRWMO Watershed Management Plan
This plan outlines the ways that LMRWMO will enact their vision to manage “water resources and related ecosystems…to sustain
their long-term health and integrity.”
http://www.dakotaswcd.org/watersheds/lowermisswmo/pdfs/2011%20Lower_Mississippi_River_WMO_adopted_plan_2015amend.pdf
DNR Lake Finder
The DNR provides a variety of data about MN lakes.
www.dnr.state.mn.us/lakefind/lake.html?id=19004700

Contact
Jeff Sandberg | City Engineer | City of Sunfish Lake | 651-286-8474 | jsandberg@wsbeng.com

City of
Sunfish Lake

CITY OF SUNFISH LAKE COMPREHENSIVE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

Appendix F – Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

APPENDIX

MS4 SWPPP Application
for Reauthorization
for the NPDES/SDS General Small Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4) Permit MNR040000
reissued with an effective date of August 1, 2013
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) Document
Doc Type: Permit Application

Instructions: This application is for authorization to discharge stormwater associated with Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems
(MS4s) under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System/State Disposal System (NPDES/SDS) Permit Program. No fee is
required with the submittal of this application. Please refer to “Example” for detailed instructions found on the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency (MPCA) MS4 website at http://www.pca.state.mn.us/ms4.
Submittal: This MS4 SWPPP Application for Reauthorization form must be submitted electronically via e-mail to the MPCA at
ms4permitprogram.pca@state.mn.us from the person that is duly authorized to certify this form. All questions with an asterisk (*) are
required fields. All applications will be returned if required fields are not completed.
Questions: Contact Claudia Hochstein at 651-757-2881 or claudia.hochstein@state.mn.us, Dan Miller at 651-757-2246 or
daniel.miller@state.mn.us, or call toll-free at 800-657-3864.

General Contact Information (*Required fields)
MS4 Owner (with ownership or operational responsibility, or control of the MS4)
*MS4 permittee name:

City of Sunfish Lake

*County:

Dakota

(city, county, municipality, government agency or other entity)

*Mailing address:
*City:

701 Xenia Ave. S., Suite 300

Minneapolis

*State:

*Phone (including area code):

MN

763-541-4800

*Zip code:

*E-mail:

55416

dsterna@wsbeng.com

MS4 General contact (with Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program [SWPPP] implementation responsibility)
*Last name:

Sterna, P.E.

*First name:

Donald

(department head, MS4 coordinator, consultant, etc.)

*Title:

City Engineer

*Mailing address:
*City:

701 Xenia Ave. S, Suite 300

Minneapolis

*State:

*Phone (including area code):

763-541-4800

MN

*Zip code:

*E-mail:

55416

dsterna@wsbeng.com

Preparer information (complete if SWPPP application is prepared by a party other than MS4 General contact)
Last name:

Carlson

First name:

Jesse

(department head, MS4 coordinator, consultant, etc.)

Title:

Environmental Compliance

Mailing address:
City:

701 Xenia Ave South, Suite 300

Minneapolis

Phone (including area code):

State:
651-286-8464

MN
E-mail:

Zip code:

55416

jcarlson@wsbeng.com

Verification
1.

2.

I seek to continue discharging stormwater associated with a small MS4 after the effective date of this Permit, and shall
submit this MS4 SWPPP Application for Reauthorization form, in accordance with the schedule in Appendix A, Table 1, with
the SWPPP document completed in accordance with the Permit (Part II.D.).
Yes
I have read and understand the NPDES/SDS MS4 General Permit and certify that we intend to comply with all requirements
of the Permit.
Yes
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Certification (All fields are required)
Yes - I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision
in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information
submitted.
I certify that based on my inquiry of the person, or persons, who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible
for gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and
complete.
I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of civil and criminal
penalties.
This certification is required by Minn. Stat. §§ 7001.0070 and 7001.0540. The authorized person with overall, MS4 legal
responsibility must certify the application (principal executive officer or a ranking elected official).
By typing my name in the following box, I certify the above statements to be true and correct, to the best of my knowledge,
and that this information can be used for the purpose of processing my application.
Name:

Donald Sterna
(This document has been electronically signed)

Title:

City Engineer

Mailing address:
City:

Date (mm/dd/yyyy):

12/30/2013

701 Xenia Ave. South Suite 300

Minneapolis

Phone (including area code):

State:
763-541-4800

MN
E-mail:

Zip code:

55416

dsterna@wsbeng.com

Note: The application will not be
processed without certification.
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Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program Document
I.

Partnerships: (Part II.D.1)
A.

List the regulated small MS4(s) with which you have established a partnership in order to satisfy one or more
requirements of this Permit. Indicate which Minimum Control Measure (MCM) requirements or other program
components that each partnership helps to accomplish (List all that apply). Check the box below if you currently have no
established partnerships with other regulated MS4s. If you have more than five partnerships, hit the tab key after the last
line to generate a new row.
No partnerships with regulated small MS4s

B.

Name and description of partnership

MCM/Other permit requirements involved

Mendota Heights

MCM 6

If you have additional information that you would like to communicate about your partnerships with other regulated small
MS4(s), provide it in the space below, or include an attachment to the SWPPP Document, with the following file naming
convention: MS4NameHere_Partnerships.
Water Resource Related Agreements:
The City has entered into water resource-related agreements that govern in part how the City must manage its water
resources. These agreements include the joint powers agreement between the City and Lower Mississippi River
Watershed Management Organization, agreements between the City and adjoining communities, or agreements it may
have with other governmental units or private parties. Listed below is a description of the water resource related
agreements into which the City has entered.

Cities of Inver Grove Heights, Lilydale, Mendota Heights, St. Paul, and West Saint Paul:
Revised and Restated Joint Powers Agreement establishing a Watershed Management Organization for the Lower
Mississippi River Watershed, 2001.

City of Sunfish Lake and City of Mendota Heights:
The City of Sunfish Lake has a 12” outlet at Sunfish Lake that discharges water to Mendota Heights. The City of Sunfish
Lake and the City of Mendota Heights have entered into an agreement that governs the outlet elevation, maintenance of
the outlet structure and valve, and operation of the outlet. The City of Mendota Heights maintains and operates the
outlet structure. The City of Sunfish Lake will reimburse Mendota Heights for these operational costs. Additionally, the
City of Sunfish Lake cannot divert more water to Mendota Heights.

II.

Description of Regulatory Mechanisms: (Part II.D.2)
Illicit discharges
A.

Do you have a regulatory mechanism(s) that effectively prohibits non-stormwater discharges into your small MS4,
except those non-stormwater discharges authorized under the Permit (Part III.D.3.b.)?
Yes
No
1. If yes:
a.

Check which type of regulatory mechanism(s) your organization has (check all that apply):
Ordinance
Contract language
Policy/Standards
Permits
Rules
Other, explain:

b.

Provide either a direct link to the mechanism selected above or attach it as an electronic document to this
form; or if your regulatory mechanism is either an Ordinance or a Rule, you may provide a citation:
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Citation:
City of Sunfish Lake Zoning Ordinance, Section 1216.04 Storm Water Management
Direct link:
http://www.sunfishlake.org/images/Ordinances/Zoning_Ordianance/zo%20sunfish%20lake.pdf
Check here if attaching an electronic copy of your regulatory mechanism, with the following file naming
convention: MS4NameHere_IDDEreg.
2. If no:
Describe the tasks and corresponding schedules that will be taken to assure that, within 12 months of the date
permit coverage is extended, this permit requirement is met:

Construction site stormwater runoff control
A.

Do you have a regulatory mechanism(s) that establishes requirements for erosion and sediment controls and waste
controls?
Yes
No
1.

If yes:
a.

Check which type of regulatory mechanism(s) your organization has (check all that apply):
Ordinance
Contract language
Policy/Standards
Permits
Rules
Other, explain:

b.

Provide either a direct link to the mechanism selected above or attach it as an electronic document to this
form; or if your regulatory mechanism is either an Ordinance or a Rule, you may provide a citation:
Citation:
City of Sunfish Lake Zoning Ordinance, Section 1216.04 Storm Water Management
Direct link:
http://www.sunfishlake.org/images/Ordinances/Zoning_Ordianance/zo%20sunfish%20lake.pdf
Check here if attaching an electronic copy of your regulatory mechanism, with the following file naming
convention: MS4NameHere_CSWreg.

B.

Is your regulatory mechanism at least as stringent as the MPCA general permit to Discharge Stormwater Associated
Yes
No
with Construction Activity (as of the effective date of the MS4 Permit)?
If you answered yes to the above question, proceed to C.
If you answered no to either of the above permit requirements listed in A. or B., describe the tasks and corresponding
schedules that will be taken to assure that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, these permit
requirements are met:

C.

Answer yes or no to indicate whether your regulatory mechanism(s) requires owners and operators of construction
activity to develop site plans that incorporate the following erosion and sediment controls and waste controls as
described in the Permit (Part III.D.4.a.(1)-(8)), and as listed below:
1.

Best Management Practices (BMPs) to minimize erosion.

Yes

No

2.

BMPs to minimize the discharge of sediment and other pollutants.

Yes

No

3.

BMPs for dewatering activities.

Yes

No

4.

Site inspections and records of rainfall events

Yes

No

5.

BMP maintenance

Yes

No

6.

Management of solid and hazardous wastes on each project site.

Yes

No

7.

Final stabilization upon the completion of construction activity, including the use of perennial
vegetative cover on all exposed soils or other equivalent means.

Yes

No

8.

Criteria for the use of temporary sediment basins.

Yes

No
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If you answered no to any of the above permit requirements, describe the tasks and corresponding schedules that will
be taken to assure that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, these permit requirements are met:

Post-construction stormwater management
A.

Do you have a regulatory mechanism(s) to address post-construction stormwater management activities?
Yes
No
1.

If yes:
a.

Check which type of regulatory mechanism(s) your organization has (check all that apply):
Ordinance
Contract language
Policy/Standards
Permits
Rules
Other, explain:

b.

Provide either a direct link to the mechanism selected above or attach it as an electronic document to this
form; or if your regulatory mechanism is either an Ordinance or a Rule, you may provide a citation:
Citation:
City of Sunfish Lake Zoning Ordinance, Section 1216.04 Storm Water Management
Direct link:
http://www.sunfishlake.org/images/Ordinances/Zoning_Ordianance/zo%20sunfish%20lake.pdf
Check here if attaching an electronic copy of your regulatory mechanism, with the following file naming
convention: MS4NameHere_PostCSWreg.

B.

Answer yes or no below to indicate whether you have a regulatory mechanism(s) in place that meets the following
requirements as described in the Permit (Part III.D.5.a.):
1.

Site plan review: Requirements that owners and/or operators of construction activity submit
site plans with post-construction stormwater management BMPs to the permittee for review and
approval, prior to start of construction activity.

2.

Conditions for post construction stormwater management: Requires the use of any
combination of BMPs, with highest preference given to Green Infrastructure techniques and
practices (e.g., infiltration, evapotranspiration, reuse/harvesting, conservation design, urban
forestry, green roofs, etc.), necessary to meet the following conditions on the site of a
construction activity to the Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP):
a. For new development projects – no net increase from pre-project conditions (on an annual
average basis) of:
1) Stormwater discharge volume, unless precluded by the stormwater management
limitations in the Permit (Part III.D.5.a(3)(a)).
2) Stormwater discharges of Total Suspended Solids (TSS).
3) Stormwater discharges of Total Phosphorus (TP).
b. For redevelopment projects – a net reduction from pre-project conditions (on an annual
average basis) of:
1) Stormwater discharge volume, unless precluded by the stormwater management
limitations in the Permit (Part III.D.5.a(3)(a)).
2) Stormwater discharges of TSS.
3) Stormwater discharges of TP.

3.

Stormwater management limitations and exceptions:
a. Limitations
1) Prohibit the use of infiltration techniques to achieve the conditions for post-construction
stormwater management in the Permit (Part III.D.5.a(2)) when the infiltration structural
stormwater BMP will receive discharges from, or be constructed in areas:
a) Where industrial facilities are not authorized to infiltrate industrial stormwater under
an NPDES/SDS Industrial Stormwater Permit issued by the MPCA.
b) Where vehicle fueling and maintenance occur.
c) With less than three (3) feet of separation distance from the bottom of the
infiltration system to the elevation of the seasonally saturated soils or the top of
bedrock.
d) Where high levels of contaminants in soil or groundwater will be mobilized by the
infiltrating stormwater.
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4.

5.

2)

Restrict the use of infiltration techniques to achieve the conditions for post-construction
stormwater management in the Permit (Part III.D.5.a(2)), without higher engineering
review, sufficient to provide a functioning treatment system and prevent adverse
impacts to groundwater, when the infiltration device will be constructed in areas:
a) With predominately Hydrologic Soil Group D (clay) soils.
b) Within 1,000 feet up-gradient, or 100 feet down-gradient of active karst features.
c) Within a Drinking Water Supply Management Area (DWSMA) as defined in Minn.
R. 4720.5100, subp. 13.
d) Where soil infiltration rates are more than 8.3 inches per hour.

Yes

No

3)

For linear projects where the lack of right-of-way precludes the installation of volume
control practices that meet the conditions for post-construction stormwater management
in the Permit (Part III.D.5.a(2)), the permittee’s regulatory mechanism(s) may allow
exceptions as described in the Permit (Part III.D.5.a(3)(b)). The permittee’s regulatory
mechanism(s) shall ensure that a reasonable attempt be made to obtain right-of-way
during the project planning process.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Mitigation provisions: The permittee’s regulatory mechanism(s) shall ensure that any
stormwater discharges of TSS and/or TP not addressed on the site of the original construction
activity are addressed through mitigation and, at a minimum, shall ensure the following
requirements are met:
a. Mitigation project areas are selected in the following order of preference:
1) Locations that yield benefits to the same receiving water that receives runoff from the
original construction activity.
2) Locations within the same Minnesota Department of Natural Resource (DNR)
catchment area as the original construction activity.
3) Locations in the next adjacent DNR catchment area up‐stream
4) Locations anywhere within the permittee’s jurisdiction.
b. Mitigation projects must involve the creation of new structural stormwater BMPs or the
retrofit of existing structural stormwater BMPs, or the use of a properly designed regional
structural stormwater BMP.
c. Routine maintenance of structural stormwater BMPs already required by this permit cannot
be used to meet mitigation requirements of this part.
d. Mitigation projects shall be completed within 24 months after the start of the original
construction activity.
e. The permittee shall determine, and document, who will be responsible for long-term
maintenance on all mitigation projects of this part.
f. If the permittee receives payment from the owner and/or operator of a construction activity
for mitigation purposes in lieu of the owner or operator of that construction activity meeting
the conditions for post-construction stormwater management in Part III.D.5.a(2), the
permittee shall apply any such payment received to a public stormwater project, and all
projects must be in compliance with Part III.D.5.a(4)(a)-(e).
Long-term maintenance of structural stormwater BMPs: The permittee’s regulatory
mechanism(s) shall provide for the establishment of legal mechanisms between the permittee
and owners or operators responsible for the long-term maintenance of structural stormwater
BMPs not owned or operated by the permittee, that have been implemented to meet the
conditions for post-construction stormwater management in the Permit (Part III.D.5.a(2)). This
only includes structural stormwater BMPs constructed after the effective date of this permit and
that are directly connected to the permittee’s MS4, and that are in the permittee’s jurisdiction.
The legal mechanism shall include provisions that, at a minimum:
a. Allow the permittee to conduct inspections of structural stormwater BMPs not owned or
operated by the permittee, perform necessary maintenance, and assess costs for those
structural stormwater BMPs when the permittee determines that the owner and/or operator
of that structural stormwater BMP has not conducted maintenance.
b. Include conditions that are designed to preserve the permittee’s right to ensure maintenance
responsibility, for structural stormwater BMPs not owned or operated by the permittee, when
those responsibilities are legally transferred to another party.
c. Include conditions that are designed to protect/preserve structural stormwater BMPs and
site features that are implemented to comply with the Permit (Part III.D.5.a(2)). If site
configurations or structural stormwater BMPs change, causing decreased structural
stormwater BMP effectiveness, new or improved structural stormwater BMPs must be
implemented to ensure the conditions for post-construction stormwater management in the
Permit (Part III.D.5.a(2)) continue to be met.
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If you answered no to any of the above permit requirements, describe the tasks and corresponding schedules that will
be taken to assure that, within twelve (12) months of the date permit coverage is extended, these permit requirements
are met:
B.2.a. Amend current zoning ordinance to include requirements for maintaining runoff volumes TSS, and TP during
new development. These amendments they will be placed on the City Councils meeting agenda for approval within 12
months following the date permit coverage is extended.
B.2.b. Amend current zoning ordinance to reduce runoff volumes, TSS, and TP during redevelopment.The City will draft
these amendments and they will be placed on the City Council’s meeting agenda for approval within 12 months
following the date permit coverage is extended.
B.3.a.1: The City will ammend the ordinance to include prohibiting the use of infiltration techniques to achieve the
conditions for post-construction stormwater management in the Permit (Part III.D.5.a(2)). This will occure on the same
schedule as in B.2.b.
B.3.a.2: The City will amend the ordinance to include restricting the use of infiltration techniques for post-construction
stormwater management as described in the Permit (PartIII.D.5.a(3)(a).2). This will occur on the same schedule as in
B.2.b.
B.3.a.3: The City will amend the ordinance to include the exceptions for linear projects as described in the Permit
(PartIII.D.5.a(3)(b)). This will occur in the schedule as in B.2.b.
B.4.a.: The City will amend the ordinance to include order of preference for selecting mitigation project areas as
described in the Permit (PartIII.D.5.a(4)(a)). This will occur on the same schedule as B.2.b.
B.4.b.: The City will amend the ordinance to include requirements for the creation of mitigation projects as described in
the Permit (PartIII.D.5.a(4)(b)). This will occur on the same schedule as B.2.b.
B.4.c.: The City will amend the ordinance to include the restriction from using routine maintenance of structural BMPs to
meet the requirements for mitigation projects as described in the Permit (PartIII.D.5.a(4)(c)). This will occur on the same
schedule as B.2.b.
B.4.d.: The City will amend the ordinance to include the requirement to complete mitigation projects within 24 months
after the start of the original construction activity as described in the Permit (PartIII.D.5.a(4)(d)). This will occur on the
same schedule as B.2.b.
B.4.f.: The City will amend the ordinance to mandate that money received from an owner/operator of construction
activity, in lieu of meeting the conditions for post-construction stormwater management, shall be used for a public
stormwater project as described in the Permit (PartIII.D.5.a(4)(f)). This will occur on the same schedule as B.2.b.
B.5.c.: The City will amend the ordinance to include conditions to address BMP modification in the future as described
in the Permit (PartIII.D.5.a(5)(c)). This will occur on the same schedule as B.2.b.

III.

Enforcement Response Procedures (ERPs): (Part II.D.3)
A.

Do you have existing ERPs that satisfy the requirements of the Permit (Part III.B.)?
1.
2.

Yes

No

If yes, attach them to this form as an electronic document, with the following file naming
convention: MS4NameHere_ERPs.
If no, describe the tasks and corresponding schedules that will be taken to assure that, with
twelve (12) months of the date permit coverage is extended, these permit requirements are met:
The City will revise the existing ordinance Section 1216.04, Storm Water Management to include
ERPs to address site erosion, sediment control, post-construction stormwater management, and
non-stormwater discharges associated with illicit discharge. This will be completed within 12
months of the date that permit coverage is extended.

B.

Describe your ERPs:
City Code: Section 1244.12 Enforcement Procedures
A. Enforcing Authorities
B. Cease and Desist Orders
C. Restoration and Replacement Orders

IV. Storm Sewer System Map and Inventory: (Part II.D.4.)
A.

Describe how you manage your storm sewer system map and inventory:
The GIS storm sewer system map is updated when development and or redevelopment occurs within city limits.

B.

Answer yes or no to indicate whether your storm sewer system map addresses the following requirements from the
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Permit (Part III.C.1.a-d), as listed below:
1.

The permittee’s entire small MS4 as a goal, but at a minimum, all pipes 12 inches or greater in
diameter, including stormwater flow direction in those pipes.

Yes

No

2.

Outfalls, including a unique identification (ID) number assigned by the permittee, and an
associated geographic coordinate.

Yes

No

3.

Structural stormwater BMPs that are part of the permittee’s small MS4.

Yes

No

4.

All receiving waters.

Yes

No

If you answered no to any of the above permit requirements, describe the tasks and corresponding schedules that will
be taken to assure that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, these permit requirements are met:

C.

Answer yes or no to indicate whether you have completed the requirements of 2009 Minnesota Session Law, Ch. 172.
Sec. 28: with the following inventories, according to the specifications of the Permit (Part III.C.2.a.-b.), including:
1. All ponds within the permittee’s jurisdiction that are constructed and operated for purposes of
Yes
No
water quality treatment, stormwater detention, and flood control, and that are used for the
collection of stormwater via constructed conveyances.
2. All wetlands and lakes, within the permittee’s jurisdiction, that collect stormwater via constructed
Yes
No
conveyances.

D.

Answer yes or no to indicate whether you have completed the following information for each feature inventoried.
1. A unique identification (ID) number assigned by the permittee.
Yes
2. A geographic coordinate.
Yes
3. Type of feature (e.g., pond, wetland, or lake). This may be determined by using best professional
Yes
judgment.

No
No
No

If you have answered yes to all above requirements, and you have already submitted the Pond Inventory Form to the
MPCA, then you do not need to resubmit the inventory form below.
If you answered no to any of the above permit requirements, describe the tasks and corresponding schedules that will
be taken to assure that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, these permit requirements are met:
Already submitted to the MPCA on 12/21/2011.
E.

Answer yes or no to indicate if you are attaching your pond, wetland and lake inventory to the MPCA
on the form provided on the MPCA website at: http://www.pca.state.mn.us/ms4 , according to the
specifications of Permit (Part III.C.2.b.(1)-(3)). Attach with the following file naming convention:
MS4NameHere_inventory.

Yes

No

If you answered no, the inventory form must be submitted to the MPCA MS4 Permit Program within
12 months of the date permit coverage is extended.

V. Minimum Control Measures (MCMs) (Part II.D.5)
A. MCM1: Public education and outreach
1.

The Permit requires that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, existing permittees revise their
education and outreach program that focuses on illicit discharge recognition and reporting, as well as other specifically
selected stormwater-related issue(s) of high priority to the permittee during this permit term. Describe your current
educational program, including any high-priority topics included:
The public education program has been developed to distribute educational materials to the community or conduct
equivalent outreach activities. The BMPs identified will focus on the impact of storm water discharges on streams, rivers,
and wetlands, and the steps that the public can take to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff.

2.

List the categories of BMPs that address your public education and outreach program, including the distribution of
educational materials and a program implementation plan. Use the first table for categories of BMPs that you have
established and the second table for categories of BMPs that you plan to implement over the course of the permit term.
Include the measurable goals with appropriate timeframes that each BMP category will be implemented and completed. In
addition, provide interim milestones and the frequency of action in which the permittee will implement and/or maintain the
BMPs. Refer to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Measurable Goals Guidance for Phase II Small MS4s
(http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/measurablegoals.pdf).
If you have more than five categories, hit the tab key after the last line to generate a new row.
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Established BMP categories

Measurable goals and timeframes

The City will distribute information on illicit discharges,
erosion control, 6 MCM’s, BMP’s, shoreline management,
and other SWPPP practices. Document the number of
publications distributed and mailed by the City and/or
Dakota County. Distribute a minimum of once per year.
This BMP will continue be implemented into the new
permit term.

Distribute Educational Materials

The City will record attendance, web site visits, keep
minutes, record statements/requests, and written
comments. Annually evaluate and update as needed.
This BMP will continue be implemented into the new
permit term.
The City will continue to increase awareness,
understanding, and knowledge of daily behavior changes,
the City’s SWPPP, and 6 MCM’s that reduce stormwater
pollution within the City.

Implement an Education Program

This BMP will continue be implemented into the new
permit term.

Education Programs

The City will continue to coordinate educational
components, programming, and schedule with outside
organizations.
This BMP will continue be implemented into the new
permit term.

Coordination of Educational Programming

The City will hold an annual public meeting to distribute
educational materials and present an overview of the MS4
program and City’s SWPPP. This will be conducted at a
minimum of once per year.

3.

Annual Public Meeting

This BMP will continue be implemented into the new
permit term.

BMP categories to be implemented

Measurable goals and timeframes

Provide the name or the position title of the individual(s) who is responsible for implementing and/or coordinating this
MCM:
City Clerk

B. MCM2: Public participation and involvement
1.

The Permit (Part III.D.2.a.) requires that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, existing permittees
shall revise their current program, as necessary, and continue to implement a public participation/involvement program to
solicit public input on the SWPPP. Describe your current program:
An opportunity to hear comments on the SWPPP is provided each year during an annual meeting held in combination with
a City Council Meeting.

2.

List the categories of BMPs that address your public participation/involvement program, including solicitation and documentation
of public input on the SWPPP. Use the first table for categories of BMPs that you have established and the second table for
categories of BMPs that you plan to implement over the course of the permit term.
Include the measurable goals with appropriate timeframes that each BMP category will be implemented and completed. In
addition, provide interim milestones and the frequency of action in which the permittee will implement and/or maintain the BMPs.
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Refer to the EPA’s Measurable Goals Guidance for Phase II Small MS4s (http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/measurablegoals.pdf).
If you have more than five categories, hit the tab key after the last line to generate a new row.
Established BMP categories

Measurable goals and timeframes

Provide public notice of the annual public meeting in the
official newspaper 30 days prior to the meeting date.
This BMP will be implemented into the new permit term
with the exception that the public notice requirement will
be revised to be in conformance with local requirements
for holding public meetings.

Follow applicable public notice requirement

The City will hold an annual public meeting to solicit public
opinion on the SWPPP.

Solicit Public Input and Opinion on the Adequacy
of the SWPPP

This BMP will be revised as per the “Consider Public
Input” BMP.
Record attendance, keep minutes, record statements, and
written comments and document changes made to the
SWPPP.

3.

Documentation Procedures

This BMP will be implemented into the new permit term.

BMP categories to be implemented

Measurable goals and timeframes

Consider Public Input

The city will provide at a minimum (1) opportunity annually for
the public to provide input on the adequacy of the SWPPP. This
potentially could be at a council meeting, planning commission
meeting, environmental event or other city sponsored function.

Do you have a process for receiving and documenting citizen input?

Yes

No

If you answered no to the above permit requirement, describe the tasks and corresponding schedules that will be taken to
assure that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, this permit requirement is met:

4.

Provide the name or the position title of the individual(s) who is responsible for implementing and/or coordinating this
MCM:
City Clerk

C. MCM 3: Illicit discharge detection and elimination
1.

The Permit (Part III.D.3.) requires that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, existing permittees revise
their current program as necessary, and continue to implement and enforce a program to detect and eliminate illicit
discharges into the small MS4. Describe your current program:
The City has an ordinance that prohibits illicit discharges and connections.

2.

Does your Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination Program meet the following requirements, as found in the Permit
(Part III.D.3.c.-g.)?
a.

Incorporation of illicit discharge detection into all inspection and maintenance activities conducted
under the Permit (Part III.D.6.e.-f.)Where feasible, illicit discharge inspections shall be conducted
during dry-weather conditions (e.g., periods of 72 or more hours of no precipitation).

Yes

No

b.

Detecting and tracking the source of illicit discharges using visual inspections. The permittee may
also include use of mobile cameras, collecting and analyzing water samples, and/or other detailed
procedures that may be effective investigative tools.

Yes

No

c.

Training of all field staff, in accordance with the requirements of the Permit (Part III.D.6.g.(2)), in
illicit discharge recognition (including conditions which could cause illicit discharges), and
reporting illicit discharges for further investigation.

Yes

No

d.

Identification of priority areas likely to have illicit discharges, including at a minimum, evaluating
land use associated with business/industrial activities, areas where illicit discharges have been
identified in the past, and areas with storage of large quantities of significant materials that could
result in an illicit discharge.

Yes

No
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e.

Procedures for the timely response to known, suspected, and reported illicit discharges.

Yes

No

f.

Procedures for investigating, locating, and eliminating the source of illicit discharges.

Yes

No

g.

Procedures for responding to spills, including emergency response procedures to prevent spills from
entering the small MS4. The procedures shall also include the immediate notification of the
Minnesota Department of Public Safety Duty Officer, if the source of the illicit discharge is a spill or
leak as defined in Minn. Stat. § 115.061.

Yes

No

h.

When the source of the illicit discharge is found, the permittee shall use the ERPs required by the
Permit (Part III.B.) to eliminate the illicit discharge and require any needed corrective action(s).

Yes

No

If you answered no to any of the above permit requirements, describe the tasks and corresponding schedules that will be
taken to assure that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, these permit requirements are met:
C.2.a., The City will incorporate procedures for illicit discharge detection into all inspection and maintenance activities
described in the permit (Part III.D.6.e-f). Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit coverage is
extended.
C.2.b., The City will incorporate procedures for tracking and detecting the source of illicit discharges using visual
inspections. Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit coverage is extended.
C.2.c., The City will incorporate procedures into the IDDE program for training of all field staff to be knowledgeable about
identifying illicit discharges and to understand what do in the event that an illicit discharge is discovered described in the
permit (Part III.D.3.c). Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit coverage is extended.
C.2.d.& e., The City will incorporate procedures into the IDDE program for identifying priority areas and for a timely
response to known, suspected, and reported illicit discharges as and the development of ERPs described in the permit
(Part III.D.3.c.g). Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit coverage is extended.
C.2.f., The City will incorporate procedures for investigating, locating, and eliminating the source of illicit discharges.
Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit coverage is extended.
C.2.g., The City will incorporate procedures for responding to spills, including ERPs to prevent spills from entering the
small MS4. Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit coverage is extended.
C.2.h., The City will incorporate procedures to use ERPs required by permit (Part III.B.) to eliminate the illicit discharge and
take required corrective actions when the source of an illicit discharge is found. Procedures will be in place within 12
months following the date permit coverage is extended.
3.

List the categories of BMPs that address your illicit discharge, detection and elimination program. Use the first table for
categories of BMPs that you have established and the second table for categories of BMPs that you plan to implement
over the course of the permit term.
Include the measurable goals with appropriate timeframes that each BMP category will be implemented and completed. In
addition, provide interim milestones and the frequency of action in which the permittee will implement and/or maintain the
BMPs. Refer to the EPA’s Measurable Goals Guidance for Phase II Small MS4s
(http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/measurablegoals.pdf).
If you have more than five categories, hit the tab key after the last line to generate a new row.
Established BMP categories

Measurable goals and timeframes
Annually update storm sewer system map, as needed.
This BMP will be continued into the next permit term.

Storm Sewer System Map

Continue to support Dakota County ordinances relating to illicit
discharges, and develop an illicit discharge ordinance (if
necessary).
Regulatory Control Program

This BMP will be continued into the next permit term.
Utilize volunteer organizations to collect trash and debris from
roadsides. Document the annual highway miles covered and
pounds of trash removed.

Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) Plan

This BMP will be continued into the next permit term.

Public and Employee Illicit Discharge Information
Program

Train City staff, implement IDDE evaluation procedures, and
incorporate BMPs in handling equipment and hazardous
materials used by the City. Document the annual quantity of
hazardous waste collected by Dakota County from City
residents each year.
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This BMP will be continued into the next permit term.
Maintain a record of all non-stormwater discharges including
visual inspections, responsible parties, and corrective actions.
Identification of Non Stormwater Discharges and Flows

This BMP will be continued into the next permit term.

BMP categories to be implemented

Measurable goals and timeframes
The City will review current applicable ordinances and, if
necessary, develop an ordinance which will address the issue
of non-stormwater discharges in the City's storm sewer system.
Elements of this ordinance will include, but are not limited to
defining allowable discharges, setting policy as it pertains to
violations, penalties, MPCA standards, and mitigation
requirements.
Update written procedures for illicit discharge inspections,
investigations, and response actions. Develop a process to
document information as described in the Permit (Part III.3.h)
within 12 months following the date permit coverage is
extended.

Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) and
Enforcement Ordinance

IDDE Program Updates
4.

Do you have procedures for record-keeping within your Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) program as
Yes
No
specified within the Permit (Part III.D.3.h.)?
If you answered no, indicate how you will develop procedures for record-keeping of your Illicit Discharge, Detection and
Elimination Program, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended:
C.4., The City will develop written procedures for receiving, documenting and storing citizen input as descriped in the
permit (Part III.D.3.h). Procedueres will be in place within 12 months following the date permit coverage is extended.

5.

Provide the name or the position title of the individual(s) who is responsible for implementing and/or coordinating this
MCM:
City Engineer

D. MCM 4: Construction site stormwater runoff control
1.

The Permit (Part III.D.4) requires that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, existing permittees shall
revise their current program, as necessary, and continue to implement and enforce a construction site stormwater runoff
control program. Describe your current program:
The City requires review of construction site erosion and sediment control (ESC) plans before projects begin, and work
with contractors to ensure appropriate and correct use of erosion and sediment control BMPs on sites.

2.

Does your program address the following BMPs for construction stormwater erosion and sediment control as required in
the Permit (Part III.D.4.b.):
Yes
No
a. Have you established written procedures for site plan reviews that you conduct prior to the start of
construction activity?
b. Does the site plan review procedure include notification to owners and operators proposing
Yes
No
construction activity that they need to apply for and obtain coverage under the MPCA’s general
permit to Discharge Stormwater Associated with Construction Activity No. MN R100001?
c. Does your program include written procedures for receipt and consideration of reports of
Yes
No
noncompliance or other stormwater related information on construction activity submitted by the
public to the permittee?
d. Have you included written procedures for the following aspects of site inspections to determine
compliance with your regulatory mechanism(s):
1) Does your program include procedures for identifying priority sites for inspection?
Yes
No
Yes
No
2) Does your program identify a frequency at which you will conduct construction site
inspections?
3) Does your program identify the names of individual(s) or position titles of those responsible for
Yes
No
conducting construction site inspections?
4) Does your program include a checklist or other written means to document construction site
Yes
No
inspections when determining compliance?
e. Does your program document and retain construction project name, location, total acreage to be
Yes
No
disturbed, and owner/operator information?
f. Does your program document stormwater-related comments and/or supporting information used to
Yes
No
determine project approval or denial?
g. Does your program retain construction site inspection checklists or other written materials used to
Yes
No
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document site inspections?
If you answered no to any of the above permit requirements, describe the tasks and corresponding schedules that will be
taken to assure that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, these permit requirements are met.
D.2.b., The City will develop written procedures for notifying owners and operators that they need to apply for and obtain
coverage under the MPCS's general permit to Discharge Stormwater Associated with Construction Activity No. MN
R100001. Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit coverage is extended.
D.2.c.: The City will develop written procedures for receipt and consideration of reports of noncompliance or other
stormwater related information on construction activity submitted by the public as described in the Permit (Part III.D.4.c).
Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit coverage is extended.
D.2.d.: The City will develop written procedures for conducting site ESC inspections as described in the Permit (Part
III.D.4.d). Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit coverage is extended.
D.2.f.: The City will develop written procedures for documenting stormwater related comments used to determine project
approval as described in the Permit (Part III.D.4.f). Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit
coverage is extended.
3.

List the categories of BMPs that address your construction site stormwater runoff control program. Use the first
table for categories of BMPs that you have established and the second table for categories of BMPs that you plan
to implement over the course of the permit term.
Include the measurable goals with appropriate timeframes that each BMP category will be implemented and
completed. In addition, provide interim milestones and the frequency of action in which the permittee will implement
and/or maintain the BMPs. Refer to the EPA’s Measurable Goals Guidance for Phase II Small MS4s
(http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/measurablegoals.pdf). If you have more than five categories, hit the tab key
after the last line to generate a new row.
Established BMP categories

Measurable goals and timeframes
Continue to support and review annually Dakota County’s permit
stipulations relating to project specific erosion and sediment
control.
This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.
Construction permits will be required to meet MPCA NPDES
Phase II guidelines for erosion and sediment control.

Ordinance or other Regulatory Mechanism
Construction Site Implementation of Erosion and
Sediment Control BMP’s: Waste Controls for
Construction Site Operators

This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.
Every applicant for City council approval and/or a Dakota
County permit to allow land disturbing activities must submit a
project specific stormwater management plan (if applicable)
and/or erosion control plan to the City for review.
This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.

Procedure for Site Plan Review

Defer to Dakota County’s procedures for stormwater
noncompliance. Obtain a record of all stormwater
noncompliance within the City. Maintain Record/Update as
needed.

Establishment of Procedures for the Receipt and
Consideration of Reports of Stormwater
Noncompliance

This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.
All erosion control inspections, violations, and remedial actions
taken by the City will comply with NPDES Phase II construction
permit guidelines. New City staff will be provided erosion control
training within 3 years of the individual’s hire date. New staff
training within 3 years of hire date.

Establishment of Procedures for Site Inspections and
Enforcement

This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.

BMP categories to be implemented

Measurable goals and timeframes

Prioritize Inspections

The City will develop a process to determine the frequency for
inspecting high priority inspection sites (e.g., near sensitive
receiving waters, projects larger than 5 acres). Within the next
permit cycle.

Documentation Procedures
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and inspection documents within 12 months following the date
permit coverage is extended.
4.

Provide the name or the position title of the individual(s) who is responsible for implementing and/or coordinating this
MCM:
City Engineer

E. MCM 5: Post-construction stormwater management
1.

2.
3.

The Permit (Part III.D.5.) requires that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, existing permittees
shall revise their current program, as necessary, and continue to implement and enforce a post-construction stormwater
management program. Describe your current program:
A program of BMPs has been prepared to address storm water runoff from new development and redevelopment projects
that disturb equal to or greater than one acre. This program insures that controls are in place that would prevent or
minimize water quality impacts from development activities.
Have you established written procedures for site plan reviews that you will conduct prior to the start of
Yes
No
construction activity?
Answer yes or no to indicate whether you have the following listed procedures for documentation of
post-construction stormwater management according to the specifications of Permit (Part III.D.5.c.):
a. Any supporting documentation that you use to determine compliance with the Permit (Part
III.D.5.a), including the project name, location, owner and operator of the construction activity, any
checklists used for conducting site plan reviews, and any calculations used to determine
compliance?
b. All supporting documentation associated with mitigation projects that you authorize?
c. Payments received and used in accordance with Permit (Part III.D.5.a.(4)(f))?
d. All legal mechanisms drafted in accordance with the Permit (Part III.D.5.a.(5)), including date(s) of
the agreement(s) and names of all responsible parties involved?

Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

If you answered no to any of the above permit requirements, describe the steps that will be taken to assure that, within
12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, these permit requirements are met.
E.3., The City will develop written procedures for documention of post-construction stormwater management as
described in the Permit (Part III.D.5.c.). Procedures will be in place within 12 months following the date permit
coverage is extended.
4.

List the categories of BMPs that address your post-construction stormwater management program. Use the first table
for categories of BMPs that you have established and the second table for categories of BMPs that you plan to
implement over the course of the permit term.
Include the measurable goals with appropriate timeframes that each BMP category will be implemented and
completed. In addition, provide interim milestones and the frequency of action in which the permittee will implement
and/or maintain the BMPs. Refer to the EPA’s Measurable Goals Guidance for Phase II Small MS4s
(http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/measurablegoals.pdf). If you have more than five categories, hit the tab key after
the last line to generate a new row.
Established BMP categories

Measurable goals and timeframes
City staff will document and record all repairs, maintenance, or
new construction of structural and non-structural BMP’s used
on City construction projects. Record keeping a minimum of
once/year.

Development and Implementation of Structural and/or
Non-Structural BMP’s

This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.
Continue to use existing development review policies of Dakota
County to address water quality, erosion control, and BMP’s.

Regulatory Mechanism to Address Post Construction
Runoff from New Development and Redevelopment

This BMP will be revised to identify the adoption of a regulatory
mechanism to maintain runoff volumes, TSS, and TP
associated with stormwater runoff from new development and
redevelopment.
Annually review in conjunction with Dakota County and
document modifications to the BMP schedule as defined in the
Public Works work schedule.
This BMP will be revised to require the adoption of policies to
ensure the long term operation and maintenance of BMPs
installed on private property.

Long-term Operation and Maintenance of BMP’s
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5.

BMP categories to be implemented

Measurable goals and timeframes

Develop Written Procedures for Site Plan Review

Develop site plan review procedures that must be completed
prior to the start of construction activity within 12 months of
extension of permit coverage.

Document Pertinent Project Information

Maintain all related documents pertaining to each new or
redevelopment project in more user-friendly filing system for
better records management. Implement within 12 months.

Provide the name or the position title of the individual(s) who is responsible for implementing and/or coordinating this
MCM:
City Engineer

F. MCM 6: Pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations
1.

The Permit (Part III.D.6.) requires that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, existing permittees shall
revise their current program, as necessary, and continue to implement an operations and maintenance program that
prevents or reduces the discharge of pollutants from the permittee owned/operated facilities and operations to the small
MS4. Describe your current program:
The City currently inspects its structural pollution control devices on an annual basis and inspects all of its outfalls,
sediment basins and ponds every 5 years. Other work associated with this MCM including street sweeping, salting and
sanding is contracted.
Yes

No

2.

Do you have a facilities inventory as outlined in the Permit (Part III.D.6.a.)?

3.

If you answered no to the above permit requirement in question 2, describe the tasks and corresponding schedules that
will be taken to assure that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended, this permit requirement is met:
F.2.: Not applicable, the City does not have any City owned facilities that contribute to the discharge of pollutants
associated with stormwater runoff.

4.

List the categories of BMPs that address your pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations program.
Use the first table for categories of BMPs that you have established and the second table for categories of BMPs that you
plan to implement over the course of the permit term.
Include the measurable goals with appropriate timeframes that each BMP category will be implemented and completed. In
addition, provide interim milestones and the frequency of action in which the permittee will implement and/or maintain the
BMPs. For an explanation of measurable goals, refer to the EPA’s Measurable Goals Guidance for Phase II Small MS4s
(http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/measurablegoals.pdf).
If you have more than five categories, hit the tab key after the last line to generate a new row.
Established BMP categories

Measurable goals and timeframes
Develop and implement a pollution prevention operations &
maintenance schedule consistent with the BMPs detailed in this
permit and minimum control measure #6.

Municipal Operations and Maintenance Program

This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.

Street Sweeping Program

Not Applicable, due to minimal amount of City owned streets
and lock of conveyance system adjacent to roads. Rural type
roadway system with no curb and gutter.

Annual Inspection of All Structural Pollution Control
Devices

Inspection of a Minimum of 20% of the MS4 Outfalls,
Sediment Basins and Ponds Each Year on a Rotating
Basis.

651-296-6300

•

800-657-3864

This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.
Evaluate and document all modifications and/or additional
BMP’s implemented to all stockpiles, storage, and material
areas located within City owned property.

Annual Inspection of All Exposed Stockpile, Storage,
and Material Handling Areas.
www.pca.state.mn.us •
wq-strm4-49a • 5/31/13

Not Applicable
The City will inspect all outfalls, sediment basins, and ponds
within the City’s storm sewer system. The results of these
inspections will be compiled in a report which will include
sediment levels, watershed information and recommended
maintenance and maintenance schedules. Inspect a minimum of
20% per year.

•

TTY 651-282-5332 or 800-657-3864

•

Available in alternative formats
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This BMP will be implemented into the new permit term.
The City council and City engineer will determine and document
all repair, replacement, or maintenance measures.

Inspection Follow-up, Including the Determination of
Whether Repair, Replacement, or Maintenance
Measures are Necessary and the Implementation of
the Corrective Measures.

This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.
The City will record the number of inspection record requests
and distributed materials. Minimum of one/year.

Record Reporting and Retention of All Inspections and
Responses to the Inspections

This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.
The City will retain records of inspection results and any
maintenance performed or recommended. After 2 years of
inspections, the frequency of inspections may be adjusted at the
discretion of the City engineer. Minimum of one/year.

5.

Evaluation of Inspection Frequency

This BMP will continue to be implemented into the new permit
term.

BMP categories to be implemented

Measurable goals and timeframes

Facility Inventory

Not applicable, that City does not have any City owned
municipal facilities.

Training

Provide a presentation annually to generate Staff and
subcontractor awareness of SWPPP regulations and to develop
projects with appropriate BMPs applied.

Pond Assessment Procedures & Schedule

In year 1, develop procedures for determining TSS and TP
treatment effectiveness of city owned ponds used for treatment
of stormwater. Implement schedule in year 2-5

Does discharge from your MS4 affect a Source Water Protection Area (Permit Part III.D.6.c.)?

Yes

No

a. If no, continue to 6.
b. If yes, the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) is in the process of mapping the
following items. Maps are available at
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/water/swp/maps/index.htm. Is a map including the
following items available for your MS4:
1)

Wells and source waters for drinking water supply management areas identified as
vulnerable under Minn. R. 4720.5205, 4720.5210, and 4720.5330?

Yes

No

2)

Source water protection areas for surface intakes identified in the source water
assessments conducted by or for the Minnesota Department of Health under the federal
Safe Drinking Water Act, U.S.C. §§ 300j – 13?

Yes

No

Yes

No

c. Have you developed and implemented BMPs to protect any of the above drinking water
sources?
6.

Have you developed procedures and a schedule for the purpose of determining the TSS and
TP treatment effectiveness of all permittee owned/operated ponds constructed and used for the
collection and treatment of stormwater, according to the Permit (Part III.D.6.d.)?

Yes

No

7.

Do you have inspection procedures that meet the requirements of the Permit (Part III.D.6.e.(1)(3)) for structural stormwater BMPs, ponds and outfalls, and stockpile, storage and material
handling areas?

Yes

No

8.

Have you developed and implemented a stormwater management training program commensurate with each
employee’s job duties that:

9.

a.

Addresses the importance of protecting water quality?

Yes

No

b.

Covers the requirements of the permit relevant to the duties of the employee?

Yes

No

c.

Includes a schedule that establishes initial training for new and/or seasonal employees and
recurring training intervals for existing employees to address changes in procedures,
practices, techniques, or requirements?

Yes

No

Do you keep documentation of inspections, maintenance, and training as required by the Permit
(Part III.D.6.h.(1)-(5))?

Yes

No

If you answered no to any of the above permit requirements listed in Questions 5 – 9, then describe the tasks and
corresponding schedules that will be taken to assure that, within 12 months of the date permit coverage is extended,
www.pca.state.mn.us •
wq-strm4-49a • 5/31/13

651-296-6300

•

800-657-3864

•

TTY 651-282-5332 or 800-657-3864

•

Available in alternative formats
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these permit requirements are met:
F.6. The City will develop a procedure for assessing ponds to determine TSS and TP effectiveness as described in the
Permit (Part III.D.6.d) This study will develop procedures for determining TSS and TP treatment effectiveness of cityowned ponds used for treatment of stormwater. A schedule will be implemented in years 2 thru 5.
F.7., The City will develop written procedures for inspection of structural stormwater BMPs, ponds and outfalls, and
stockpile, storage and material handling areas as described in the Permit (Part III.D.6.f.). Procedures will be in place
within 12 months following the date permit coverage is extended.
F.8., The City will develop and implement a stormwater management training program commensurate with each
employees job duties as described in the Permit (Part III.D.6.g.). Procedures will be in place within 12 months following
the date permit coverage is extended.
F.9., The City has procedures to document inspections, however it will develop written procedures to document
mainenance and training as described in the Permit (Part III.D.6.h.). Procedures will be in place within 12 months
following the date permit coverage is extended.
10.

Provide the name or the position title of the individual(s) who is responsible for implementing and/or coordinating this
MCM:
City Engineer

VI. Compliance Schedule for an Approved Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) with an
Applicable Waste Load Allocation (WLA) (Part II.D.6.)
A.

Do you have an approved TMDL with a Waste Load Allocation (WLA) prior to the effective date
of the Permit?
1.

If no, continue to section VII.

2.

If yes, fill out and attach the MS4 Permit TMDL Attachment Spreadsheet with the following
naming convention: MS4NameHere_TMDL.

Yes

No

Yes

No

This form is found on the MPCA MS4 website: http://www.pca.state.mn.us/ms4.

VII. Alum or Ferric Chloride Phosphorus Treatment Systems (Part II.D.7.)
A.

Do you own and/or operate any Alum or Ferric Chloride Phosphorus Treatment Systems which
are regulated by this Permit (Part III.F.)?
1.

If no, this section requires no further information.

2.

If yes, you own and/or operate an Alum or Ferric Chloride Phosphorus Treatment System
within your small MS4, then you must submit the Alum or Ferric Chloride Phosphorus
Treatment Systems Form supplement to this document, with the following naming
convention: MS4NameHere_TreatmentSystem.
This form is found on the MPCA MS4 website: http://www.pca.state.mn.us/ms4.

VIII. Add any Additional Comments to Describe Your Program

www.pca.state.mn.us •
wq-strm4-49a • 5/31/13

651-296-6300

•

800-657-3864

•

TTY 651-282-5332 or 800-657-3864

•

Available in alternative formats
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Appendix G – Culvert Condition Report

APPENDIX

701 Xenia Avenue South | Suite 300 | Minneapolis, MN 55416 | (763) 541-4800

Memorandum
To:

Jeff Sandberg, PE, City Engineer

From:

Sheue Torng Lee

Date:

June 7, 2018

Re:

Culvert Condition Report
WSB Project No. 011527

WSB & Associates, Inc. is pleased to submit this culvert condition report summarizing the results of the
culvert inspection performed in May. The culverts were inspected in accordance with the MnDOT
HydInfra Inspection Manual. Using the ratings guide from the manual, the condition ratings are listed as
follows.
Rating
1
2
3
4

Condition
Excellent
Fair
Poor
Very Poor

Description
Like new condition
Some wear, but structurally sound
Deteriorated, consider for repair or replacement
Serious deterioration

A map showing the condition rating can be found labeled in the Appendix A section of this report. Some
culverts may be buried, submerged, or out of sight and they were labeled as “Not Able to Rate/Not
Visible” with a 0 rating as shown in the map. The condition rating and comment for each culvert is
included in a table in Appendix B.
The table below summarizes the number of culverts inspected under each condition category.
Rating
0
1
2
3
4

Condition
Not able to rate / not visible
Excellent
Fair
Poor
Very poor

Number of Culvert
7
16
19
12
5

Of the 59 culverts evaluated in this survey, it was determined that a majority of the culverts were rated in
excellent or fair condition, however, several culverts in these categories have sediment or debris built up
and need cleaning performed. Some culverts from the survey were plugged so that water flow is
reduced or prevented and they are no longer functioning as desired. There were also a few culverts that
need repair.
Photos of the culverts taken during inspection were documented but not included in this report. However,
the photos may be provided to the City upon request.

Building a legacy – your legacy.
Equal Opportunity Employer | wsbeng.com

Mr. Jeff Sandberg
June 7, 2018

Appendix A
Sunfish Lake
2018 Culvert Condition Map
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Mr. Jeff Sandberg
June 7, 2018
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Appendix B
Sunfish Lake
2018 Culvert Condition and Rating

Mr. Jeff Sandberg
June 7, 2018
Culvert ID

Owner

Size

Material

Length (ft)

Rating

Condition

127

City

4

Drain Tile

225

0

Not Able to Rate/Not Visible

131

MnDOT

24

RCP

26

0

Not Able to Rate/Not Visible

Could be connecting to Culvert #130 but not visible upon
inspection

140

City

24

CMP

97

0

Not Able to Rate/Not Visible

Could not locate the culvert

147

City

12

CMP

55

0

Not Able to Rate/Not Visible

Outlet plugged, inlet mostly plugged

148

City

10

CMP

18.5

0

Not Able to Rate/Not Visible

Almost full of debris

153

City

12

CMP

25

0

Not Able to Rate/Not Visible

Could not locate the culvert

162

City

18

CMP

52

0

Not Able to Rate/Not Visible

Could not locate the culvert

102

City

18

45

1

Excellent

Culvert has been lined with plastic

106

City

24

56

1

Excellent

107

City

24

CMP

47

1

Excellent

111

MnDOT

18

CMP

89

1

Excellent

New, located on state right-of-way

117

City

15

CMP

36

1

Excellent

Looks new

118

City

18

CMP

21

1

Excellent

121

City

16

CMP

172

1

Excellent

Clean

141

City

15

CMP

24.5

1

Excellent

Bush covering West end of the culvert

142

City

18

CMP

44

1

Excellent

New

143

City

18

CMP

47

1

Excellent

2 culverts

144

City

15

CMP

54

1

Excellent

145

City

48

RCP

86

1

Excellent

146

City

15

CMP

30

1

Excellent

159

City

15

RCP

74

1

Excellent

Very good

165

City

18

RCP

56

1

Excellent

Discharge needs cleaning

166

City

18

RCP

50

1

Excellent

Needs cleaning

CHD
Plastic
CHD
Plastic

Additional Comments
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Mr. Jeff Sandberg
June 7, 2018
Culvert ID

Owner

Size

Material

Length (ft)

Rating

Condition

Comments

100

City

18

CMP

55

2

Fair

1/3 full of debris

105

City

18

CMP

48

2

Fair

112

City

18

RCP

46

2

Fair

East end needs cleaning

113

City

18

RCP

42

2

Fair

West discharge needs cleaning

114

City

15

CMP

27

2

Fair

Ditch needs cleaning

115

City

12

CMP

19

2

Fair

Needs cleaning

116

City

18

RCP

34

2

Fair

119

MnDOT

27

RCP

36

2

Fair

122

City

15

CMP

42

2

Fair

125

City

16

CMP

34

2

Fair

128

City

15

CMP

34

2

Fair

Half full of debris. Ditch needs cleaning

133

City

24

RCP

210

2

Fair

Discharge needs cleaning

137

City

15

CMP

50

2

Fair

Discharge needs cleaning

138

City

15

CMP

36

2

Fair

154

City

16

RCP

48

2

Fair

156

City

12

CMP

12

2

Fair

160

City

15

CMP

35

2

Fair

161

City

15

CMP

48

2

Fair

163

City

15

CMP

35

2

Fair

103

City

24

CMP

22

3

Poor

Needs cleaning, Clean and Re-Evaluate

104

City

15

CMP

51

3

Poor

Discharge half full of debris, Clean and Re-Evaluate

123

City

12

CMP

20

3

Poor

Needs cleaning, Clean and Re-Evaluate

129

City

18

RCP

85

3

Poor

Needs cleaning, Clean and Re-Evaluate

130

MnDOT

24

RCP

99

3

Poor

North apron is broken, needs to be replaced

Needs cleaning

Needs cleaning

East apron needs repair

6|P age

Mr. Jeff Sandberg
June 7, 2018
Culvert ID

Owner

Size

Material

Length (ft)

Rating

Condition

Comments

132

City

12

CMP

63

3

Poor

Discharge 80% plugged, Clean and Re-Evaluate

151

City

12

CMP

25

3

Poor

Outlet plugged, Clean and Re-evaluate

152

City

18

CMP

46

3

Poor

155

City

12

CMP

45

3

Poor

East end smashed needs to be replaced

157

City

18

CMP

37

3

Poor

Needs cleaning, Clean and Re-Evaluate

158

City

12

CMP

18

3

Poor

Discharge needs cleaning, Clean and Re-Evaluate

164

City

18

CMP

50

3

Poor

Discharge needs cleaning, Clean and Re-Evaluate

101

City

27

CMP

56

4

Very poor

North end smashed. South end buried under logs

124

City

15

CMP

36

4

Very poor

Culvert 60% plugged

139

City

30

CMP

203

4

Very poor

North outlet submerged

149

City

12

CMP

20

4

Very poor

Ends smashed could not see into the culvert

150

City

18

CMP

19

4

Very poor

Rusty
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Appendix H – Regulatory Framework

APPENDIX

Federal Permit Programs
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) Section 404 Permit Program
The COE administers Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act. This regulates the action of putting fill
or dredged material into any water or wetland area. The applicant must prove that there are no other
alternatives and that mitigation can be accomplished. Mitigation will create water or wetland areas having
values sufficient to offset the values lost because of the fill. A national goal is to avoid any net loss of
wetlands.
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit
The U.S. Clean Water Act and Minnesota Statutes regulates discharges to natural receiving water bodies
through NPDES permits. The City of Sunfish Lake has submitted its NPDES Storm Water Discharge
Permit to the MPCA. This permit is required for cities with populations over 10,000 or cities within a
metropolitan area.
State Permit Programs
MPCA Construction Site Permits for Over One-Acre Disturbances
 Any construction activity that disturbs one acre or more of land area is required to apply for an
MPCA NPDES permit. Construction activity includes clearing, grading, excavation, road building,
demolition, and construction of residential houses, office buildings, commercial facilities, or
industrial buildings.
MPCA Water Quality Permits
For discharges of wastewater and construction dewatering.
MPCA Solid Waste Permits
For any disposal of nonhazardous solid waste on property owned by businesses processing, storing or
transferring solid waste.
MPCA Hazardous Waste Permits
For treatment, storage or on-site disposal of wastes considered hazardous because of ignitability,
corrosivity, reactivity, toxicity or oxidizing characteristics.
MPCA Liquid Storage Permits
Required for all above-ground storage tanks that hold materials capable of polluting the water of the state.
DNR Protected Waters Permits
 Required to do any work which will change or diminish the course, current, or cross-section of
any lake, marsh or stream that is designated as a protected water or wetland on the DNR’s
Protected Waters and Wetlands Inventory maps. Protected waters are all water basins and
watercourses that meet the criteria set forth in the Minn. Statutes Section 103G.005, subd. 15.
Protected wetlands are types 3, 4, and 5 (Cowardin classification1)
 Required to do any work below the ordinary high water mark: draining, filling, dredging,
channeling, construction of dams, harbors or permanent offshore structures and placement of
bridges and culverts.
 DNR can establish a minimum protection elevation for water basins and a protected low flow for
watercourses.
DNR Water Appropriation Permit
Required to appropriate or use state waters for domestic use serving more than 25 persons and for any
other use which exceeds 10,000 gallons/day or 1 million gallons /year.

1

Lewis M. Cowardin Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United States, FWS/OBS-79/31. U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of Interior, 1979.
K:\011531-000\Admin\Docs\Appendices\Regulatory Framework.docx

DNR Shoreland and Floodplain Zoning Regulations
DNR regulates lands adjoining protected waters and wetlands. Shoreland ordinances are required to
specified counties and cities on a priority basis. DNR sets minimum land use standards which local units
of government must adopt and enforce through their zoning ordinances, except that planned unit
development must be approved directly by the DNR.




Shoreland zoning ordinances apply to all land within 1,000 feet of the shore of a protected water
basin or wetland and within 300 feet of a protected watercourse or landward extent of a
designated floodplain. Standards vary according to the water body classification; standards
include land use, lot size, lot width, structure setbacks and sanitary system setbacks.
Floodplain zoning ordinances apply to lakes and streams and cover all land inundated by 100year storm events. The floodway is protected as it is needed to carry off the resulting flows.
Development along the floodway fringe must conform to the City’s shoreland zoning standards as
long as it remains protected from 100-year flood damage.

DNR Aquatic Plant Management Permit
Prior to application of any herbicide to a Public Water, a permit from the DNR must be obtained.
Application of such materials must comply with the DNR’s regulations.
Wetland Conservation Act
Minnesota Rules 8420 provide regulations associated with fill, excavation, or drainage of wetlands within
Minnesota. Prior to any impact to wetlands, sequencing must be completed and any unavoidable impacts
must be mitigated. The City administers this permit program.
City of Sunfish Lake
The City requires a permit for building activity, land disturbing activities, and wetland alteration. Projects
need to be in conformance with City ordinance, the Local Surface Water Management Plan, and the
Wetland Conservation Act. The project may also be subject to WMO rules and standards. As stated in
City Ordinance, a site plan review form must be filled out to apply for a permit.

K:\011531-000\Admin\Docs\Appendices\Regulatory Framework.docx
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Engineering Design Standards for Stormwater Management
1.

DESIGN OVERVIEW

The City of Sunfish Lake’s Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) identifies the goals and policies that
define the City’s stormwater management program, which are implemented via City Zoning Code (Section 1216.04:
Stormwater Management) and these Engineering Design Standards. Sunfish Lake’s stormwater requirements were
written to meet the City’s goals to preserve, protect, and manage its water resources as well as to meet federal and
state stormwater regulations, and the following objectives:







2.

Minimize increases in stormwater runoff rates from any development to reduce flooding, siltation and erosion
and in order to maintain the integrity of stream channels,
Minimize increases in nonpoint source pollution caused by stormwater runoff from development which would
otherwise degrade local water quality,
Minimize the total annual volume of surface water runoff that flows from any specific site during and
following development so as not to exceed the predevelopment hydrologic regime to the maximum extent
practicable,
Ensure that these management controls are properly maintained and pose no threat to public safety, and
Implement stormwater management controls to help meet current and future total maximum daily load
(TMDL) goals, to address the need to improve water quality, and to meet objectives in the Local Water
Resources Management Plan.

DEFINITIONS

For this Design Manual, the following definitions describe the meaning of the terms used in this Design Manual:
Applicant means a property owner or agent of a property owner who has filed an application for a Stormwater
Management Permit.
Applicability means any land disturbing activity requiring a City of Sunfish Lake Stormwater Management Plan as
defined in City Zoning Code (Section 1216.04: Stormwater Management).
Channel means a natural or artificial watercourse with a definite bed and banks that conducts continuously or
periodically flowing water.
Impervious Area means those surfaces that cannot effectively infiltrate rainfall (e.g., building rooftops, pavement,
sidewalks, gravel, driveways, swimming pools, etc.).
Land Disturbance Activity means any activity that changes the volume or peak discharge rate of stormwater
runoff from the land surface. This may include the grading, digging, cutting, scraping, or excavating of soil,
placement of fill materials, paving, construction, substantial removal of vegetation, or any activity that bares soil
or rock or involves the diversion or piping of any natural or fabricated watercourse.
Maintenance Agreement means document recorded against the property which provides for long-term
maintenance of stormwater treatment practices.
Nonpoint Source Pollution means pollution from any source other than from any discernible, confined, and
discrete conveyances, and shall include but not be limited to, pollutants from agricultural, silvicultural, mining,
construction, subsurface disposal and urban runoff sources.
Off-Site Facility means a stormwater management measure located outside the subject property boundary
described in the permit application for land development activity.

Engineering Design Standards
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Engineering Design Standards for Stormwater Management
Redevelopment means any construction activity where, prior to the start of construction, the areas to be
disturbed have 15 percent or more of impervious surface(s) (MPCA, Tech Support Document for PostConstruction Stormwater Management).
Responsible Party means the entity which will be responsible for ownership and maintenance of Stormwater
Treatment Practices.
Stop Work Order means an order which requires that all construction activity on a site be stopped.
Stormwater Management means the use of structural or non-structural practices that are design to reduce
stormwater runoff pollutant loads, discharge volumes, and/or peak discharge rates.
Stormwater Management Plan means a set of drawings or other documents submitted by a person as a
prerequisite to obtaining a stormwater management approval, which contains all of the required information and
specifications pertaining to Stormwater Management.
Stormwater Reviews means every applicant for a building permit, zoning approval, or a site or building plan
approval will require a review to evaluate compliance with the City of Sunfish Lake’s water quality and water
quality requirements as specified in these standards.
Stormwater Runoff means flow on the surface of the ground, resulting from precipitation.
Stormwater Runoff means flow on the surface of the ground, resulting from precipitation.
Stormwater Treatment Practices (STPs) means measures, either structural or nonstructural, that are determined
to be the most effective and practical means of preventing or reducing point source or nonpoint-source pollution
inputs to stormwater runoff and waterbodies.
Water Quality Volume (WQv) means that runoff storage volume needed to treat the specified phosphorus loading
as determined in the Sunfish Lake Engineering Design Standards.
Watercourse means a permanent or intermittent stream or other body of water, either natural or fabricated, which
gathers or carries surface water.
Watershed means the total drainage area contributing runoff to a single point.

3.

PROCEDURE FOR REVIEWING STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLANS

Every applicant for a building permit, zoning approval, or a site or building plan approval will be required to submit a
Stormwater Management Plan to the City of Sunfish Lake.
The following activities are exempt from submitting a Stormwater Management Plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Applications approved by the City Council on or before the effective date of the Zoning ordinance.
Any land disturbing activity for which plans have been approved by the Dakota County Soil and Water
Conservation District within six months prior to the effective date of the Zoning ordinance.
A lot for which a building permit has been approved on or before the effective date of the Zoning
ordinance.
Installation of fence, sign, telephone, and electric poles and other kinds of posts or poles.
Emergency work to protect life, limb, or property.
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The general review process, from the submittal of the concept and final plans to the issuance of the Stormwater
Management Plan approval, is summarized in the following seven steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

4.

Determine what stormwater management provisions apply (stormwater management, erosion control,
buffers, and/or floodplain management).
What permits, or approvals, are required for the project site, and what waivers and/or exemptions are
applicable (COE, DNR, MPCA, WCA, etc.)?
Are the selected practices appropriate for this site?
Are the practices designed to meet the minimum performance criteria?
Does the Plan meet other resource protection requirements as specified in the City of Sunfish Lake
Code?
Are provisions for long-term maintenance adequate, including access and methods for maintenance
defined?

SUBMITTAL REQUIRMENTS

Requirements for City of Sunfish Lake’s Stormwater Management Plan Approval
Stormwater Management Plan (Required)
No stormwater management plan will be approved unless it details how runoff and associated water quality impacts
resulting from the development will be controlled or managed (note the exceptions in Section 3). This plan must
indicate whether stormwater will be managed on-site or off-site and, if on-site, the general location and type of
practices.
The Stormwater Management Plan must be signed by a licensed professional engineer in the State of Minnesota,
who will verify that the design of all stormwater management practices meet the submittal requirements outlined in
the Plan Review Checklist found in Appendix A. No building permit, grading permit, or subdivision approval shall be
issued until a satisfactory final Stormwater Management Plan, or a waiver thereof, shall have undergone a review and
been approved by the City after determining that the plan waiver is consistent with the requirements of this manual.
Stormwater Management Conceptual Plan Requirements (Optional)
A stormwater management concept plan submittal is optional, but highly encouraged. A concept plan identifies basic
site information, locations of proposed development features, and preliminary locations and sizing of STPs. The
concept submittal has a greater chance of identifying major obstacles and can facilitate alternative stormwater
management arrangements in a timely fashion and at the onset of project planning. If a concept plan is submitted for
review, it should include sufficient information (e.g., maps, basic hydrologic and water quality calculations etc.) to
evaluate the environmental characteristics of the project site. This information should show the potential impacts of
all proposed development of the site, both present and future, on the water resources, and show the effectiveness
and acceptability of the measures proposed for managing stormwater generated at the project site. The intent of this
conceptual planning process is to determine the type of stormwater management of stormwater runoff form future
development, and to identify major issues prior to completing final plans. The concept plan is less time consuming
and more efficient to evaluate proposed development plans with this step of the review process.
The final plan provides more detailed design information for the proposed STPs and includes much more detail in
terms of hydrologic conditions and site features.
For redevelopment, an applicant should include within a concept plan measures for controlling existing stormwater
runoff discharges and water quality from the site in accordance with the standards of this Manual. After review of the
concept plan and modifications are made to that plan as deemed necessary by the City, a final Stormwater
Management Plan may be submitted for approval.
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Stormwater Management Plan Requirements (Required)
Record drawings are required for all projects that impact wetlands and/or the floodplain, require water quality
ponding, have significant grade changes, and/or have other unusual circumstances. Record drawings must be
certified by a professional land surveyor or civil engineer. (Record drawings should not include temporary erosion
control measures.)
Plan Details
 North arrow, street names, and lot and block numbers for property or subdivision
 Location of benchmark, based on the City/County benchmark system
 Key with all line types, symbols, shading, and cross-hatching denoted
 Illustration key showing symbols for all information pertaining to lot and building design, including grades,
easements, lot and block, setbacks, etc.
 Plan scale (shown graphically on a bar scale) of: 1 inch = 20 feet, 1 inch = 30 feet, 1 inch = 40 feet, or 1 inch
= 50 feet. Plans in other scales will not be reviewed.
 Total area of subject property, with subtotals of disturbed and undisturbed areas (tabulation permitted)
 Subject property’s boundary lines, lot lines and right of way lines
 All existing and proposed drainage and utility easements
 All man-made features, including existing and proposed buildings, structures, and paved areas
 All existing storm sewer facilities within 150 feet of the subject parcel
 All proposed storm sewer facilities (include grades and size of structures)
 All existing and proposed natural features including, but not limited to, significant trees and tree lines,
wetlands, ponds, lakes, streams, drainage channels, floodplain, etc.
 Show setbacks and buffers for wetlands, ponds, lakes, streams, and floodplains
 All adjacent plats, parcels, rights-of-way, section lines, extended a minimum of 100 feet (50 feet for single
family home construction) beyond the subject parcel in all directions
 Crossing out of incorrect information (elevations, distances, etc.) will not be allowed on record plans.
Incorrect information must be cleanly removed and replaced with the correct record plan information.
Proposed elevations and lengths that are not changed should be check-marked to indicate them as being
as- built.
Topography
 Topography details in a minimum of two-foot contour intervals with existing contours as dashed lines and
proposed contours as dark, solid lines, labeled at each edge of the plan and at other appropriate locations
 Standard lot benching detail, where appropriate (maximum slopes 3:1)
 Direction arrows indicating swales and lot drainage patterns (show percent grades along drainage swales on
plan)
Elevation Information
 Proposed top of curb elevations at lot corners and driveway or entrances
 Finished spot elevations at all high and low points
 Proposed elevations at garage and lowest floor for proposed buildings
 Proposed finished ground elevations around home for final grading
Temporary Erosion Control Best Management Practices (BMPs)
Show location of all structural erosion control measures (with standard detail plates and maintenance information for
each), including, but not limited to:
 Temporary rock entrance/exit for all vehicle access points (show on plan and provide detail)
 Perimeter silt fence; silt fence and/or bale checks should also be placed along swales or slopes greater than
50 feet in length (flare ends of silt fence up slope)
 Storm sewer inlet filters (indicate type and show graphically on plan at each location)
 Temporary sediment basins
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Erosion control mats, fiber blankets, netting, temporary seed, or temporary mulch. All exposed soil areas
must be stabilized as soon as possible to limit soil erosion but in no case later than 14 days after the
construction activity in that portion of the site has temporarily or permanently ceased and no later than seven
(7) days after construction activity in that portion of the site has temporarily or permanently ceased when
discharge points on the project is within one mile of a special or impaired water and flows to that special or
impaired water.
Soil stockpile areas (indicate temporary stabilization measures)
Street Sweeping Required
Plans must include a note indicating that all adjacent streets will be swept daily, or as directed by the City, to
remove all accumulated materials. Failure to perform any street sweeping within six hours of notice by the
City will result in the work being performed by the City and all associated costs billed. The City also requires
removal of accumulated materials on streets during winter.

Final Stabilization
New resident construction requires vegetated stabilization from the front curb line to the back of the structure for the
entire width of the lot. Show seeding and/or turf establishment locations and specifications, including:
 Type of seeding (permanent, temporary, dormant)
 Seed type and application rate
 Fertilizer type and application rate
 Mulch type, application rate, and method of anchoring
 Specifications for installation and maintenance of erosion control mats, blankets, or netting
 Note requiring seeding/restoration to be completed within 48 hours of final grading
 Location of all areas to be vegetated
Tree Preservation
Show the following standards when a Tree Preservation Plan is required (see Subdivisions Code Section 1307.15
Tree Preservation for all requirements and additional information):
 Location, size and species of all trees that are six caliper inches or greater for deciduous trees, or ten feet in
height for coniferous trees.
 Trees to be preserved.
 Trees to be removed.
 Trees within 30 feet of grading limits.
 Method of tree protection.
 Tree replacement plan.

5.

LIST OF ACCEPTABLE PRACTICES

In the development of the STP appropriate for the development or redevelopment, infiltration (water quality volume) is
foremost in importance to apply in the design. Filtration is warranted when site conditions do not allow for an
effective infiltration facility. For flooding or rate control, detention systems are typically the preferred practice. Low
Impact Design (LID) practices are encouraged when they can be functionally incorporated into the design.
Alternative practices may be approved at the discretion of the City Engineer.
Volume Control Systems:

Infiltration trench

Infiltration basin

Raingarden

Underground storage

Reuse

Green roofs

Trees/Tree planters
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Filtration Systems:

Surface sand filter

Underground sand filter

Perimeter sand filter

Organic filter

Bioretention system

Raingarden with underdrain

Pervious pavement with underdrain

Underground storage with underdrain

Tree trench
Detention Systems:

Wet pond

Stormwater re-use systems

Multiple pond systems

Extended detention basin

Micro-pool extended detention basin

Dry detention ponds

Underground storage

Other, as approved by the City of Sunfish Lake
Wetlands:

Shallow wetland

Pond/wetland systems
Open Channel Systems:

Dry swale

Wet swale

Grass swale

Natural channel, or stream

6.

CONSTRUCTION SITE STORMWATER RUNOFF CONTROL

All land disturbing activities are required to follow the construction site runoff control standards within this section and
the MPCA NPDES Construction General Permit, as applicable.
6.1 Erosion Control
1. The Permittee must plan for and implement appropriate construction phasing vegetative buffer strips,
horizontal slope grading, and other construction practices to minimize erosion. All areas not to be
disturbed shall be marked (e.g., with flags, stakes, signs, silt fence etc.) on the project site before any
work begins.
2. All exposed soil areas must be stabilized as soon as possible to limit soil erosion but in no case later
than 14 days after the construction activity in that portion of the site has temporarily or permanently
ceased (and no later than seven days after construction activity in that portion of the site has
temporarily or permanently ceased when discharge points on the project is within one mile of a special
or impaired water and flows to that special or impaired water).
3. Additional BMPs together with enhanced runoff controls are required for discharges to special waters
and impaired waters. The BMPs identified for each special or impaired water are required for those
areas of the project draining to a discharge point on the project that is within one mile of a special or
impaired water and flows to that water. The additional BMPs are identified in Section 23.1 of the
NPDES Construction General Permit.
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4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

The permittee must stabilize the normal wetted perimeter of any temporary or permanent drainage ditch
or swale that drains water from any portion of the construction site, or diverts water around the site,
within 200 lineal feet from the property edge, or from the point of discharge into any surface water.
Stabilization of the last 200 lineal feet must be completed within 24-hours after connecting to a surface
water or property edge.
Pipe outlet must have temporary or permanent energy dissipation before connecting to surface water.
When possible, all slopes must be graded in such a fashion so that tracking marks from heavy
equipment are perpendicular to the slope.
All areas disturbed during construction must be restored as detailed in these requirements. The type of
permanent restoration shall be clearly shown on the plans including but not limited to sod, seed,
impervious cover and structures. A minimum of six inches of topsoil must be installed prior to
permanent restoration. Areas in which the top soil has been placed and finish graded or areas that have
been disturbed and other grading or site building construction operations are not actively underway
must be temporary or permanently restored as set forth in the following requirements.
a. Areas with slopes that area less than 3:1 must be seeded and mulched within 14 days of the area
not being actively worked.
b. Areas with slopes that area greater or equal to 3:1 must be seeded and erosion control blanket
placed within 14 days of the area not being actively worked.
c. All seeded area must be either mulched and disc anchored, hydro-mulched, or covered by erosion
control blanket to reduced erosion and protects the seed. Temporary or permanent mulch must be
disc anchored and applied at a uniform rate of two tons per acre and have 90 percent coverage.
d. If the disturbed area will be re-disturbed within a six-month period, temporary vegetative cover shall
be required consisting of an approved seed mixture and application rate.
e. If the disturbed area will not be re-disturbed within a six-month period, permanent vegetative cover
shall be required consisting of an approved seed mixture and application rate.
f. All areas that will not have maintenance done such as mowing as part of the final design shall be
permanently restored using an approved seed mixture and application rate.
g. Restoration of disturbed wetland areas shall be accomplished using an approved seed mixture and
application rate.
All erosion control measures must be maintained for the duration of the project until final stabilization
has been achieved. If construction operations or natural events damage or interfere with any erosion
control measures, they shall be restored to serve their intended function.
Additional erosion control measures shall be added as necessary to effectively protect the natural
resources of the City. The temporary and permanent erosion control plans shall be revised as needed
based on current site conditions and to comply with all applicable requirements.

6.2 Sediment Control Practices
1. Sediment control practices must be established on all down gradient perimeters before any
upgradient land disturbing activities begin. These practices must remain in place until final
stabilization has been achieved.
2. If the down gradient treatment system is overloaded additional up gradient sediment control practices
must be installed to eliminate overloading. The SWPPP must be amended to identify the additional
practices.
3. All storm drain inlets must be protected by approved BMPs during construction until all potential
sources for discharge have been stabilized. These devices must be maintained until final stabilization
is achieved. Inlet protection may be removed if a specific safety concern (street flooding/freezing) has
been identified.
4. Temporary stockpiles must have silt fence or other effective sediment controls at the base of the
stockpile and shall be placed at least 25 feet away from any road, wetland, protected water, drainage
channel, or stormwater inlets. Stockpiles left for more than 14 days must be stabilized with mulch,
vegetation, tarps, or other approved means.
5. Vehicle tracking of sediment from a project shall be minimized by approved BMPs. These shall be
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6.
7.
8.

installed and maintained at the City approved entrances. Individual lots shall each be required to
install and maintained entrances throughout the construction building until a paved driveway is
installed.
Sediment that has washed or tracked from site by motor vehicles or equipment shall be cleaned from
paved surfaces throughout the duration of construction.
Silt fence or other approved sediment control devices must be installed in all areas as shown on
the SWPPP.
Silt fence or other approved sediment control devices shall be required along the entire curb line,
except for approved opening where construction entrance will be installed or drainage flows away
from curb. This device must be maintained until final stabilization is achieved. Ditch checks shall be
required in ditch bottoms. Spacing for the check must be as follows:
100

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Dust control measures, such as application of water, must be performed periodically due to weather,
construction activity, and/or as directed by the City.
Flows from diversion channels or pipes (temporary or permanent) must be routed to sedimentation
basins or appropriate energy dissipaters to prevent the transport of sediment to outflow or lateral
conveyors and to prevent erosion and sediment buildup when runoff flows into the conveyors.
A designated concrete washout area shall be installed on projects that require the use of concrete.
All liquid and solid wastes generated by concrete washout operations must be contained in a leakproof containment facility or impermeable liner. A sign must be installed adjacent to each washout
facility to inform operators to utilize the proper facilities.
All sediment control measures shall be used and maintained for the duration of the project until final. If
construction operations or natural events damage or interfere with any erosion control measures, they
must be restored to serve their intended function.
Additional sediment control measures shall be added as necessary to effectively protect the natural
resources of the City. The temporary and permanent erosion control plans shall be revised as
needed based on current site conditions and to comply with all applicable requirements.
Preserve a 50-foot natural buffer when a surface water is located within 50 feet of the project’s earth
disturbances and stormwater flows to the surface water. If a buffer is infeasible, document the reasons
in the SWPPP and provide double rows of perimeter sediment controls placed five feet apart.

6.3 Temporary Sediment Basins
A temporary sediment basin (or permanent) shall be provided when 10 or more acres of disturbed soil drain
to a common location prior to the runoff leaving the site or entering surface waters. The Permittee is also
encouraged, but not required to install temporary sediment basins in areas with steep slope or highly
erodible soils even if the area is less than ten acres and it drains to one common area. The basins shall be
designed and constructed according to the following requirements:
1.

2.

3.

The basins must provide storage below the outlet pipe for a calculated volume of runoff from a 2-year,
24-hour storm from each acre drained to the basin, except that in no case shall the basin provide less
than 1,800 cubic feet of storage below the outlet pipe from each acre drained to the basin.
Where no such calculation has been performed, a temporary (or permanent) sediment basin providing
3,600 cubic feet of storage below the outlet pipe per acre drained to the basin shall be provided where
attainable until final stabilization of the site.
Temporary basin outlets will be designed to prevent short-circuiting and the discharge of floating debris.
The basin must be designed with the ability to allow complete basin drawdown (e.g., perforated riser
pipe wrapped with filter fabric and covered with crushed gravel, pumps or other means) for maintenance
activities, and provide a stabilized emergency overflow to prevent failure of pond integrity. Energy
dissipation must be provided for the basin outlet within 24 hours of connection to a surface water.
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4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

Temporary (or permanent) basins must be constructed and made operational concurrent with the start
of soil disturbance that is up gradient of the area and contributes runoff to the pond.
Temporary basins must be placed outside of surface waters and any buffer zones required by this
section and the NPDES Construction General Permit.
Where the temporary sediment basin is not attainable due to site limitations, equivalent sediment
controls such as smaller sediment basins, and/or sediment traps, silt fences, vegetative buffer strips or
any appropriate combination of measures are required for all down slope boundaries of the construction
area and for those side slope boundaries deemed appropriate as dictated by individual site conditions.
In determining whether installing a sediment basin is attainable, the Permittee must consider public
safety and may consider factors such as site soils, slope, and available area on site. This determination
must be documented in the SWPPP.
The Permittee shall maintain the sedimentation basins and will remain functional until an acceptable
vegetative cover is restored to the site, resulting in a pre-development level rate of erosion. The City will
not issue building permits for lots containing sediment basins until they have been removed or relocated
based on the projects restoration progress.
Basins designed to be used for permanent stormwater management shall be brought back to their
original design contours prior to acceptance by the City.

6.4 Dewatering and Basin Draining
1. Permittees must discharge turbid water from dewatering or basin draining to a temporary or permanent
sediment basin unless infeasible. If water cannot be discharged into a sedimentation basin before
entering a surface water it must be treated with the appropriate BMPs, such that the discharge does not
adversely affect the receiving water or downstream landowners.
2. The Permittee must make sure discharge points are appropriately protected from erosion and scour.
The discharge must be dispersed over riprap, sand bags, plastic sheeting or other acceptable energy
dissipation measures. Adequate sediment control measures are required for discharging water that
contains suspended soils.
3. If discharge water contains oil or grease, an oil-water separator must be implemented prior to
discharge.
4. If dewatering operation uses filters with backwash water, the Permittee must haul the backwash water
away for disposal, return the backwash water to the beginning of the treatment process, or incorporate
the backwash water into the site in a manner that does not cause erosion.
5. All water from dewatering or basin draining must discharge in a manner that does not cause nuisance
conditions, erosion in receiving channels, on down slope properties, or inundation in wetlands causing
significant adverse impact to wetlands.
6.5 Inspections and Maintenance
1. The Permittee shall be responsible for inspecting and maintaining all temporary and permanent BMPs.
2. The Permittee must routinely inspect the construction project once every seven days during active
construction and within 24-hours of a rainfall event of 0.5 inches or greater in 24-hours.
3. Ensure at least one individual is present on the site (or may be available within three calendar days)
and is trained in accordance with Section 6.8 Training.
4. All inspections and maintenance conducted during construction must be recorded in writing and must
be retained with the SWPPP. Records of each inspection and maintenance activity shall include:
a. Date and time of inspection.
b. Name of person(s) conducting the inspections.
c. Findings of inspections, including exact locations where corrective actions are required.
d. Corrective actions taken (including dates, times, and the party completing the maintenance
activities).
e. Date and amount of all rainfall events 0.5 inches or greater in 24-hours.
f. Documentation of changes made to SWPPP.
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g.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Location(s) of discharge during the inspection, including the description of the discharge and
photographs of the discharge.
Parts of the construction site that have achieved final stabilization, but work continues on other parts of
the site, inspections of the stabilized areas can be reduced to once a month. If work has been
suspended due to frozen ground conditions, the required inspections and maintenance must take place
as soon as runoff occurs or prior to resuming construction, which ever happens first.
All erosion and sediment BMPs shall be inspected to ensure integrity and effectiveness. All
nonfunctional BMPs shall be repaired, replaced or supplemented with a functional BMP by the end of
the next business day after discovery, or as soon as field conditions allow access.
All silt fences must be repaired, replaced, or supplemented when they become nonfunctional or the
sediment reaches half of the height of the fence. These repairs shall be made by the end of the next
business day after discovery, or as soon as field conditions allow access.
Temporary and permanent sedimentation basins must be drained, and the sediment removed when the
depth of sediment collected in the basin reaches half the storage volume. Drainage and removal must
be completed within one business day of discovery, or as soon as field conditions allow access.
Surface waters, including drainage ditches and conveyance systems, must be inspected for evidence of
sediment being deposited by erosion. The Permittee shall remove all deltas and sediment deposited in
surface waters, including drainage ways, catch basins, and other drainage systems, and re-stabilize the
areas where sediment removal results in exposed soil. The removal and stabilization shall take place
within seven days of discovery unless precluded by legal, regulatory, or physical access constraints.
The Permittee shall use all reasonable efforts to obtain access. If precluded, removal and stabilization
shall take place within seven calendar days of obtaining access. The Permittee is responsible for
contacting all local, regional, state and federal authorities and receiving any applicable permits, prior to
conducting any work.
Construction site vehicle exit locations, including streets and curb and gutter systems within and
adjacent to the project, shall be inspected for evidence of off-site sediment tracking onto paved
surfaces. Tracked sediment shall be removed from all off-site paved surfaces, within one business day
of discovery, or if applicable, within a shorter time.
The Permittee is responsible for the operation and maintenance of temporary and permanent water
quality management BMPs, as well as all erosion prevention and sediment control BMPs, for the
duration of the construction work at the site. The Permittee is responsible until another Permittee has
assumed control over all areas of the site that have not been finally stabilized or the site has undergone
final stabilization, and a NOT has been submitted to the MPCA.
If sediment escapes the construction site, off-site accumulations of sediment shall be removed in a
manner and at a frequency sufficient to minimize off-site impacts (e.g., fugitive sediment in streets could
be washed into storm sewers by the next rain and/or pose a safety hazard to users of public streets).
All infiltration areas shall be inspected to ensure that no sediment from ongoing construction activities is
reaching the infiltration area and these areas are protected from compaction due to construction
equipment driving across the infiltration area.

6.6 Pollution Management Measures/Construction Site Waste Control
1. At a minimum, the Permittee must meet the pollution prevention management measures as outlined in
the MPCA NPDES Construction General Permit, Items 12.1-12.9, as amended. The Permittee must
implement the following pollution prevention management measures on the site:
a. The following products and materials must be stored under cover or protected by an equivalent
means to minimize contact with stormwater: building products, landscape materials, pesticides,
fertilizers, and treatment chemicals. Products and materials that are not a source of contamination
to stormwater or are designed to be exposed to stormwater are exempt from this requirement.
b. Solid waste, including collected sediment, asphalt and concrete millings, floating debris, paper,
plastic, fabric, construction and demolition debris and other wastes must be disposed of properly
and must comply with MPCA and Minn. R. ch. 7035 disposal requirements.
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c.

d.
e.

f.

g.

h.

Hazardous Materials such as oil, gasoline, paint and any hazardous substances must be properly
stored, including secondary containment, to prevent spills, leaks or other discharge. Restricted
access to storage areas shall be provided to prevent vandalism. Storage and disposal of hazardous
waste shall follow MPCA regulations and Minn. R. ch. 7045 regulations.
Portable toilets must be positioned upright and secured so they will not tip or be knocked over.
Sanitary waste must comply with MPCA and Minn. R. ch. 7041 disposal requirements.
External washing of trucks and other construction vehicles must be limited to a defined area of the
site. Runoff shall be contained, and waste properly disposed of. No engine degreasing is allowed
on site.
The City of Sunfish Lake prohibits discharges of any material other than stormwater, and
discharges from dewatering or basin draining activities to the City’s storm sewer system and
surface waters. Prohibited discharges include but are not limited to vehicle and equipment washing,
maintenance spills, wash water, and discharges of oil and other hazardous substances.
All liquid and solid wastes created by washout operations must be contained to prevent washout
wastes from contacting the ground and does not result in runoff from the washout operation or
areas. In addition, a sign must be installed indicating the location of the washout facility. All
disposal of liquid and solids wastes must comply with MPCA rules.
Permittees must provide adequate supplies to clean up discharged materials to be available always
and an appropriate disposal method to clean up recovered spilled materials. Spills must be
reported and cleaned up immediately as required by Minn. Stat. 115.061, using dry clean up
measures where possible.

6.7 Final Stabilization
1. The Permittee must ensure final stabilization of the project prior to submitting the Notice of Termination
(NOT).
2. All soil disturbing activities at the site must be complete and all soils must be stabilized by a uniform
perennial vegetative cover with a density of at least 70 percent of its expected final growth (unless
vegetation is not required, such as impervious surfaces).
3. The permanent stormwater treatment system must be clean of accumulated sediment, meets all
stormwater design requirements, and is functioning as designed.
4. The Permittee must clean out all sediment from conveyances prior to submitting the NOT.
5. All temporary synthetic erosion prevention and sediment control BMPs (such as silt fence) must be
removed as part of the site final stabilization.
6. For residential construction only, permit coverage is terminated on individual lots when the following
criteria is met:
a. Structures are complete.
b. Temporary erosion protection and downgradient perimeter control for individual lots has been
completed and the residence has been transferred to the homeowner.
c. The Permittee must distribute the MPCA “homeowner factsheet” to the homeowner so the
homeowner is informed for the need, and benefits, of final stabilization.
6.8 Training
1. The SWPPP must provide a chain of command indicating the trained individuals who prepared the
SWPPP and who is responsible for the management of the construction site, inspections, and
installation, maintenance, and repair of BMPs.
2. The training shall consist of a course developed by a local, state or federal agency, professional
organization, water management organization, or soil and water conservation district and must contain
information that is related to erosion prevention, sediment control, or permanent stormwater
management and must relate to the work that you are responsible for managing.
3. Permittees must ensure trained individuals attend some refresher training course every three years.
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7.

GUIDANCE ON STORMWATER TREATMENT PRACTICES (STPS)

Designers are expected to follow the requirements of these Engineering Design Standards to meet the volume
control, water quality, and water quantity requirements of the City of Sunfish Lake. Designs should also meet the
design standards of the Minnesota Stormwater Manual. Deviations from recommended guidance will require detailed
written explanation with discretion given by the City.

8.

BASIC SIZING CRITERIA

Proposed Stormwater Management Plans must incorporate Volume Control, Water Quality Control, and Rate Control
as the basis for stormwater management in the proposed development plan. The City of Sunfish Lake, as a
permitted MS4, requires for new development projects to have a no net increase from pre-project conditions of total
volume, TSS, and TP; in addition, for redevelopment projects within the city, it is required to have a net reduction
from pre-project conditions of total volume, TSS and TP.
8.1 Volume Control Requirements
Volume control measures are required on projects to meet the water quality criteria of the City of Sunfish
Lake’ MS4 Permit obligations. Volume control shall be required for proposed new impervious areas greater
than one acre or redevelopment of impervious greater than one acre. If an applicant can demonstrate that
the volume control standard has been met, then the water quality sizing criteria shall be considered satisfied.
For linear projects with lack of right-of-way, easements or other permissions from property owners to install
treatments systems that can treat the total water quality volume on site, the project must maximize treatment
through other methods or combination of methods before runoff is released to nearby surface waters.
Alternative treatment options include: grassed swales, filtration systems, smaller ponds, or grit chambers. In
all circumstances, a reasonable attempt must be made to obtain right-of-way during the project planning and
all attempts of infeasibility must be recorded.
8.2 Volume Control Calculations
Depending on applicability, a proposed development shall capture and retain on site 1.0 inches of runoff
from the new impervious surfaces over an acre in post-construction conditions. For redevelopment projects,
the performance goal is to capture and retain on site 1.0 inches of runoff from the new and/or fully
redeveloped impervious surfaces over one acre. For projects less than one acre the City encourages
applicants to incorporate volume control or the water quality provisions to the maximum extent feasible.
The use of infiltration techniques shall be prohibited where the infiltration BMP will receive discharges from
or be in constructed in areas:







Where industrial facilities are not authorized to infiltrate industrial stormwater under and
NPDES/SDS Industrial Stormwater Permit issued by the MPCA.
Where vehicle fueling, and maintenance occur.
With less than three (3) feet of separation distance from the bottom of the infiltration system to the
elevation of the seasonally saturated soils or the top of the bedrock.
Where high levels of contaminant in soil or groundwater will be mobilized by the infiltrating
stormwater. Permittees must either complete the MPCA's contamination screening checklist or
conduct their own assessment to determine the suitability for infiltration. Permittees must retain the
checklist or assessment with their SWPPP documentation.
A Drinking Water Supply Management Area (DWSMA) is present, as defined by Minn. R.
4720.51000, subp.13, if the system will be in the following areas:
o In an Emergency Response Area (ERA) within a DWSMA classified as having high or very
high vulnerability; or,
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o

o

In an ERA within a DWSMA classified as moderate vulnerability, unless the City or an
approved higher level of engineering review has been provided to ensure a functioning
treatment system and prevention of adverse impacts to groundwater; or,
Outside of an ERA within a DWSMA classified as having high or very high vulnerability, unless
the City or an approved higher level of engineering review has been provided to ensure a
functioning treatment system and prevention of adverse impacts to groundwater.

The use of infiltration techniques shall be restricted and subject to additional review where the infiltration
BMP will be constructed in any of the following areas:




Soils in predominately Hydrologic Soil Group D (clay) soils.
Within 1,000 feet up-gradient, or 100 feet down-gradient of active karst features.
Soil infiltration rates are more than 8.3 inches per hour unless soils are amended to slow the
infiltration rate below 8.3 inches per hour.

Where the site factors listed above limit the construction of infiltration systems, the project proposer shall
provide appropriate documentation to the City regarding the limitations. If the City determines that infiltration
is restricted or prohibited onsite, the applicant shall consider alternative volume reduction BMPs and the
water quality volume must be treated by a wet sedimentation basin, filtration system, regional ponding or
similar method prior to the release of stormwater to surface water.
8.3 Water Quality Control
Water quality is required for new or redevelopment projects that exceed one acre of land disturbance (mill
and overlay and pavement rehabilitation projects are not considered land disturbance for this policy), per the
Lower Mississippi River Watershed Management Organization (LMRWMO).
For development or redevelopment that disturbs one acre or more, the City will require 50% total
phosphorus removal. For this policy, mill and overlay and pavement rehabilitation projects will not be
considered land disturbance. The water quality control standard shall be considered satisfied if the volume
control standard has been satisfied.
For areas that discharge directly to a water body for which a TMDL has been completed, the TMDL
requirements may replace the above written water quality policy, if more stringent.
Under certain circumstances, some construction projects cannot meet the TSS and/or TP reduction
requirements for new or redevelopment projects on the site of the original construction. All methods must be
exhausted prior to considering alternative locations where TSS and TP treatment standards can be
achieved. If the City has determined that all methods have been exhausted, the permittee will be required to
identify alternative locations where TSS and TP treatment standards can be achieved. Mitigation projects
will be chosen in the following order of preference:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Locations that yield benefits to the same receiving water that receives runoff from the original
construction activity.
Locations within the same Department of Natural Resource (DNR) catchment area as the original
construction activity.
Locations in the next adjacent DNR catchment area up-stream.
Locations anywhere within the City of Sunfish Lake.
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In addition, mitigation projects shall also meet the following criteria:






Mitigation projects shall involve the establishment new structural stormwater BMPs or the retrofit of
existing structural stormwater BMPs, or the use of a properly designed regional structural
stormwater BMP.
Previously required routine maintenance of structural stormwater BMPs cannot be considered
mitigation.
Mitigation projects must be finished within 24 months after the original construction activity begins.
A maintenance agreement specifying the responsible party for long-term maintenance shall be
identified.

For new stormwater discharge points/outfalls, the City will require pretreatment (at least grit and floatable
removal) of stormwater prior to its discharge to wetlands and other water resources.
8.4 Rate Control
1. The peak rate of runoff from the developed subwatershed of a site will not exceed the existing peak
discharge rate for the 2-, 10-, and 100-year critical storm events. The design storm events shall be
as follows:
Event
2-year, 24-hour
10-year, 24-hour
100-year, 24-hour
100-year, 10-day snowmelt
2.

3.

4.
5.

Detention basins shall be designed with capacity for the critical 100-year event, which is defined as
the 100-year event that produces the highest water level among 24-hour rainfall events or the 10day snowmelt runoff event.
The maximum duration for rainfall critical event analysis shall be 24-hours except in cases where
basins are landlocked, where back to back 24-hour events and the 10-day snowmelt runoff event
shall also be used. In all cases a hydrograph method of analysis should be used. For the 24-hour
rainfall events, or back to back 24-hour rainfall events, a MSE 3 distribution should be used. For
shorter duration critical events other distributions may be used with the approval of the City
Engineer.
All drainage system analyses and designs shall be based on proposed full development land use
patterns.
Development adjacent to a landlocked basin and the basin is not provided an outlet, freeboard
should be determined based on one of three methods (whichever provides for the highest
freeboard elevation):
a.
b.
c.

6.

7.
8.
9.

Rainfall/Snowmelt Depth (inches)
2.8
4.2
7.4
7.2

Two feet above the HWL determined by modeling back to back 100-year, 24-hour events,
Three feet above the highest known water level, or
Five feet above the HWL determined by modeling a single 100-year, 24-hour event.

When modeling landlocked basins, the starting water surface elevation should be the basins
Ordinary High Water elevation, which can be determined through hydrologic modeling or, in the
case of a DNR regulated basin, from a DNR survey.
A MSE 3 24-hour rainfall distribution with average antecedent moisture conditions should be
utilized for runoff calculations.
The recommended minimum outlet diameter is 6 inches due to plugging susceptibility and may
supersede the rate control requirement for the 2-year event.
City standard detail plates should be utilized for pond outlet structures.
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10. Outlet structures should be designed in three phases with primary outlet structure and secondary
overflow structure routed to the storm sewer and a defined emergency overflow as the tertiary
outlet structure.
8.5 Freeboard
Elevation separations of buildings with respect to ponds, lakes, streams, and stormwater features shall be
designed as follows:
1.

2.
3.

The basement floor will be four feet above the currently observed groundwater elevations in the
area and two feet above the elevation of any known or historic high groundwater elevations for the
area. Information on historic high groundwater elevation can be derived from any reasonable
sources including piezometer data, soil boring data, percolation testing logs, etc.
The minimum floor elevation, which includes the basement, for new or redevelopment will be at
least one foot above the critical 100-year flood elevation or high water level.
Any new development or redevelopment within the City will maintain a minimum building opening of
three feet above the anticipated 100-year high water elevation or three feet above the ordinary high
water level, whichever is higher, as a standard practice. However, if this three-foot freeboard
requirement is considered a hardship, the standard could be lowered to two feet if the following can
be demonstrated:
a.

b.
c.

4.

That, within the two-foot freeboard area, storm water storage is available which is equal to or
exceeds 50% of the storm water storage currently available in the basin below the 100-year
elevation.
That a 25% obstruction of the basin outlet over a 24-hour period would not result in more than
one foot of additional bounce in the basin.
An adequate overflow route from the basin is available to provide assurance that one foot of
freeboard will be maintained for the proposed low building opening.

Adjacent to channels, creeks, and ravines freeboard will be one feet to the 100-year critical event
elevation.

8.6 Floodplain Management
The City prohibits placement of structures, fill or other activities within the 100-year floodplain that will cause
an increase in the stage of the 100-year or regional flood or cause in increase in the flood damages in the
reach affected. The City may consider such activities if compensatory storage is provided and/or a channel
improvement is provided that will not result in the flood stage. Filling within the floodway is prohibited unless
the filling meets FEMA, DNR, and City Zoning Code. Applications proposing to alter the floodplain shall
submit the cut/fill diagrams along with calculations demonstrating that the filling or alteration of the floodplain
is not resulting in a reduction in the flood stage/storage.
8.7 Buffers
Buffers are required adjacent to wetlands for projects proposing new development, per the City’s Water
Resources Management Plan and City Code. A 16.5-foot natural buffer is required above the 100-year High
Water Level or wetland boundary is required around ponds, lakes and wetlands upon new or
redevelopment. This buffer is an area of natural vegetation that does not experience impact from mowing,
fertilizing, or grading activities. If a buffer is to be disturbed during construction, it will be seeded with a
native wetland seed mix.
8.8 Shoreland Management
The City Code (Zoning, Section 1243.04: Shoreland Alterations) has established setbacks for placement of
structures and impervious and requirements for shoreland alterations. The City also encourages the
following for work occurring within the shoreland zone:
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1.
2.
3.

Encourage the use of natural vegetation or bioengineering techniques for the stabilization of shorelines.
Use materials such as granite or fieldstone for shoreline stabilization project where hard armoring is
necessary.
Encourage the use of techniques that will minimize runoff and improve water quality associated with
new development and redevelopment. When possible use existing natural drainage ways, wetlands,
and vegetated soil surfaces to convey, store, filter, and retain stormwater runoff before discharge to
public waters. When development density, topographic features, and soil and vegetation conditions are
not sufficient to adequately handle stormwater runoff using natural features and vegetation, various
types of constructed facilities such as diversions, settling basins, skimming devices, dikes, waterways,
and ponds may be used. Preference shall be given to designs using surface drainage, vegetated filter
strips, bioretention areas, rainwater gardens, enhanced swales, off-line retention areas, and natural
depressions for infiltration rather than buried pipes and human-made materials and facilities (MnDNR
Alternative Shoreland Standards, 2005).

8.9 Long Term Inspection and Maintenance of Stormwater Facilities
1. No private stormwater facilities may be approved unless a maintenance plan is provided that defines
how access will be provided, who will conduct the maintenance, the type of maintenance and the
maintenance intervals. At a minimum, all private stormwater facilities shall be inspected annually and
maintained in proper condition consistent with the performance goals for which they were originally
designed and as executed in the stormwater facilities maintenance agreement.
2. Access to all stormwater facilities must be inspected annual and maintained as necessary. The
applicant shall obtain all necessary easement or other property interests to allow access to the facilities
for inspection or maintenance for both the responsible party and the City of Sunfish Lake.
3. Easements over floodplains, detention areas, wetlands, ditches, and all other parts of the stormwater
system as areas develop and redevelop is required.
4. All settled materials including settled solids, shall be removed from ponds, sumps, grit chambers, and
other devices, and disposed of properly.

9.

STORMWATER TREATMENT PRACTICE DESIGN STANDARDS
9.1 Storm Sewers
1. Manhole spacing shall not exceed 400 feet.
2. Where more than one pipe enters a structure, a catch basin/manhole shall be used.
3. Storm sewer pipe should match top of pipe on top of pipe unless grade constraints prevent this. In that
case, hydraulic calculations will be necessary to verify that excessive surcharging will not occur.
4. Stormwater pipes shall be designed utilizing the Rational Method. Channel design shall be hydrograph
method only. All methods are subject to the City Engineer’s approval.
5. Lateral systems shall be designed for the 10-year rainfall using the Rational Method. State Aid roadway
storm sewer shall be designed per the State Aid requirements.
6. The minimum full flow velocity within the storm sewer should be three feet per second (fps). The
maximum velocity shall be 10 fps, except when entering a pond, where the maximum velocity shall be
limited to six fps.
7. Trunk storm sewer should be designed at a minimum to carry 100-year pond discharge, in addition to
the 10-year design flow for directly tributary areas. The following table shall be used for the calculation
of peak rates using the Rational Method:
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Cover Type
Single-family Residential
Multi-family Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Parks, Open Space
Ponds, Wetlands
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

10-Year Runoff Coefficient
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.2
1.0

For storms greater than the 10-year event, and in the case of plugged inlets, transient street ponding
will occur. For safety reasons, the maximum depth in streets should not exceed 1.5 feet at the deepest
point.
All minor drainage systems (non-trunk) and local stormwater collection systems analyses and design
will be based on a 10-year event.
To promote efficient hydraulics within manholes, manhole benching shall be provided to half diameter of
the largest pipe entering or leaving the manhole.
Vaned grate (3067V) catch basin castings shall be used on all streets.
The maximum design flow at a catch basin for the 10-year storm event shall be three cubic feet per
second (cfs), unless high capacity grates are provided. Catch basins at low points will be evaluated for
higher flow with the approval of the City Engineer.
All structures located in the street are to be a minimum of four feet deep (rim to invert) and a minimum
of three feet deep elsewhere. Two-by-three catch basins are to be four feet deep.

9.2 Outlet and Inlet Pipes
1. Inlet pipes of stormwater ponds shall be extended to the pond normal water level whenever possible.
2. Outfalls with velocities greater than four fps into channels, where the angle of the outfall to the channel
flow direction is greater than 30 degrees, requires energy dissipation or stilling basins.
3. Outfalls with velocities of less than four fps, that project flows downstream into a channel in a direction
30 degrees or less from the channel flow direction, generally do not require energy dissipaters or stilling
basins, but will require riprap protection.
4. In the case of discharge to channels, riprap shall be provided on all outlets to an adequate depth below
the channel grade and to a height above the outfall or channel bottom. Riprap shall be placed over a
suitably graded filter material and filter fabric to ensure that soil particles do not migrate though the
riprap and reduce its stability. Riprap shall be placed to a thickness at least 2.5 times the mean rock
diameter to ensure that it will not be undermined or rendered ineffective by displacement. If riprap is
used as protection for overland drainage routes, grouting may be recommended.
5. Discharge velocity into a pond at the outlet elevation shall be six fps or less. Riprap protection is
required at all inlet pipes into ponds from the NWL to the pond bottom.
6. Where outlet velocities to ponds exceed six fps, the design should be based on the unique site
conditions present. Submergence of the outlet or installation of a stilling basin approved by the City is
required when excessive outlet velocities are experienced.
7. Submerged outlet pipes from ponds are not allowed.
8. Outlets for landlocked basins will be provided based on the following conditions:
a.
b.

c.

Only the existing tributary area may discharge to a landlocked basin, unless provision has been
made for an outlet from the basin.
The form of outlet may range from temporary pumps to gravity storm sewers. The outlet is to be in
place before increased water levels are likely to affect vegetation, slope stability and property
values.
The City will encourage the reduction of impervious area coverage and increase infiltration
opportunities in watersheds tributary to landlocked basins.
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d.

9.

In establishing high water elevations and whether outlets are needed for landlocked basins, the
long duration events, such as multiple-year wet cycles, high runoff volume events, and/or back-toback 100-year events will be considered (e.g. snowmelt events that last for many weeks).
e. Emergency overflows or outlets to drainage systems will be provided to any landlocked area if the
available storm water storage capacity is inadequate to prevent flooding of residences and if the
available downstream conveyance system capacity is adequate to accept additional flow.
f. Outflow rates should allow for as much infiltration as possible. Drawdown time to within one foot of
the NWL should not exceed 48 hours.
The City will require skimmers in the construction of new pond outlets and the addition of skimmers to
existing systems whenever feasible and practical.

9.3 Channels and Overland Drainage
1. Overland drainage routes where velocities exceed four fps should be reviewed by the City Engineer and
approved only when suitable stabilization measures are proposed.
2. Open channels and swales are recommended where flows and small grade differences prohibit the
economical construction of an underground conduit. Open channels and swales can provide infiltration
and filtration benefits not provided by pip.
3. The minimum grade in all unpaved areas shall be two percent.
4. Maximum length for drainage swales shall be 400 feet.
5. Channel side slopes should be a maximum of 4:1 (horizontal to vertical) with gentler slopes being
desirable.
6. Riprap shall be provided at all points of juncture, particularly between two open channels and where
storm sewer pipes discharge into a channel.
7. Open channels should be designed for the critical 100-year event. Variances to this standard may apply
in areas where in-place storm sewers are designed for a five-year frequency event. Riprap may need to
be provided.
8. Periodic cleaning of an open channel is required to ensure that the design capacity is maintained.
Therefore, all channels shall be designed to allow easy access for equipment.
9.4 Ponds
1. Where on site water quality detention basins are required, the applicant shall submit copies of the
calculations determining the design of the basins to the City. The size and design considerations will be
dependent on the receiving water body's water quality category, the imperviousness of the development
and the degree to which on site infiltration of runoff is encouraged. Design of on-site detention basins,
as described in the site's runoff water management plan, shall incorporate recommendations from the
nationwide urban runoff program (NURP) and "Protecting Water Quality in Urban Areas", published by
the Minnesota pollution control agency, as adopted by the city, or the applicable publications, as
adopted by the city. The following design considerations are required for on-site water quality detention
basins based on the receiving water's water quality category. These designs include permanent
detention for water quality treatment; extended detention designs may be substituted if they provide
treatment equivalent to the requirements below:
a.

b.
c.

d.

A permanent pool (“dead storage”) volume below the normal outlet shall be greater than or equal to
the runoff from a two and one-half inch (2.5") 24-hour storm over the entire contributing drainage
area assuming full development.
A permanent pool width ratio of 3:1 or greater.
All stormwater detention facilities will be designed to have a forebay to remove coarse sediment
prior to discharge and keep oil, grease and other floatable material from moving downstream
because of normal operations.
An emergency overflow (emergency outlet) adequate to control the 100-year critical duration
rainfall, runoff event, or plugged outlet conditions.
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e.

f.
g.

h.
i.
j.

k.

Basin side slopes above the normal water level should be no steeper than 4:1, and preferably
flatter. A basin shelf with a minimum width of 10 feet and one foot deep below the normal water
level is recommended to enhance wildlife habitat, reduce potential safety hazards, and improve
access for long-term maintenance.
To prevent short-circuiting, the distance between major inlets and the normal outlet shall be
maximized.
A flood pool (“live storage” volume above the normal water elevation shall be adequate so that the
peak discharge rates from 2-year and 100-year, 24-hour events are no greater than predevelopment basin watershed conditions.
A permanent pool average depth (basin volume/basin area) shall be > four feet, with a maximum
depth of < 10 feet.
No orifice smaller than four inches is allowed in the construction of ponds or outlets within the City.
Retardance of peak discharges for the more frequent storms can be achieved through a principal
spillway design which may include a perforated vertical riser, small orifice retention outlet, or
compound weir.
All constructed ponds shall be provided a maintenance access from an adjacent roadway. The
maintenance access shall be provided in the form of an easement no narrower than 20 feet. The
maintenance access shall have a longitudinal slope no steeper than 6:1 and minimal cross slope.
Maintenance access routes, due to their extra width, also serve well as emergency overflow (EOF)
routes.

9.5 Infiltration/Filtration Practices
1. Sizing of filtration/infiltration practices, or STPs, shall be in conformance with the volume control
requirements of this manual and the Minnesota Stormwater Manual.
2. When designing an infiltration practice for volume control and water quality management, the City
requires in-situ field tests to verify the on-site soil infiltration rate prior to the construction of infiltration
BMPs. The Permittee must provide at least one soil boring, test pit, or infiltrometer test from the location
of the proposed infiltration practice(s) for determining infiltration rates. The soil boring is required to go
to a depth of at least five feet below the proposed bottom of the STP. The soils shall be classified using
the Unified Soil Classification system. The least permeable soil horizon will dictate the infiltration rate.
Infiltration practices shall be designed to infiltrate the required runoff volume within 48 hours.
3. Pretreatment, in the form of ponds, forebays, filter strips, or other approved methods, shall be provided
for all infiltration areas. Pretreatment upstream of volume management practices is a key element in
the long-term viability of infiltration areas. The level of pretreatment varies largely depending on the
STP and drainage area of the watershed, City staff, and Minnesota Stormwater Manual
recommendations shall be utilized for determining the appropriate level of pretreatment on a case-bycase basis.
4. The infiltration practice shall not be used within fifty feet of a municipal, community or private well,
unless specifically allowed by an approved wellhead protection plan.
5. The infiltration practice shall not be used for runoff from fueling and vehicle maintenance areas and
industrial areas with exposed materials prosing contamination risk, unless the infiltration practice is
designed to allow for spill containment.
6. The infiltration practice shall not be used in Hydrologic Soil Group (HSG) D soils without soil
corrections.
7. Vegetation of infiltration/filtration practices shall be as shown in the City of Sunfish Lake Standard
Details. A plan for management for vegetation shall be included in the Stormwater Pollution Prevention
Plan.
8. If soils are unsuitable for infiltration, then filtration may be used with drain tile, provided in accordance
with the City of Sunfish Lake’s Standard Details.
9. Subgrade soils for infiltration/filtration practices shall be as presented in the City of Sunfish Lake’s
Standard Details. Assume a 40 percent void ratio for clean washed rock and 20 percent for
construction sand for the purposes of volume calculations.
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10. Rock storage beds shall be constructed using crushed angular granite that has been thoroughly washed
to remove all fine particles that could result in clogging of the system.
11. For infiltration benches adjacent to ponds, benches shall have slopes no steeper than 5:1 over the
proposed infiltration zone. A slope of 10:1 is preferred. The Minnesota Stormwater Manual cites
concerns with locating infiltration features immediately adjacent to ponds. To address this, benches
shall be located to maintain hydraulic separation from the saturated zone of the pond to minimize the
loss of infiltration potential over time.
9.6 Emergency Overflow Paths
1. Emergency Overflows (EOFs) shall be sized with a minimum bottom width of five feet and 4:1 side
slopes.
2. The maximum flow depth in EOFs shall be less than equal to one foot as calculated for a 100-year
back-to-back storm event.

10.

DESIGN EXAMPLES

The design process for each of the acceptable Stormwater Treatment Practices is detailed in the Minnesota
Stormwater Manual, http://stormwater.pca.state.mn.us/index.php/Main_Page.

11.

STORMWATER TREATMENT PRACTICE DETAIL DRAWINGS

Please refer to the City of Sunfish Lake’s Engineering Details for the following:







12.

Bioretention
Media Filter System
Vegetative Filter System
Infiltration Trench
Infiltration Basin
Stormwater Pond/Wetland

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

Construction specifications and details are found in the Minnesota Stormwater Manual for each of the acceptable
STPs, unless otherwise restricted by this manual.

13.

CHECKLISTS

Refer to Appendix A & B for the Stormwater Management Plan Review Checklist and the Erosion and Sediment
Control Inspection Form.
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CITY OF

Sunfish Lake

MINNESOTA

SITE PLAN REVIEW & BUILDING PERMIT APPLICATION PROCEDURES
A checklist of background information and submission requirements for the processing of site plan
reviews and building permits is provided below. The intent of this form is to furnish a clear understanding
and detailed indication of the materials and documentation necessary for the review of such requests.
City Staff will utilize the attached form as a checklist in review of the information which is submitted.
Some items may not be applicable to some projects and may be waived with approval of the City
Planner.
Compliance
Yes No

Processing Procedures:
Review the appropriate sections of the City Zoning Ordinances and Comprehensive Plan.
Meet with City Staff/Engineer/Planner, if necessary, to discuss proposal.
File application for site plan review/building permit concurrent with submission requirements
as set forth below.
Application/review fees paid and escrow deposits made.
Five (5) full size copies and one reduced (11 x 17) copy of all submitted plans.
Submittal Requirements for Existing Site Elements:
Names, addresses, and phone numbers of property owners, applicants, surveyor, architect,
engineer, or other persons associated with the project.
Proof of title and the legal description of the property.
Complete site survey, containing:
Property boundary lines in relation to known section, quarter section, or quarterquarter section lines comprising a legal description of the property and including
bearings, distances, curve data, and total acreage of parcel.
Lot dimensions, including width as measured at the front building setback line.
Date of plan preparation, north arrow and scale no smaller than one inch equals
one hundred feet.
Existing land uses.
Layout of buildings, old foundations, septic systems, wells, and other site elements
which currently exist on the property and those on adjacent properties to within 350
feet.
Existing building setbacks.
Adjacent streets and/or rights-of-way (public or private) curb cuts, driveways, etc.
Existing topography (existing and proposed 2-foot contours must be shown on the
same plan).
Location, size, species, and present condition of all significant trees/vegetation on
site. Tree locations should be illustrated on the grading plan.

1

Compliance
Yes
No
Shoreline, water elevation, 100-year floodplain/flood fringes/floodways and Ordinary
High Water Mark, if applicable.
Formal delineation of wetlands, lakes, streams, and other public waters on or
immediately adjacent to the site, certified by a registered engineer in accordance
with the 1991 Wetland Conservation Act. The plans should show shoreline and
OHWL.
Location, dimension, and purpose of all easements.
Location, size, and elevations of any existing utilities, drainage control devices, or
other underground facilities on or adjacent to the property, including drainfields and
wells within 50 feet of the property lines on adjacent lands.
Location and dimensions of existing storm water drainage systems and natural
overland drainage patterns, including a calculation (by a qualified engineer) of storm
water runoff before construction, if required.
Subsurface conditions including soil types, rock and groundwater conditions, water
quality and availability, results of percolation tests, and proof that no hydric soils exist
in the area of development.
Submittal Requirements for Proposed Design Features:
Proposed layout of principal and accessory buildings, walls, fences, gates or monuments,
and other site structures, showing the proposed structure setbacks from lot lines.
Architectural elevations (type and materials used in all exterior surfaces) inclusive of top of
foundation, finished floor, garage floor, and basement elevations for all structures.
House plans must show footprint size, total square footage and finished floor area for each
level of the structure.
Top of foundation, finished floor, garage floor and basement elevations must be indicated for
all principal structures.
Building height calculations shall be indicated on site and building plans. The building height
limitation shall be determined by taking the average existing grade of the structure and
adding thirty (30) feet. The existing grade shall be determined by taking spot elevations at all
points around the perimeter of the house and finding the average. The building height as
measured on the elevation drawings shall be the distance between the top of foundation and
peak of the roof which when added to the top of foundation elevation may not exceed the
building height limitation as defined above.
Proposed driveway(s), curb cuts, streets, and/or rights-of-way (public or private).
Location and sizing of proposed on-site well water system. Well location must be shown on
the site plan.
Location and size of proposed on-site waste disposal systems, including both primary and
back-up drain fields. Drain field locations must be shown on the site plan.
Grading plan with minimum two foot contours which shall include the proposed grading and
drainage of the site, including provision for surface water ponding and drainage. Also to be
stipulated are the garage floor, first floor and basement elevations of all structures.
A plan for soil erosion and sediment control both during construction (erosion control fencing,
etc.) and following final grading, after development has been competed.

2

Compliance
Yes No
A drainage plan of the developed site, prepared by a qualified engineer, delineating in which
direction and at what rate stormwater runoff will be conveyed from the site and setting forth
the areas of the site where stormwater will be allowed to collect.
Locations and dimensions of all temporary soil or dirt stockpiles.
Proposed fill, levees, channel modifications, and other methods to overcome flood or erosion
hazard areas in accordance with the Zoning Ordinance and applicable state statutes.
A vegetation preservation and protection plan that shows those trees proposed to be
removed, those to remain, the types/locations of trees, and other plantings that are to be
installed may also be required.
A landscape plan showing the proposed species, number, and sizes of trees, shrubs, grasses
and other perennials to be planted on site which emphasizes perimeter plantings, screening
of the structure from neighboring properties and buffering of garage areas, lighting,
mechanical equipment, and other utilitarian type elements. The plan should show the types
and locations of ground covers used to permanently stabilize areas disturbed during
construction.
A lighting plan and fixture specifications showing the location, size, type/style, and wattage/
lumens of all exterior lights on site. The source of light shall not be visible from adjacent
properties or lakes and all fixtures must be hooded to control the direction of light and glare.
Where structures are to be placed on lots of five (5) acres or more which are subject to
potential replat, a site plan shall indicate a logical way in which the lots could possibly be resubdivided in the future.
Applications, statements, and supporting documentation and plans for rezoning, variances,
conditional use permits, or other requests being sought in association with site plan/building
permit approval.
Optional fire protection measures such as a sprinkler system in all new construction and/or a
dry hydrant or standpipe for utilization of swimming pool water.
Where applicable, compliance with Airport Noise Abatement regulations must be
demonstrated.
Fences, gates, sheds, free-standing decks, patios or screened porches, docks, and all other
accessory structures (proposed and existing) must be shown on plans and will be subject to
specific standards outlined in the City=s Zoning Ordinance.
Other information, specified here which may be required by the City:
__________________________________________________________________
The applicant is aware that the proposed structure must be clearly staked at least one week
before the Planning Commission meeting at which the application will be reviewed.
Note: Failure on the part of the applicant to supply all necessary information listed herein or any supportive information as
requested by the City may be grounds for rejection of the application or denial of the request.
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Construction Site Stormwater Runoff ESC Inspection Form
Site Name:

Permit No.:

Inspector(s):

Address:

Inspection Date: ____ / ____ / ____
Time: __________ am/pm

Photos Taken?

Owner:

Weather:

Date of Last Inspection: ____ / ____ / ____

Contractor:

Priority Area:

Inspection Reason:

Today’s Rainfall
Amount : _______(inches)

☐Weekly ☐Rain Event ☐Complaint ☐Spot-Check

BMP
1.

Perimeter controls installed/maintained?

2.

Natural features are protected with a BMP?

3.

Storm drain inlets are properly protected?

4.

Stockpiles protected and not placed in a conveyance?

5.

Construction entrance prevents tracking?

6.

Trash/litter collected and contained?

7.

Non-active disturbed areas are stabilized?

8.

Discharge points are free of sediment deposits?

9.

Washout facilities are available/used?

10.

Vehicle fueling areas are free of leaks and spills?

11.

Potential contaminants are protected?

☐Yes ☐No

Compliant?

☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No

☐Yes

☐No

Last Rain Date: ____ / ____ / ____
Amount: ________(inches)
Rainfall Data Source :
☐On-site Gauge

Maintenance
Required?

☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No

☐Weather Station w/in 1 mile

Corrective Action(s) Needed & Notes

Date Corrected

BMP
12.

Any evidence of discharges?

13.

Portable toilets are upright and secure?

15

Dewatering activities are using appropriate BMPs to
avoid scour and selected chemicals are suited to soil
types?

16.

SWPPP on site?

17.

Inspection reports available?

18.

Training documentation is available?

19.

Other:

20.

Other:

Additional Comments:

Compliant?

Maintenance
Required?

☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No

☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No

☐Yes
☐No

☐Yes
☐No

☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No

☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No
☐Yes
☐No

Corrective Action(s) Needed & Notes

Date Corrected

CITY OF SUNFISH LAKE
COUNTY OF DAKOTA
STATE OF MINNESOTA

STORMWATER FACILITIES MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT
WITH ACCESS RIGHTS AND COVENANTS
(

Insert Project Reference Numbers

)

This AGREEMENT, made and entered into this
day of
, 20
, for the
maintenance and repair of certain Stormwater Management Facilities is entered into between
________________________________________________________________________________
(hereinafter referred to as “OWNER”) and the City of Sunfish Lake (hereinafter referred to as
“CITY”) for the benefit of the CITY, the OWNER, the successors in interest to the CITY or the
OWNER, and the public generally.
WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, the undersigned is the owner of that certain real property lying and being in the _____
Land Lot/District, ______ identified as [Tax Map/Parcel Identification Number] _______________
and being more particularly described by deed as recorded in the land records of the City of Sunfish
Lake, Minnesota, Deed Book ______ Page ____, hereinafter called the "Property".
WHEREAS, the undersigned is proceeding to build on and develop the property; and has submitted
the Site Plan/Subdivision Plan known as ______________________________________________,
(Name of Plan/Development) hereinafter called the "Plan", which is expressly made a part hereof,
as approved or to be approved by the City, provides for detention of stormwater within the confines
of the property; and
WHEREAS, the City and the undersigned, its successors and assigns, including any homeowners
association, (hereinafter the “Landowner”) agree that the health, safety, and welfare of the residents
of the City of Sunfish Lake, Minnesota, requires that on-site stormwater management facilities be
constructed and maintained on the Property; and
WHEREAS, the City requires that on-site stormwater management facilities as shown on the Plan
(the “Facilities”) be constructed and adequately maintained by the Landowner.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises, the mutual covenants contained
herein, and the following terms and conditions, the parties hereto agree as follows:
(1) When a new drainage control facility is installed, the party having the facility installed shall
obtain a copy of the as-built plans from the City of Sunfish Lake Engineering Department.
Responsible parties shall make records of the installation and of all maintenance and repair,
and shall retain the records for at least ten years. These records shall be made available to
the City of Sunfish Lake’s City Engineer during Inspection of the facility and at other
reasonable times upon request of the City Engineer.

(2) The following operational maintenance activities shall be performed on all permitted
systems on a regular basis or as needed:
a) Removal of trash and debris,
b) Inspection of inlets and outlets,
c) Removal of sediments when the storage volume or conveyance capacity of the
stormwater management system is below design levels
d) Ensure systems designed for infiltration are drawing down within 48 hours, and
e) Stabilization and restoration of eroded areas.
(3) Specific operational maintenance activities are required, depending on the type of permitted
system, in addition to the practices listed in subsection (2), above.
a) Retention, swale and underdrain systems shall include provisions for:
1. Mowing and removal of grass clippings, and
2. Aeration, tilling, or replacement of topsoil as needed to restore the
percolation capability of the system. If tilling or replacement of the topsoil is
utilized, vegetation must be established on the disturbed surfaces.
b) Exfiltration systems shall include provisions for removal of sediment and debris
from pretreatment or sediment collection systems.
c) Wet detention systems shall include provisions for operational maintenance of the
littoral zone. Replanting shall be required if the percentage of vegetative cover falls
below the permitted level. It is recommended that native vegetation be maintained in
the littoral zone as part of the system's operation and maintenance plan. Undesirable
species such as cattail and exotic plants should be controlled if they become a
nuisance.
d) Dry detention systems shall include provisions for mowing and removal of grass
clippings.
(4) If the system is not functioning as designed and permitted, operational maintenance must be
performed immediately to restore the system. If operational maintenance measures are
insufficient to enable the system to meet the design and performance standards of this
chapter, the permittee must either replace the system or construct an alternative design.
(5) In the event the Landowner fails to maintain the Facilities in good working condition
acceptable to the City, the City may enter upon the Property and take such steps as are
necessary to correct deficiencies identified in the inspection report and to charge the costs of
such repairs to the Landowner. This provision shall not be construed to allow the City to
erect any structure of permanent nature on the land of the Landowner outside of the
easement for the stormwater management facilities. It is expressly understood and agreed
that the City is under no obligation to routinely maintain or repair said facilities, and in no
event shall this Agreement be construed to impose any such obligation on the City. The
Landowner Sunfish Lakes to the City, its authorized agents and employees, a non-exclusive,
perpetual easement over, across, under and through the Property for such purposes.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, the parties hereto acting through their duly authorized agents have
caused this Agreement to be signed, sealed and delivered:

(Insert Company/Corporation/Partnership Name) [SEAL]
_________________________________________________
By: (Type Name and Title)

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me
this ____ day of ____________, 20___, by

_____________________________________
Unofficial Witness

_____________________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC
My Commission Expires: ____________
CITY OF SUNFISH LAKE, MINNESOTA

ATTACHMENT 1: CITY OF SUNFISH LAKE
GENERAL ENGINEERING STANDARDS FOR STORM WATER
TREATMENT FACILITIES
The following are the maintenance requirements for the proper operation of water quality
treatment structures provided by the Minnesota Stormwater Manual, as amended, and the
Minnesota BMP Manual, as amended:
Pond Maintenance Requirements
1.

Annual inspection, maintenance reporting and certification by a professional engineer
(Provided by Owner). Information must be submitted to the City annually.

2.

Excavate pond to original design capacity when one half (1/2) of the wet volume of the pond
is lost due to sediment deposition.

3.

Remove floatable debris in and around the pond area including, but not limited to: oils,
gases, debris and other pollutants.

4.

Maintain landscape adjacent to the facility per original design, including but not limited to:
maintenance of the buffer strip and other plant materials as per original plan design.

5.

Maintenance of all erosion control measures including but not limited to: rip rap storm
sewer outlets, catch basin inlets, etc.

Environmental Manhole Maintenance Requirements
1.

Annual inspection, maintenance reporting and certification by a professional engineer
(Provided by Owner). Information must be submitted to the City annually.

2.

Maintenance should be performed once the sediment or oil depth exceeds the
established requirements recommended by the manufacturer.

3.

Maintenance should occur immediately after a spill takes place. Appropriate regulatory
agencies should also be notified in the event of a spill.

4.

Disposal of materials shall be in accordance with local, state and federal requirements as
applicable.

Rain Garden Maintenance Requirements
1.

Inlet and Overflow Spillway – Remove any sediment build-up or blockage and correct any
erosion.

2.

Vegetation
a. Maintain at least 80% surface area coverage of plants approved per plan.
b. Removal of invasive plants and undesirable woody vegetation.
c. Removal of dried, dead and diseased vegetation.
d. Re-mulch void or disturbed/exposed areas.

3.

Annual inspection and maintenance efforts must be documented and submitted to the City.

Filtration Basin Maintenance Requirements
1. Sweep sediment from parking lot 4 times per year
2. Ongoing and as needed:
a. Prune and weed to maintain appearance
b. Remove trash and debris
c. Maintain at least 80% surface area coverage of plants approved per plan.
d. Removal of invasive plants and undesirable woody vegetation.
e. Removal of dried, dead and diseased vegetation.
f. Re-mulch void or disturbed/exposed areas.
3. Semi-annually:
a. Remove sediment from inflow points (off-line systems)
b. Inspect aggregate filter system and clean as needed
c. Shrubs should be inspected to evaluate health. Remove dead and diseased
vegetation.
4. Annually:
a. Inspect and remove any sediment and debris build-up in pre-treatment areas
b. Inspect inflow points and bioretention surface for buildup of road sand associated
with spring melt period. Remove and replant as necessary.
5. 2 to 3 years:
a. Test pH of planting soils. If pH is below 5.2, add limestone. If pH is 7.0 to 8.0, add
iron sulfate plus sulfur.
6. Annual inspection and maintenance efforts must be documented and submitted to the City.

Bioinfiltration
There is no underdrain, so all runoff that flows into
the basin and does not overflow into an overflow structure is
abstracted from the stormsewer system through infiltration or
evapotranspiration.

Evapotranspiration

Since there is no underdrain, in-situ soils must be
able to handle discharge through the soil or filter
media in 48 hours or less. The period of inundation
is defined as the time from the high water level in
the practice to 1 to 2 inches above the bottom of the
facility

Infiltration

Figure 2-1: Bioinfiltration
Not To Scale

